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General Biology III (BSC 2012C) 
Location: 42/1020 
Time: Tuesdays and Thursdays, 1:40–2:55 PM 
Instructor: Dr. Frank Smith     
  Email: frank.smith@unf.edu     
  Phone: (904) 620-2883 
  Office: 59/2315    
Office Hours: T&R 12:30–1:30 PM, or by appointment 
Course Prerequisites: BSC 1010C, BSC 1011C  
Textbook:  Biological Science, 6th ed. Freeman. 
  UNF General Biology 3 lab manual.  Beall. 
  Writing in the Biological Sciences, 3nd Edition.  Hofmann. Oxford.  
   ISBN: 9780199765287 
  Photographic Atlas / Biology lab, 8th edition.  Van De Graff. 
  
Course Description: This course is designed to introduce students to the diversity and evolution 
of animals and the anatomy and physiology of representative taxa. During this course we will 
look at the tremendous biodiversity that results from the basic building blocks described in 
General Biology I and II.  We will conduct an overview of the major groups of animals, focusing 
on unique adaptations and the evolutionary origin of different characteristics.  We will then 
examine the development of organs and organ systems in representative groups to provide a 
comparative view of animal anatomy and physiology.  The laboratory involves experimentation 
with living animals and/or dissection of preserved animals.         
 
Learning Objectives: By fully engaging with the material and class assignments, at the end of 
the semester you will be able to  

• Describe the evolutionary relationships of animal phyla. 
• Determine which phylum an animal belongs to based on anatomical characteristics.  
• Explain how animals develop and evolve. 
• Explain how animal organ systems function. 
• Explain how animal organ systems are integrated. 

 
Course Format: This course is divided into a lecture component and a lab component.  Lectures 
will include information that is not found in assigned readings or in posted PowerPoint 
presentations.  You need to attend class for this information.  Quizzes and exams will be based 
on the lectures.  You will be given a laboratory specific syllabus, which outlines laboratory 
exercises and the grading scheme for the laboratory component of this course.   
 
Grading: 1000 points are available in this course.  There will be three in class exams and a 
cumulative final exam.  Each exam is worth 200 points.  There will be 10 quizzes worth 12.5 
points each.  Additionally, 300 points are available from the laboratory component of this course.  
See the laboratory syllabus for additional information regarding the points available in the 
laboratory component. 
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Category Points per activity Total  
Exams #1–3* 200 points each (best 2) 400 
Final Exam 200 points 200 
Quizzes #1–10* 12.5 points each (best 8) 100 
Laboratory 300 points 300 
Total points for course 1, 000 points 
* I drop your lowest exam grade and your two lowest quiz grades.   
 
Grading Scale: 
  

A A- B+ B B- C+ C D F 
100 – 
93.00% 

92.99 – 
90.00% 

89.99 – 
87.00% 

86.99 – 
83.00% 

82.99 – 
80.00%  

79.99 – 
77.00% 

76.99 – 
70.00%  

69.99 – 
60.00%  

<60% = 
F. 

 
Canvas: All communications regarding the course will be made through Canvas.  Lectures will 
include a PowerPoint presentation that will become available on Canvas after lecture.  
 
Supplemental Instruction (SI): SI is an academic assistance program that utilizes peer-assisted 
study sessions. SI sessions are regularly scheduled, informal review sessions in which students 
compare notes, discuss readings, develop organizational tools, and predict test items. Students 
learn how to integrate course content and study skills while working together. The sessions are 
facilitated by “SI leaders,” students who have previously done well in the course and who attend 
all class lectures, take notes, and act as model students.  This semester’s “SI leader” is Elizabeth 
Cheiky.  She will be providing additional information about when and where SI will occur.  
  
Masteringbiology.com:  You can log into this website with the code that came with your 
textbook, or by purchasing an access code for $115.  It is not mandatory to do the Mastering 
Biology problems. I will let you know when Mastering Biology problems are posted through 
canvas.       
  
Attendance Policy: Attendance is mandatory.  Make-up exams and quizzes will only be made 
available for University-sanctioned excuses.  These excuses include death in the family, a 
medical emergency, or a University sponsored event.  It is the responsibility of a student with a 
valid excuse to schedule a make-up exam.  The make-up exams and quizzes may be different 
than the exams and quizzes given in class.      
 
ADA Statement: ADA statement: Students with disabilities who seek reasonable 
accommodations in the classroom or other aspects of performing their coursework must first 
register with the UNF Disability Resource Center (DRC) located in Building 57, Room 1500.  
DRC staff members work with students to obtain required documentation of disability and to 
identify appropriate accommodations as required by applicable disability laws including the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).  After receiving all necessary documentation, the DRC 
staff determines whether a student qualifies for services with the DRC and if so, the 
accommodations the student requires will be provided.  DRC staff then prepares a letter for the 
student to provide faculty advising them of approved accommodations.  It is the responsibility of 
the student to ensure that all instructors (lecture and laboratory, if applicable) receive the 
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accommodation letter.  Students are encouraged to meet privately with their instructors to discuss 
the details of the accommodation.  For further information, contact the DRC by phone (904) 620-
2769, e-mail drcexams@unf.edu, or visit the DRC website www.unf.edu/drc. 
Military and veteran students may need both physical and academic accommodations and may 
contact the DRC to find further information.  Military and veteran students who return from 
combat exposure may be utilizing the post 9/11 GI bill to continue postsecondary education 
goals.  Contact Military and Veterans Resource Center by phone (904) 620-2655 or e-mail 
mvrc@unf.edu. 
 
Course Honor Policy: The University of North Florida Student Handbook identifies several 
types of violations; these include but are not limited to: cheating; fabricating and falsifying 
information or citations; submitting the same work for credit in more than one course; 
plagiarizing; providing another student with access to one’s own work to submit under this 
person’s name or signature; destroying, stealing, or making inaccessible library or other 
academic resource material; and helping or attempting to help another person commit an act of 
academic dishonesty. The consequences of a breach of academic integrity will result on an F on 
the assignment/exam and may result in an F for the course, which is unforgivable, regardless of 
withdrawal status. 
 
Student Health and Wellbeing: The UNF counseling center can help students who are having 
difficulties managing stress, adjusting to college, or who are feeling sad and hopeless. You can 
reach the UNF counseling center at http://www.unf.edu/counseling-center/  or by calling (904)-
620-2602 during and after business hours for routine appointments or if you or someone you 
know is in crisis. Walk-in hours are 10-2 PM Monday-Friday. Crisis appointments available.   
  
The Victim Advocacy Program provides confidential crisis intervention services to anyone in the 
UNF community impacted by crime or victimization.  Services offered range from emotional 
support to assistance navigating the criminal justice system.  The Victim Advocacy Program is 
located in Founders Hall, Building 2, Suite 2100. Students may contact the 24-hour Crisis 
Helpline at (904) 620-1010. For more information visit http://www.unf.edu/womens-
center/Victim_Advocacy.aspx  
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Tentative Class Schedule: 

 
**A quiz will be administered on dates in bold font. 

Week/Topic Tuesday Thursday Chapters
20-Aug 22-Aug

Tree thinking Tree thinking
27-Aug 29-Aug

Innovations of 
animals Themes of evolution

3-Sep 5-Sep
No Class No Class
10-Sep 12-Sep

Development Evo-devo
17-Sep 19-Sep

Non-bilaterian Exam I
24-Sep 26-Sep

Bilaterians Lophotrochozoans

1-Oct 3-Oct

Ecdysozoans
Non-vertebrate 
deuterostomes

8-Oct 10-Oct
Fish Tetrapods

15-Oct 17-Oct
Mammals Exam II

22-Oct 24-Oct
Primates Humans
29-Oct 31-Oct

Nervous system Nervous system
5-Nov 7-Nov 44

Sensory systems Sensory systems
12-Nov 14-Nov 45

Movement Movement
19-Nov 21-Nov

Exam III
"Your Inner Fish" 

Documentary
26-Nov 29-Nov
No class No class

3-Dec 5-Dec
Form and Function Form and Function

1-2:50 PM
10-Dec

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 10

Week 11

Week 12

Week 7

Week 8

Week 9

Week 16

Week 13

Week 14

Week 15

Final exam

–

31

30

47, 21

30

43

32

32

32

31, 32

39

_

_



University of North Florida 
General Biology III (BSC 2012C) 

Lab Syllabus Fall 2019 
 
 

INSTRUCTOR:  Dr. Frank Smith 
OFFICE:  Rm. 2315 Bldg. 59 
OFFICE HOURS: T&R 12:30–1:30 PM, or by appointment 
PHONE: 620-2883 
EMAIL:  frank.smith@unf.edu 

 
Required Materials: 

 General Biology III Laboratory Manual.  6th Edition. 2019. UNF Biology Department. 
 

 Van De Graaff KM, Crawley JL.  2016.  A Photographic Atlas for the Biology 
Laboratory.  8th Edition, Morton Publishing Company. 
 

 Hofmann.  2019. Writing in the Biological Sciences, 3rd Edition. Oxford.  ISBN: 
9780199765287 

 
 Dissecting Kit (#10) is required and is available at the University Bookstore 
 Gloves- Students must provide their own gloves. Gloves are available at the University 

Bookstore and also a variety of other stores (Lowes, Home Depot, Wal-Mart…) 
 Safety Goggles 
 Proper Lab Attire…close-toed shoes, lab coat, etc. *discussed with lab safety  

 
 
Course Description: This course is designed to support lecture material presented in General 
Biology III.  After completing this course students should achieve the following…  
 

1. The laboratory is designed to support and illustrate concepts presented in 
lecture. 

2. Students will gain knowledge of the fundamentals of animal development and 
diversity, phylogeny, taxonomy, and animal anatomy and physiology. 

3. Students will gain knowledge of basic skills for collecting and identifying 
animals based on specific characteristics. 

4. Students will gain knowledge of basic skills needed to prepare chemical 
solutions and operate laboratory equipment such as microscopes, balances, 
and pipets.   

5. Students will gain a basic understanding of research techniques, hypothesis 
formation, experimental design, results analyses and interpretation, and 
scientific report format. 

 
 
The lab will focus on classification, taxonomy, and anatomy of animals. The grades assessing 
student knowledge of this material will be based on two lab practical exams, quizzes, online 
assignments, and an invertebrate collection (group project).  
 



Students will also have to perform an experiment and write a research report based on that 
experiment.  The experiment will be performed in teams of 3-4 students. Teams will be chosen 
randomly and assigned by the instructor.  Students will follow a protocol sheet to conduct a 
simple experiment, with the goal of learning the methods and recording observations needed for 
their own projects.  Each team will then be required to develop aspects of its own project, 
complete a prospectus for the project, construct a bibliography, collect/analyze the data, and write 
a scientific report of the results. 
Grading Information: Your grade for this semester will be derived from lecture and lab.  You 
laboratory grade will be calculated based on your score for the following activities: 
 
 

Practical Exam I 75 points 
Practical Exam II 75 points 
Participation/Dissection 10 points 
In-Class Quizzes (10pts each) 30 points 
Online Assignments (5pts each) 15 points 
Lab Skills Check 30 points 
Invertebrate Collection 30 points 
Research Prospectus 20 points 
Research Bibliography 5 points  
Muscle Research Paper 40 points 

                                                               TOTAL:  330 points 
 
 
At the end of the term your lab average (Points You Scored /Total Available Points) will be 
reported to the lecture professor. 
Lab will account for 30% of your complete course grade. 
Course Grade = (0.70 x lecture grade) + (0.30 x lab grade) 
 

 You must pass lab with a grade of 60% in order to pass the course.   
 
 There will be NO make-ups for missed exams or quizzes.  

 
 Lateness to quizzes/exams will not be tolerated.  If you come to a lab quiz/exam late, 

you will not be allowed to take the quiz/exam and you will get a zero. 
 

 Students are responsible for taking their lab quizzes/exams with their assigned lab 
section.  If an emergency arises, arrangements to take the quiz/exam with another lab 
section must be made in advance.  Arrangements will be made for emergencies only 
(this is at the instructor’s discretion!).  If you miss a lab exam for a non-emergency you 
will be given a zero. 

 
 Any student who takes a quiz/exam with another lab section without my permission will 

not be given credit for taking that exam.  No quizzes/exams will be accepted from 
another lab section without my permission and the permission of the instructor’s lab that 
you plan to attend. 

 
 On all graded work…If I can’t read it, it is wrong! 

 



 Students are advised to keep all tests, quizzes, and any other form of evaluation for use in 
case of grade discrepancies. 

 
 There is no ‘extra credit’, so don’t ask about it.  

 
 Grades for this course will be adjusted for academic misconduct and classroom 

disruptions. Your point totals can be damaged by penalties detailed in Table 2. 
 
 
 
Ways to Lose Points in This Course: Things you can do to lower your course grade. 
Discourteous behaviors to instructor or classmates    -2 points. 
Improper disposal of waste materials (see below)    -2 points 
Failure to clean up (see below)       -2 points 
Tardiness       -2 points 
Coming to lab unprepared        -2 points 
Pre-lab lecture disruptions (e.g. loud talking, cell phone calls or texts)                   -2 points 
Not observing safety rules (see below) or mishandling equipment               -3 points 
Suspected or verified cheating on exams or quizzes   Laboratory Failure 
Theft of any class material      Laboratory Failure 
 
Attendance Policy: Lab attendance is mandatory and essential for successful completion of this 
course.  Absence for whatever reason does not excuse you from information covered in class.  If 
you miss a lab you will not be allowed to turn in an assignment for that lab.  You are expected to 
be on time for lab and stay for the entire period.  Also if you do not have close-toed shoes you 
will not be allowed to enter the lab. 
 
You cannot earn any lab points for labs you did not attend, or for labs in which you did not 
fully participate.  If you are absent, you will receive a ZERO for that lab.  This includes lab 
projects, assignments, quizzes, and practical exams.  In the case of an emergency you may make 
up a lab with proper documentation.  Work is not a valid excuse for missing labs.  Points will 
be deducted for being tardy and for leaving lab early.  
 
Holidays (No Classes): Labor Day (Sept 2-6); Veterans Day: (Nov 11-15); 
Thanksgiving: (Nov 25-29) 
Last Day to Withdraw: (Nov 8) 
 
Preparation for Lab: 
You must come to lab prepared with the necessary knowledge and materials needed for that 
day’s lab.  Students are responsible for checking their UNF email and Canvas in a consistent, 
timely manner.  It is suggested that you check both on a daily basis.  Students are responsible for 
any materials or assignments disseminated through email or Blackboard.  Students are 
responsible for reading the entire lab they will be completing by the time they arrive for class 
that day.  
 
Academic Integrity Policy: 

 Academic misconduct will not be tolerated.   There is a no tolerance policy for 
cheating in this course.  If you are caught cheating on an exam or quiz, or if you 
plagiarize any part of a written assignment you will receive a 0 for your evaluation. 
However, depending on the circumstances, you may receive an F for your final 



course grade.  All written assignments must be in your own words.  Any information 
that is someone else’s idea must be cited or it is plagiarism!   
The following is the link to the University’s academic integrity code. 

      http://www.unf.edu/registrar/forms/misconduct_policy.pdf 
 

Cheating and plagiarism include the following: 

1. Copying another person’s work (even if cited).  You must paraphrase all materials 
utilized in your own words.  Direct quotes (denoted by quotation marks) are rarely 
used in science.  This includes instances where the structure of the sentence is 
reorganized or a few words of the sentence are changed, but the original author’s 
composition is still evident. 

2. Using another student’s work or re-submitting your own previous work 
3. Not citing sources 
4. Presenting ideas that are not your own as your own. 

 
 
Exam Policies and Rules: 

1. No hats, headphones, or hooded sweatshirts may be worn during exams. Absolutely 
no cell phones, smart watches, calculators, or other electronic devices are 
allowed during exams.  If you are found using an electronic device during an exam, 
you will receive a 0 for that exam. 

2. All books and other student items will go in the front of the room or in a designated 
area during the exam.  No extra pieces of paper or books will be allowed during the 
exam. 

3. Bring an extra pen or pencil. 
4. Bring gloves to exams that include dissected specimens. 
5. Use the restroom before taking the exam.  You will not be allowed to leave the exam 

and come back after using the restroom.  If you have a medical condition you must 
have documentation from your doctor. 

6. Unless told otherwise by the instructor, there will be no sitting down during the 
exam. 

7. Only one person per station at a time. 
8. Keep your answer sheets covered when you are not writing. 
9. Read all information on the chalkboard prior to starting the exam and listen carefully 

to the instructor’s directions and comments  
 
 
Laboratory Safety & Maintenance: 
Students will be given a copy of the lab safety agreement which they are required to follow 
during their participation in lab activities.  Additional safety instructions may also be given at the 
beginning of specific labs.  Students are to listen and follow directions carefully so that work is 
completed accurately and safely. Any student neglecting to follow lab safety rules, and thereby 
endangering classmates, may be asked to leave the lab and will lose any points potentially earned 
during that lab period. 
 
Each person is responsible for cleaning and putting away all material used during class. This 
includes glassware, equipment, counters, and dissection trays. Any sharps must be disposed of in 
a sharps disposable container. Any biohazard material must be dipped in bleach solution and 
deposited of in a biohazard bag. If a piece of glassware breaks it is to be placed in the broken 



glass receptacle located in the front of the room. Students must follow the instructor’s directions 
for disposal of other materials and solutions.  
 
Other Policies: 
 

 Add/Drop and late registration occurs during the first week of class.  **You must attend 
you first laboratory meeting or you will be dropped from the course.    
If you decide to drop the course, you are responsible for initiating and completing the 
drop procedure. If you do not drop by the deadline you will receive a final grade with 
zeros averaged for all missed work.  
 
 

 ADA statement: Students with disabilities who seek reasonable accommodations in the 
classroom or other aspects of performing their coursework must first register with the 
UNF Disability Resource Center (DRC) located in Building 57, Room 1500.  DRC staff 
members work with students to obtain required documentation of disability and to 
identify appropriate accommodations as required by applicable disability laws including 
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).  After receiving all necessary 
documentation, the DRC staff determines whether a student qualifies for services with 
the DRC and if so, the accommodations the student requires will be provided.  DRC staff 
then prepares a letter for the student to provide faculty advising them of approved 
accommodations.  It is the responsibility of the student to ensure that all instructors 
(lecture and laboratory, if applicable) receive the accommodation letter.  Students are 
encouraged to meet privately with their instructors to discuss the details of the 
accommodation.  For further information, contact the DRC by phone (904) 620-2769, e-
mail drcexams@unf.edu, or visit the DRC website www.unf.edu/drc. 
Military and veteran students may need both physical and academic accommodations and 
may contact the DRC to find further information.  Military and veteran students who 
return from combat exposure may be utilizing the post 9/11 GI bill to continue 
postsecondary education goals.  Contact Military and Veterans Resource Center by phone 
(904) 620-2655 or e-mail mvrc@unf.edu. 
 

 Fatal Error Policy: 
Adopted by the Department of Biology on December 17, 2007 

      (Originally written and adopted by the UNF College of Business) 
Biology students must practice professional standards in scientific writing.  In order for 
all written assignments to be acceptable, they must meet minimal presentation standards.  
These standards address spelling, punctuation, format and basic grammar.  The term 
Fatal Errors refers to technical English errors of form and noncompliance to scientific 
writing standards.  It is a waste of our time as instructors to attempt to grade work that 
does not meet collegiate standards.  At the time the assignment is submitted it may be 
immediately returned to the student because it does meet the standards and expectations 
of the instructor.  Instructors will determine the number of resubmissions allowed and the 
penalty attached to each resubmission.   *examples of such errors are available 

 
 Students are not allowed to audio record labs/lectures without written permission from 

the instructor.  Once granted permission, recorded information is authorized for personal 
use only and is not to be shared with others in any manner.  No video recordings are 
permitted under any circumstances! 
 

General Rules of Conduct… What Do We Expect From You as Students?    



 
1. Read all exercises before coming to lab and participate in all laboratory activities. 

 
2. All cell phones should be silenced before entering the lab.  Cell phones WILL NOT be 

answered during class. 
 

3. Tardiness will not be tolerated.  Tardiness is disrespectful and disruptive to both the 
instructor and other students in the class.  Students who miss the quiz due to tardiness 
will not be allowed to make up the quiz.  In addition, if you miss a significant portion of 
the lab due to tardiness, you will not receive any credit associated with that lab. 

 

4. Pay attention and remain quiet when the instructor is speaking.  Information that is 
important for both educational and safety reasons is being disseminated, and you should 
pay attention and take notes when appropriate. 

 

5. No eating or drinking in the laboratory classroom. 
 
6. Wear appropriate clothing, especially closed shoes. 

 
7. If you are injured or feel unwell, inform the instructor. 

 
Flexibility Clause: 
Circumstances may arise during the course that may prevent the instructor from fulfilling each 
and every component of this syllabus; therefore, the syllabus schedule should be viewed as a 
guide and is subject to change.  Students will be notified of changes in advance. 
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Genetics (PCB 3063C) 
Location: 59/2701 
Time: Tuesday and Thursday, 4:30–5:45 PM 
Instructor: Dr. Frank Smith     
  Email: frank.smith@unf.edu     
  Phone: (904) 620-2883 
  Office: 59/2315    
Office Hours: T&R 6:00–7:00 PM, or by appointment 
Course Prerequisites: BSC 1010C, BSC 1011C, BSC 2012C, CHM 2210  
Text: Genetic Analysis: An integrated approach, Sanders and Bowman  
  
Course Description: Genetics is the study of how heritable characteristics are transferred 
between generations.  This course will focus on the molecular basis of heredity, the connection 
between genotypes and phenotypes, and how genotypes and phenotypes evolve.  Students will 
hone critical thinking skills by applying the knowledge and skills that they gain in class to solve 
genetics problems.          
 
Learning Objectives: By fully engaging with the material and class assignments, at the end of 
the semester you will be able to:  

• Make predictions about genotypes given phenotypes, and vice versa. 
• Explain mitosis and meiosis.  
• Explain how DNA is replicated. 
• Explain the Central Dogma of molecular biology. 
• Explain how genes interact to produce phenotypes. 
• Predict how genotypes and phenotypes will evolve given specific parameter values. 
• Design genetics experiments and interpret their results. 

 
Course Format: This course is divided into a lecture component and a lab component.  Lectures 
will include information that is not found in assigned readings or in posted PowerPoint 
presentations.  You need to attend class for this information.  Exams will be based on the 
lectures.  You will be given a laboratory specific syllabus, which outlines laboratory exercises 
and the grading scheme for the laboratory component of this course.   
 
Grading: Exam grades will be determined based on a set curve.  Students must earn a C or 
better on at least one exam in order to pass the course.  Final grades will be based on a curve, 
with the class average set to 79.99%, i.e., a C+.           
       
Category Points per activity Total 
Mid-term Exams 150 points each x 2 300 
Cumulative Final Exam 200 points 200 
Homework Assignments 20 points each x 5 100 
Laboratory 200 points 200 
Total points for course 800 points 
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Grading Scale: 
  

A A- B+ B B- C+ C D F 
100 – 
93.00% 

92.99 – 
90.00% 

89.99 – 
87.00% 

86.99 – 
83.00% 

82.99 – 
80.00%  

79.99 – 
77.00% 

76.99 – 
70.00%  

69.99 – 
60.00%  

<60% = 
F. 

 
Canvas: All communications regarding the course will be made through Canvas.  Lectures will 
include a PowerPoint presentation that will be made available on Canvas.  Homework 
assignments will be posted on Canvas one week before they are due.     
 
Supplemental Instruction (SI): SI is an academic assistance program that utilizes peer-assisted 
study sessions.  SI sessions are regularly scheduled, informal review sessions in which students 
compare notes, discuss readings, develop organizational tools, and predict test items. Students 
learn how to integrate course content and study skills while working together. The sessions are 
facilitated by “SI leaders,” students who have previously done well in the course and who attend 
all class lectures, take notes, and act as model students.  This semester’s “SI leader” is Taylor 
Ticer.  She will be providing additional information about when and where SI will occur.  
 
MasteringGenetics.com:  You can log into this website with the code that came with your 
textbook, or by purchasing an access code for $115.  I will assign problems for each chapter we 
cover.  Put in my ID to see assigned problems (ID: MGENSMITH12402).  I will announce on 
canvas when a suite of problems becomes available.  It is not mandatory to do the problems.        
  
Attendance Policy: Attendance is mandatory.  Make-up exams will only be made available for 
University-sanctioned excuses.  These excuses include death in the family, a medical emergency, 
or a University sponsored event.  It is the responsibility of a student with a valid excuse to 
schedule a make-up exam.  The make-up exams may be different than the exams given in class.      
 
ADA Statement: ADA statement: Students with disabilities who seek reasonable 
accommodations in the classroom or other aspects of performing their coursework must first 
register with the UNF Disability Resource Center (DRC) located in Building 57, Room 1500.  
DRC staff members work with students to obtain required documentation of disability and to 
identify appropriate accommodations as required by applicable disability laws including the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).  After receiving all necessary documentation, the DRC 
staff determines whether a student qualifies for services with the DRC and if so, the 
accommodations the student requires will be provided.  DRC staff then prepares a letter for the 
student to provide faculty advising them of approved accommodations.  It is the responsibility of 
the student to ensure that all instructors (lecture and laboratory, if applicable) receive the 
accommodation letter.  Students are encouraged to meet privately with their instructors to discuss 
the details of the accommodation.  For further information, contact the DRC by phone (904) 620-
2769, e-mail drcexams@unf.edu, or visit the DRC website www.unf.edu/drc. 
Military and veteran students may need both physical and academic accommodations and may 
contact the DRC to find further information.  Military and veteran students who return from 
combat exposure may be utilizing the post 9/11 GI bill to continue postsecondary education 
goals.  Contact Military and Veterans Resource Center by phone (904) 620-2655 or e-mail 
mvrc@unf.edu. 
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Course Honor Policy: The University of North Florida Student Handbook identifies several 
types of violations; these include but are not limited to: cheating; fabricating and falsifying 
information or citations; submitting the same work for credit in more than one course; 
plagiarizing; providing another student with access to one’s own work to submit under this 
person’s name or signature; destroying, stealing, or making inaccessible library or other 
academic resource material; and helping or attempting to help another person commit an act of 
academic dishonesty. The consequences of a breach of academic integrity will result on an F on 
the assignment/exam and may result in an F for the course, which is unforgivable, regardless of 
withdrawal status. 
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Tentative Class Schedule: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Week/Topic Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Chapters
9-Jan 11-Jan

Intro/Medelian 
Inheritance

Single Gene 
Inheritance

16-Jan 18-Jan 19-Jan
Multiple Gene 

Inheritance
Sex Linkage and 

Pedigrees Homework 1 Due

23-Jan 25-Jan
Gene Interactions Gene Interactions

30-Jan 1-Feb
Linkage and 

Mapping
Linkage and 

Mapping
6-Feb 8-Feb

Organelle 
Inheritance

Organelle 
Inheritance

13-Feb 14-Feb 15-Feb
DNA Structure (for 

exam 2) Homework 2 Due Exam 1

20-Feb 22-Feb
DNA Replication PCR and Sequncing

27-Feb 1-Mar 2-Mar
Transcription Translation Homework 3 Due

6-Mar 8-Mar
Integrations of 

Genetic Approches
Chromosome 

Structure
13-Mar 15-Mar

Gene Mutations Mutation repair
20-Mar 22-Mar

No Class No Class
27-Mar 29-Mar

Chromosomal 
Mutations

Analysis of Gene 
Function

3-Apr 4-Apr 5-Apr
Recombinant DNA Homework 4 Due Exam 2

10-Apr 12-Apr

Gene Regulation 
Developmental 

Genetics
17-Apr 19-Apr 20-Apr

Population Genetics Quantitative Traits Homework 5 Due
26-Apr

3:00–4:50 PM

Week 1 1, 2

Week 2 2, 3

Week 3 4

Week 4 5

Week 5 19

Week 6 7 (for exam 2)

Week 7 7

Week 8 8, 9

Week 9 10, 11

Week 10 12

Week 11

Week 12 13, 16

Final exam

Week 13 17 (for exam 3)

Week 14 14, 15, 20

Week 15 22, 21



Genomics 
BSC4930 

 
Location: Biological Sciences 2703 
Time: Tuesdays and Thursdays, 3:05 PM – 4:20 PM 
Instructor:   
 Dr. Frank Smith     
 Email: frank.smith@unf.edu 
 Phone: (904) 620-2883 
 Office: Biological Science 2315    
 Office Hours: M&W 6:00–7:00 PM, or by appointment  
Course Prerequisites: BSC 1010C, BSC 1011C, BSC2012C.  
Textbook: No textbook is required for this class. 
 
Course Description: Genomics is one of the newest and most exciting fields in biology.  
Discoveries made in this field have far reaching implications for important topics such as the 
evolution of life on our planet and the genetic causes of human diseases.  This course will focus 
on the history of genomics, the technology used to sequence and analyze genomes, and the 
discoveries made from investigations of genomes.  This course will address questions such as 
what genomic comparisons reveal about the relationship between disparate animal lineages; how 
the genome controls the production of the phenotype; the relationship between genome 
complexity and phenotype complexity; the evolutionary mechanisms that control genome 
architecture; and the genomic underpinnings of human disease.          
 
Learning Objectives: By fully engaging with the material and class assignments, at the end of 
the semester you will be able to  

• Describe the evolutionary and molecular mechanisms that underpin genome evolution. 
• Discuss major questions that genomicists are currently attempting to answer.   
• Critically evaluate and interpret the primary genomics literature.   
• Determine the correct genomic analyses to test a particular hypothesis. 
• Explain how genome studies have contributed to our understanding of human evolution 

and disease.   
 
Course Format: This course is a hybrid lecture and seminar course.  The goals of the lectures 
will to be to introduce you to the conceptual frameworks, historical context, and biological 
information relevant to the week’s theme(s).  The lectures will be designed to prepare you for the 
readings that will be the focus of the seminar portion of the course.  The goal of the seminar 
portion of the course is to introduce you to recent discoveries in the field of invertebrate zoology 
and to provide you with the opportunity to critically evaluate and interpret the primary scientific 
literature.  
 
Student-led Discussions: The seminar portion of the course will be student led.  Each seminar 
will focus on a particular reading from the primary scientific literature.  Readings will become 
available on Canvas three class periods before the seminar.  The seminar portion will include 
both a short summary of the reading and an open discussion of the reading.  Students will adopt 
one of two roles during seminars.   
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 Role 1.) Students will be randomly assigned to groups.  Each seminar, one of these groups 
will be responsible for presenting a PowerPoint slide show summary of that weeks reading.  
Each group member is required to present a portion of the reading.  It is up to the group to decide 
how they will split-up the reading to be presented.  The PowerPoint presentation should not 
exceed ½ hour, but there is no minimum time requirements.  Each group will lead two seminars 
during the semester.  To meet with your group to discuss your presentation and to practice your 
presentation, students are welcome to reserve a group study room at the library.  You need two 
UNF ID numbers to reserve a group study room.  You can reserve a group study room here: 
 http://unf.libcal.com/booking/groupstudy  
 
 Role 2.) On weeks when a student’s group is not leading the seminar, the student will be 
responsible for contributing to the discussion portion of the seminar.  To prepare for the 
discussion portion of the seminar, students are required to write a one-paragraph summary of the 
reading.  A good summary is evidence that you read the assigned paper.  It should not simply 
rehash the abstract of the assigned paper.  You are also required to prepare one question that you 
will ask your classmates during the seminar discussion.  A good question might be about an 
aspect of the paper that you found confusing or spurious.  You could also ask a “test” question 
that gauges your classmates understanding of the reading.  You are required to turn in your 
paragraph and question, typed on a single piece of paper at the beginning of class.  On weeks 
when your group is leading the seminar, you are not required to write a summary or prepare a 
question.  The seminars are open discussions; you will not have to raise your hand to contribute.  
With that in mind, be respectful of your classmate’s opinions and ideas.  Please do not interrupt 
others when they are talking.         
 
Grading: Grades will be based on three cumulative exams and class participation.  Exams are 
worth 250 points each.  Exams will be based on lectures and on seminars.  Exams may include 
multiple-choice questions, fill in the blank questions, and essay questions.  Class participation is 
based on participation in seminar discussions and attendance.  Each seminar is worth 25 points.  
To receive full credit for a seminar discussion, you must make a positive contribution to the 
discussion (12.5 points) and turn in an excellent summary of that weeks reading and a thoughtful 
question based on the reading (12.5 points) or present an excellent PowerPoint slide show (12.5 
points).  For each unexcused absence, you lose 10 class participation points, in addition to losing 
any points from assignments that were due that day.      
 
Category Points per activity Total 
Exams #3 250 points each x 3 exams 750 
Class participation 25 points each x 10 seminars 250 
Total points for course 1, 000 points 
 
Grading Scale: 
  

A A- B+ B B- C+ C D F 
100 – 
93.00% 

92.99 – 
90.00% 

89.99 – 
87.00% 

86.99 – 
83.00% 

82.99 – 
80.00%  

79.99 – 
77.00% 

76.99 – 
70.00%  

69.99 – 
60.00%  

<60% = 
F. 
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Your final grade may be "curved" upward, depending on: 1) evidence of improvement in your 
class performance, and 2) your attendance and participation in class.    
 
Canvas: Lectures will include a PowerPoint presentation that will become available on Canvas 
on the day before lecture.  All communications regarding the course will be made through 
Canvas.    
  
Attendance Policy: Attendance is mandatory.  Late assignments and make-up exams will only 
be made available for University-sanctioned excuses.  These excuses include death in the family, 
a medical emergency, or a University sponsored event.  It is the responsibility of a student with a 
valid excuse to schedule a make-up exam.  The make-up exam will be a different exam than the 
exam given in class.      
 
ADA Statement: Students with disabilities who seek reasonable accommodations in the 
classroom or other aspects of performing their coursework must first register with the UNF 
Disability Resource Center (DRC) located in Building 57, Room 1500.  For further information, 
contact the DRC by phone (904) 620-2769, email (drc@unf.edu ), or visit the DRC website 
(http://www.unf.edu/drc/).  Military and veteran students who return from combat exposure may 
be utilizing the post 9/11 GI bill to continue postsecondary education goals and may need both 
physical and academic accommodations.  Contact Ray Wikstrom, Director of Military and 
Veterans’ Resource Center by phone (904) 620-2655, email (ray.wikstrom@unf.edu ). 
 
Course Honor Policy: The University of North Florida Student Handbook identifies several 
types of violations; these include but are not limited to: cheating; fabricating and falsifying 
information or citations; submitting the same work for credit in more than one course; 
plagiarizing; providing another student with access to one’s own work to submit under this 
person’s name or signature; destroying, stealing, or making inaccessible library or other 
academic resource material; and helping or attempting to help another person commit an act of 
academic dishonesty. The consequences of a breach of academic integrity will result on an F on 
the assignment/exam and may result in an F for the course, which is unforgivable, regardless of 
withdrawal status. 
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Tentative Class Schedule 
 

 
Date Activity
8/22 Lecture: Introduction to genomics
8/24 Lecture: The structure of genomes
8/29 Lecture: Genome sequencing
8/31 Seminar: Frank leads
9/5 Lecture: Genome analysis
9/7 Seminar: Group 1 leads
9/12 Class Cancelled
9/14 Lecture: Phylogenomics I
9/19 Lecture: Phylogenomics II
9/21 Seminar: Group 2/Group 3 leads
9/26 Lecture: Phylogenomics III
9/28 Exam 1
10/3 Lecture: Gene duplication
10/5 Lecture: Genome duplication
10/10 Seminar: Group 4 leads
10/12 Lecture: HGT
10/17 Seminar: Group 5 leads
10/19 Lecture: The evolution of genome size
10/24 Seminar: Group 1 leads
10/26 Lecture: The regulatory genome
10/31 Seminar: Group 2 leads
11/2 Exam 2
11/7 Lecture: Origin and diversification of animals
11/9 Seminar: Group 3 leads
11/14 Lecture: The rise of humans
11/16 Seminar: Group 4 leads
11/21 Lecture: Genomic signatures of domestication
11/23 Thanksgiving Holiday (University Closed)
11/28 Lecture: Genomic signatures of disease
11/30 Seminar: Group 5 leads
Final exam Tuesday, 12/5/17; 3:00–4:50 PM  
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Superpowers in the Animal Kingdom (BSC 1930) 
Location: 59/2701 
Time: Mondays and Wednesdays, 1:00–1:50 PM 
Instructor: Dr. Frank Smith     
  Email: frank.smith@unf.edu     
  Phone: (904) 620-2883 
  Office: 59/2315    
Office Hours: M&W 9:00–10:00 AM, or by appointment 
Last Day to Withdrawal: 11/09/2018 
    
Course Description: A tiny tardigrade can survive 10,000 times more radiation than a human. 
Octopuses can become nearly invisible in seconds. Electric eels can produce a shock that is 
powerful enough to stun a human. There are many examples of superpowers in the animal 
kingdom. This course will focus on the mechanisms that underlie real life superpowers and how 
they evolved.  
       
Learning Objectives: By fully engaging with the material and class assignments, at the end of 
the semester you will be able to  

• Explain the difference between an animal’s genotype and its phenotype. 
• Explain how mutations affect phenotypes of animals. 
• Explain how animal genotypes and phenotypes can be manipulated with biotechnology. 
• Interpret the incredible superpowers of animals in terms of natural selection. 
• Describe mechanisms by which animal superpowers are generated. 

 
Course Format: The class period will split between lectures and group exercises.     
 
Grading: Your grade will be based on exams, homework questions, class participation, and 
Entrance/Exit quizzes.     
       
Category Points per activity Total  
Midterm exams #1–3 150 points each 450 
Final exam 150 points 150 
Homework #1–15 20 points each 300 
Class participation 3 points/class period 75 
Entrance/Exit quizzes 12.5 points each 25 
Total points for course 1, 000 points 
 
Exams: Three midterms exams and a cumulative final exam will be administered.  Exams may 
include multiple-choice questions, matching, fill in the blank, short answer questions, or other 
question types.    
 
Homework: At the beginning of each week, I will post a homework assignment on Canvas that 
will be due by the end of the week (Saturday).   
 
Class participation: To receive full credit for class participation, you must (1) attend each class 
period, (2) show up on time for class, and (3) participate actively in group exercises.     
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Entrance/Exit quizzes: To take these quizzes, enroll in the Canvas course using the following 
URL: [https://canvas.unf.edu/enroll/J3BN7L].  Pick the class that you are registered for.  The 
quizzes are titled General Assessment Quiz 1 and 2.  The Entrance quiz (quiz 1) is available until 
9/16.  The Exit quiz (quiz 2) is available between 11/18–11/30.  For each quiz, Students scoring 
below a total score of 10/25 earn 10 points, students scoring between 10 and 15 earn 11.25 
points, and students scoring higher than a 15/25 will earn 12.5 points.    
 
Grading Scale: 
  

A A- B+ B B- C+ C D F 
100 – 
93.00% 

92.99 – 
90.00% 

89.99 – 
87.00% 

86.99 – 
83.00% 

82.99 – 
80.00%  

79.99 – 
77.00% 

76.99 – 
70.00%  

69.99 – 
60.00%  

<60% = 
F. 

 
Canvas: All communications regarding the course will be made through Canvas.   
   
Attendance Policy: Attendance is mandatory.  Make-up exams and late assignments will only 
be made available for University-sanctioned excuses.  These excuses include death in the family, 
a medical emergency, or a University sponsored event.  It is the responsibility of a student with a 
valid excuse to schedule a make-up exam and late assignments.  Make-up exams and late 
assignments may be different than the original exams and assignments.  
 
ADA Statement: ADA statement: Students with disabilities who seek reasonable 
accommodations in the classroom or other aspects of performing their coursework must first 
register with the UNF Disability Resource Center (DRC) located in Building 57, Room 1500.  
DRC staff members work with students to obtain required documentation of disability and to 
identify appropriate accommodations as required by applicable disability laws including the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).  After receiving all necessary documentation, the DRC 
staff determines whether a student qualifies for services with the DRC and if so, the 
accommodations the student requires will be provided.  DRC staff then prepares a letter for the 
student to provide faculty advising them of approved accommodations.  It is the responsibility of 
the student to ensure that all instructors (lecture and laboratory, if applicable) receive the 
accommodation letter.  Students are encouraged to meet privately with their instructors to discuss 
the details of the accommodation.  For further information, contact the DRC by phone (904) 620-
2769, e-mail drcexams@unf.edu, or visit the DRC website www.unf.edu/drc. 
Military and veteran students may need both physical and academic accommodations and may 
contact the DRC to find further information.  Military and veteran students who return from 
combat exposure may be utilizing the post 9/11 GI bill to continue postsecondary education 
goals.  Contact Military and Veterans Resource Center by phone (904) 620-2655 or e-mail 
mvrc@unf.edu. 
 
Course Honor Policy: The University of North Florida Student Handbook identifies several 
types of violations; these include but are not limited to: cheating; fabricating and falsifying 
information or citations; submitting the same work for credit in more than one course; 
plagiarizing; providing another student with access to one’s own work to submit under this 
person’s name or signature; destroying, stealing, or making inaccessible library or other 
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academic resource material; and helping or attempting to help another person commit an act of 
academic dishonesty. The consequences of a breach of academic integrity will result on an F on 
the assignment/exam and may result in an F for the course, which is unforgivable, regardless of 
withdrawal status. 
 
Tentative Class Schedule: 

 
 

 
 

Week/Topic Monday Wedensday
20-Aug 22-Aug

Introduction Mutants I
27-Aug 29-Aug

Mutants II Mutants  III
3-Sep 5-Sep

Labor Day Super species I
10-Sep 12-Sep

Super species II Techno powers I
17-Sep 19-Sep

Techno powers II Exam I
24-Sep 26-Sep
Flight Flight
1-Oct 3-Oct

Invulnerability I Invulnerability II
8-Oct 10-Oct

Regeneration I Regeneration II
15-Oct 17-Oct

Super strength Exam II
22-Oct 24-Oct

Bioluminescence I Bioluminescence II
29-Oct 31-Oct

Invisibility I Invisibility II
5-Nov 7-Nov

Projectiles I Projectiles II
12-Nov 14-Nov

Veterans Day Super speed
19-Nov 21-Nov
Exam III No Class
26-Nov 28-Nov

Magnetic fields Bioelectricity
3-Dec

1–2:50 PM

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 10

Week 11

Week 12

Week 7

Week 8

Week 9

Final exam

Week 13

Week 14

Week 15
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GENERAL EDUCATION 

 
BSC 1930 is a part of the General Education Curriculum (GEC) at the University of North 
Florida.  All courses that are a part of the GEC address learning competencies including critical 
thinking and communication skills.  This course will focus on critical thinking skills for the 
sciences, although competencies gained through the GEC are applicable across all disciplines. 
 
Specifically, this course will address the specific objectives highlighted under the category of 
Quantitative Reasoning and Analysis and Scientific Method: 
 

1. Determine*appropriate*mathematical*and*computational*models*and*methods*in*
problem*solving.!

2. Demonstrate*an*understanding*of*mathematical,*statistical,*and*computational*
concepts.*!

3. Apply*mathematical*and*computational*models*and*methods*in*problem*solving.!
4. Critically!examine!and!evaluate!scientific!observation,!hypothesis,!and!model!

construction.!
5. Recognize!and!comprehend!fundamental!concepts,!principles,!and!processes!

about!the!natural!world.!
6. Use!scientific!method!to!explain!the!natural!world.!!!

 
In the lecture portion of the course, the scientific information that you will be exposed to is 
derived from the scientific method.  The scientific method is a world view based on observing 
and critically analyzing information from the natural world.  All of the information that you are 
learning in lecture was obtained through this critical analysis, and throughout lecture, you will be 
exposed to the experimental science that derived this information.  You will also be asked to 
understand the scientific method and apply the principles of the method to observations and data. 
 
If your course has a lab associated with it, you will be participating in the process of scientific 
investigation in each lab.  During each lab, you will be expected to create hypotheses, run 
experiments, and collect and analyze data to draw conclusions regarding your experimental 
question.  You will also be expected to present the collected data in a graphical or mathematical 
way and communicate the trends elucidated by these results to others. 
 
Evaluation of Competencies 
 
You will be evaluated throughout the semester for the above learning objectives.  In order to help 
you understand your growth and advancement in the above competency areas, your instructor 
will give you feedback on each of the evaluations. 
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Coastal Invertebrate Zoology (ZOO4208C) 
Location: 59/2703 
Time: Tuesdays and Thursdays, 10:50 AM–12:05 PM 
Instructor: Dr. Frank Smith     
  Email: frank.smith@unf.edu     
  Phone: (904) 620-2883 
  Office: 59/2315    
Office Hours: M&F 10:00–11:00 AM, or by appointment 
    
Course Description: This course is designed to introduce students to the major problems that 
biologists are currently working to solve in the field of metazoan evolution.  Students will study 
comparative approaches that are utilized to solve the mysteries of metazoan evolution, such as 
phylogenetics, comparative genomics, comparative morphology, and evolutionary 
developmental biology.   
 
Learning Objectives: By fully engaging with the material and class assignments, at the end of 
the semester you will be able to  

• describe the pattern of animal evolution. 
• explain how ancient evolutionary events are inferred.  
• describe the mysteries that scientists are currently investigating in invertebrate zoology. 
• read and discuss primary literature in invertebrate zoology. 
• design a study to address a question regarding animal evolution. 

 
Course Format: This course is a hybrid lecture and seminar course.  This course also includes a 
laboratory component.  The goals of the lectures will to be to introduce you to the conceptual 
frameworks, historical context, and biological information relevant to the week’s theme(s).  The 
lectures will be designed to prepare you for the readings that will be the focus of the seminar 
portion of the course.  The goal of the seminar portion of the course is to introduce you to recent 
discoveries in the field of invertebrate zoology and to provide you with the opportunity to 
critically evaluate and interpret the primary scientific literature.  The laboratory component of 
the course will be exploratory based.  Students will learn investigative methods employed in the 
field of invertebrate zoology, and use these methods to explore animal diversity on UNF campus 
and beyond. A supplemental syllabus will be provided for the lab. 
 
Student-led Discussions: The seminar portion of the course will be student led.  Each seminar 
will focus on a particular reading from the primary scientific literature.  The seminar portion will 
include both a short summary of the reading and an open discussion of the reading.  Each week, 
students should read over the “Critical Reading Journal Articles” PDF on Canvas.  Use the 
questions in the PDF to guide your discussion/summaries of the assigned reading.  
 
Students will adopt one of two roles during seminars.   
 Role 1.) Each student will lead two seminars during the semester.  The seminar leader is 
responsible for summarizing the paper.  Summaries will include relevant background 
information, summaries of the methods used, and interpretations of the figures in text, and a 
summary of the conclusions of the study.  
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 Role 2.) On weeks when a student not leading the seminar, the student will be responsible 
for contributing to the discussion portion of the seminar.  To prepare for the discussion portion of 
the seminar, students are required to write a one-page summary of the reading.  A good summary 
is evidence that you read the assigned paper.  The summaries should address the questions in the 
“Critical Reading Journal Articles” PDF, along with connecting the paper with the information 
that we cover in class.  It should not simply rehash the abstract of the assigned paper.  You are 
also required to prepare one question that you will ask your classmates during the seminar 
discussion.  A good question might be about an aspect of the paper that you found confusing or 
spurious.  You are required to turn in your paper and question, typed on a single piece of paper in 
class on the day of the seminar.  On weeks when you are leading the seminar, you are not 
required to write a summary or prepare a question.  The seminars are open discussions; you will 
not have to raise your hand to contribute.  With that in mind, be respectful of your classmate’s 
opinions and ideas.  Please do not interrupt others when they are talking.         
 
Grading: Grades will be based on three exams and seminar participation.  Exams are worth 200 
points each.  Exams will be based on lectures and on seminars.  Exams may include multiple-
choice questions, fill in the blank questions, and essay questions.  Class participation is based on 
participation in seminar discussions and attendance.  Each seminar is worth 10 points.  To 
receive full credit for a seminar discussion, you must make a positive contribution to the 
discussion (5 points) and turn in an excellent summary of that weeks reading and a thoughtful 
question based on the reading (5 points) or do an excellent job leading discussion (5 points).   
         
Category Points per activity Total  
Exams #1–3 200 points each  600 
Seminars #1–10 10 points each 100 
Laboratory 300 points 300 
Total points for course 1, 000 points 
 
Grading Scale: 
  

A A- B+ B B- C+ C D F 
100 – 
93.00% 

92.99 – 
90.00% 

89.99 – 
87.00% 

86.99 – 
83.00% 

82.99 – 
80.00%  

79.99 – 
77.00% 

76.99 – 
70.00%  

69.99 – 
60.00%  

<60% = 
F. 

 
Canvas: All communications regarding the course will be made through Canvas.  Reading 
assignments will be posted on canvas.  Grades will be posted on Canvas.     
   
Attendance Policy: Attendance is mandatory.  Make-up exams and assignments will only be 
made available for University-sanctioned excuses.  These excuses include death in the family, a 
medical emergency, or a University sponsored event.  It is the responsibility of a student with a 
valid excuse to schedule a make-up exam.  The make-up exams or assignment may be different 
than the exams or assignments given in class.   
   
ADA Statement: ADA statement: Students with disabilities who seek reasonable 
accommodations in the classroom or other aspects of performing their coursework must first 
register with the UNF Disability Resource Center (DRC) located in Building 57, Room 1500.  
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DRC staff members work with students to obtain required documentation of disability and to 
identify appropriate accommodations as required by applicable disability laws including the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).  After receiving all necessary documentation, the DRC 
staff determines whether a student qualifies for services with the DRC and if so, the 
accommodations the student requires will be provided.  DRC staff then prepares a letter for the 
student to provide faculty advising them of approved accommodations.  It is the responsibility of 
the student to ensure that all instructors (lecture and laboratory, if applicable) receive the 
accommodation letter.  Students are encouraged to meet privately with their instructors to discuss 
the details of the accommodation.  For further information, contact the DRC by phone (904) 620-
2769, e-mail drcexams@unf.edu, or visit the DRC website www.unf.edu/drc. 
Military and veteran students may need both physical and academic accommodations and may 
contact the DRC to find further information.  Military and veteran students who return from 
combat exposure may be utilizing the post 9/11 GI bill to continue postsecondary education 
goals.  Contact Military and Veterans Resource Center by phone (904) 620-2655 or e-mail 
mvrc@unf.edu. 
 
Course Honor Policy: The University of North Florida Student Handbook identifies several 
types of violations; these include but are not limited to: cheating; fabricating and falsifying 
information or citations; submitting the same work for credit in more than one course; 
plagiarizing; providing another student with access to one’s own work to submit under this 
person’s name or signature; destroying, stealing, or making inaccessible library or other 
academic resource material; and helping or attempting to help another person commit an act of 
academic dishonesty. The consequences of a breach of academic integrity will result on an F on 
the assignment/exam and may result in an F for the course, which is unforgivable, regardless of 
withdrawal status. 
 
Student Health and Wellbeing: The UNF counseling center can help students who are having 
difficulties managing stress, adjusting to college, or who are feeling sad and hopeless. You can 
reach the UNF counseling center at http://www.unf.edu/counseling-center/  or by calling (904)-
620-2602 during and after business hours for routine appointments or if you or someone you 
know is in crisis. Walk-in hours are 10-2 PM Monday-Friday. Crisis appointments available.   
  
The Victim Advocacy Program provides confidential crisis intervention services to anyone in the 
UNF community impacted by crime or victimization.  Services offered range from emotional 
support to assistance navigating the criminal justice system.  The Victim Advocacy Program is 
located in Founders Hall, Building 2, Suite 2100. Students may contact the 24-hour Crisis 
Helpline at (904) 620-1010. For more information visit http://www.unf.edu/womens-
center/Victim_Advocacy.aspx  
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Tentative Class Schedule: 
 

 

Week/Topic Tuesday Thursday
8-Jan 10-Jan

How to study 
macroevolution I Seminar 1

15-Jan 17-Jan
The rise of animals Seminar 2

22-Jan 23-Jan
A sisterly dispute Seminar 3

29-Jan 31-Jan
The origin of tissue 

layers No class

5-Feb 7-Feb
The origin of body 

axes Exam 1

12-Feb 14-Feb
Mysterious 
flatworms Seminar 4

19-Feb 21-Feb
The origin of 

centralized nervous 
systems

Seminar 5

26-Feb 28-Feb
Killing Articulata Seminar 6

5-Mar 7-Mar
Ecdysozoan 
phylogeny Seminar 7

12-Mar 14-Mar
The arthropod head 

problem Exam 2

Spring Break Spring Break

26-Mar 28-Mar
The origin of 

Deuterostomes Seminar 8

2-Apr 4-Apr
Pentaradial 
symmetry Seminar 9

9-Apr 11-Apr
The origin of 

chordates Seminar 10

16-Apr 18-Apr
The origin of 

vertebrates Review for final

25-Apr
9-10:50 AM

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 10

Week 11

Week 12

Week 7

Week 8

Week 9

Final exam

Week 13

Week 14

Week 15
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Coastal Invertebrate Zoology Lab 
Location: 59/1502 
Time: Wednesdays, 9:00 AM–12:50 PM 
Instructor: Dr. Frank Smith     
  Email: frank.smith@unf.edu     
  Phone: (904) 620-2883 
  Office: 59/2315    
Office Hours: M&F 10:00–11:00 AM, or by appointment 
 
Lab Description: Students will practice investigative methods employed by invertebrate 
zoologists.  They will use these methods to investigate diversity on UNF campus and in 
neighboring regions of Jacksonville.  The goal of the laboratory section of this course is to 
provide students with the opportunity to hone skills that are necessary to be a good scientist.  
 
Learning Objectives: By fully engaging with the material and lab assignments, at the end of the 
semester you will be able to 

• design a scientific study. 
• work well in a research group. 
• effectively communicate scientific results. 
• keep a detailed lab notebook. 

 
Required Materials:  

• a dedicated lab notebook 
• disposable gloves    
• closed toe shoes  

 
Grading: Students will work in groups on three research projects throughout the semester.  
Groups will give three presentations based on their three research projects.  There are 10 points 
available for each lab meeting.  In order to get the full 10 points, you must arrive on time (2 pts), 
following instructions (2 pts), participate actively in the assignment (2 pts); be polite and 
considerate to me and your lab mates (2 pts), leave your lab space clean, properly dispose of 
waste, and return any materials to their proper place (2 pts).  At the end of the semester, I will 
also grade your lab notebooks, so make sure you take good notes.       
Category Points per activity Total  
Presentations 50 points each (3) 150 
Lab participation 10 points each (14) 140 
Lab notebook 10 points 10 
Total points for course 300 points 
 
Laboratory Safety: Students must carefully follow instructions to ensure a safe lab environment 
for everyone in the lab.  Students must properly dispose of all waste materials and clean up after 
themselves before they leave the lab.  As a rule, you should try to leave your space cleaner than 
it was when you arrived.     
 
 
 



Spring 2019 

Tentative Lab Schedule: 
 
 

 
 

Week Activity
9-Jan

Phylogenetics
16-Jan

PCR/secuencing analysis; 
microscopy

23-Jan
Terrestrial inverts

30-Jan
Terrestrial inverts

6-Feb
Terrestrial inverts

13-Feb
Presentation I

20-Feb
Fresh water inverts

27-Feb
Freshwater inverts

6-Mar
Freshwater inverts

13-Mar
Presentation II
Spring Break

27-Mar
Marine inverts

3-Apr
Marine inverts

10-Apr
Marine inverts

17-Apr
Presentation III

Week 6

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 13

Week 14

Week 15

Week 7

Week 8

Week 9

Week 10

Week 11

Week 12
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SYLLABUS 

 
BSC 1010C: Honors General Biology I 

Fall 2018 
 

General Course Information                                                                                                                    
 
Instructor:  Dr. David Waddell                Office hours:  T/TH: 2:00 – 3:00 pm 
                                                                                                                        W: 3:00 – 4:30 pm 
                                                                                                                         or by appointment  
                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                 Office: Building 59 Room 3302 
Email:   d.s.waddell@unf.edu  
           
Phone:  904-620-1958 (office)  
                
Lecture:                       M/W/F:  2:00 – 2:50 pm    Building 59 (Biological Sciences)     Room: 2701                            
Lab (83066):                    W:      3:00 – 5:50 pm    Building 59 (Biological Sciences)     Room: 1506 
 
Prerequisites/Corequisites: None.     
           
Course Objectives                                                                                                                                       

 
Biology is the study of life.  I find it to be one of the most interesting, fascinating, and marvelous 
subjects, and I hope to share my enthusiasm with you during this semester. Biology is, and will 
continue to be, one of the most important fields of the 21st century. Biologists have already 
improved the lives of people through such discoveries as penicillin and other antibiotics, 
vaccines, better varieties of rice and other foods, safer water supplies, effective treatments for 
diabetes and other chronic conditions. We have made great strides towards treating most types of 
cancer and heart disease. Biologists have sequenced and continue to work to decode the human 
genome and to decipher how the brain works. Biologists can tell us how healthy ecosystems 
should function and have helped us preserve endangered species. As a result of biologists' 
discoveries, people are better nourished and live longer than at any time in human history. Even 
if you are not a biology major, you will have to confront many biological issues in your life.  
This course will help you make educated and informed decisions.   
 
General Biology I is a 4 unit introductory level course that will cover the fundamental 
principles of modern biological science. These include topics in cell and molecular biology, 
genetics, development, biotechnology and evolution.  The observations and experiments that 
have helped develop our current knowledge will be discussed in each topic so that you may 
appreciate how scientists acquire understanding of biological patterns and processes.   
 

mailto:d.s.waddell@unf.edu
mailto:d.s.waddell@unf.edu
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General Biology I has both lecture and laboratory components.  During the semester, you will 
meet 3 times a week with me for 50 minute lectures and once a week for a 3 hour laboratory 
exercise with Ms. Carissa King. This is a significant time commitment and your outside reading, 
homework, laboratory assignments, and studying will also take considerable time - the exact 
amount will depend on your preparation and background, your study skills and your goals. For 
many of you, General Biology I is your first college level biological sciences course and 
consequently, it will be challenging, time consuming, and hopefully fun. I have high 
expectations and I will do everything I can to help you meet them.  Let your mind be receptive, 
work hard and keep a positive outlook.  

  
Materials                                                                                                                                     

 
Required Text:  Biological Science with MasteringBiology, 6th edition by Scott Freeman (2016).   
                            Pearson Publishing. ISBN: 978-0-321-99375-5 (Hardback) 
                                                                             
Required Lab Manual:   BSC 1010C General Biology I Laboratory Manual 3nd Edition         
                                          Hayden-McNeil Publishing 

 
Bring Lab Manual to every lab meeting. 
 

Mastering Biology: I will manage a course website at www.masteringbiology.com that will 
include practice assignments, practice quizzes and activities. I will provide assignments that you 
may work through for the relevant material we discuss in class. The cost of this resource is 
~$50.00 if purchased separately from the textbook or it is included with the book if you purchase 
a text that includes an access code.  
 

Evaluation                                                                                                                                                  
 
 Graded Material                                                                                 Points (approximately) 

4 Lecture Exams (~125 points each)                                                              ~500  
 1 Cumulative Final (~200 points each)                                                          ~200                            
            Mastering Biology Assignments                                                                    ~150                            
            Laboratory Portion (see below)                                                                      ~250__                        
                                                                                                                                    ~1100 total*          
             Grading Scale: 
            A  =     100-95%     A-  =  94-90% 
            B+  =   89-87%       B  =  86-84%       B-  =  83-80% 
            C+  =   79-77%       C  =  76-70%        
            D  =     69-60% 
            F   =   below 60%          
                                                         

*The final grade scale will ultimately be determined by the average score of the class at the end of 
the semester (this will include lecture and lab grades) and the average will then establish the B-/C+ 
cut off (i.e. the 80% mark for the class).  
  
Special Note: In order to pass this class you must receive a C- or better on at least one exam 
during the semester. The letter grade will be based on a set curve for each exam. If you do not 
score at least a C- on one of the five exams, then you will receive an F for the class regardless 

http://www.masteringbiology.com/
http://www.masteringbiology.com/
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of your point total or percentage. In other words, a failure to get at least one C- on an exam 
supersedes the grading scale above. 
 

          Laboratory 
   The laboratory portion of the course will be graded as follows: 

              Assignments and Quizzes 
Writing Assignments 

   Lab Practicals 
 

         Exams  
Lecture exams will cover material primarily from the lecture portion of the course and may 
consist of any combination of multiple choice, fill in the blank, short answer, true or false and 
essay questions. 
The Lab Practical Exam will cover material primarily from the laboratory section of the course 
and will consist primarily of short answers identifying labels on specimens, slides, models and 
drawings, as well as demonstrating competence in basic laboratory techniques learned throughout 
the semester.  
 
Please Note: Because the lecture and laboratory materials are so closely linked, it is imperative 
that you have a strong understanding of the information presented in both portions of the 
course. It is possible that concepts covered in lecture might appear on a lab exam and concepts 
covered in lab might appear on a lecture exam. The exams are not cumulative by design 
(except for the lecture final), but the material in the course does build on itself and thus the 
exams are cumulative by necessity. It is absolutely essential that you keep up with the material 
in order to succeed in this course. 
  
It is your job to make sure that you will be present for all the exam dates before you continue in 
the course. Make-up exams are reserved only for situations that cannot be helped, for example: 
 

Field trip for another class or UNF sponsored sporting event:  present your documentation and  
  arrange the make-up at least two weeks prior to the exam date. 

  
 Documented illness of yourself or dependant, or death in the family: you must leave a message 
              on my voicemail the day of the exam so I can return your call, and arrange for a make 
              up exam. This will require verifying documents.   
          
Attendance                                                                                                                                                   

 
Attendance in both lab and lecture is essential.  It is important that you be on time to both lecture 
and lab so as to hear lab instructions or class information, and so you don’t disturb others.  
Exams are based almost entirely on what is covered in class. Plan to stay in lab the entire time, 
as there is often a lot to cover, and there might be quizzes given at the end of labs.   There are no 
make-ups for these quizzes. If you finish lab early, use the time to study ahead, or help your lab 
partners. One of the best ways to learn is to teach!   
 

Participation and Behavior                                                                                                                        
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Active participation in lecture and lab activities is required. Come prepared to discuss topics 
during lecture, to listen and to work with others, and to really focus on biology. Leave 
distractions behind, and please silence your cell phones and please no text messaging! 
  
Every college class is a learning environment. Students are expected to behave appropriately in 
class and to show respect for classmates and the instructor. Inappropriate or disruptive 
behavior—yelling, persistent talking during lectures or student presentations, sexist or racist 
remarks, or harassment of any kind will not be tolerated. If a disruption is serious enough, a 
disruptive student may be asked to leave class for the day and will be required to meet with the 
area dean before returning to class. 
 
Plagiarism is when you use the words or ideas of other writers as if they were your own or hand 
in work that someone else has written. When working with a partner or in a team, it is okay to 
help each other and discuss ideas, but you should complete all written work individually. If I 
receive two writing assignments that are copies, each one will receive half the points. It is best 
not to give your work to anyone to copy and make sure you put information in your own words.  
See me if you are having trouble with this.   
 
POLICY ON CHEATING AND PLAGIARISM:  The University of North Florida values academic 
honesty. Current policies prohibit dishonesty, such as cheating, plagiarism, or knowingly 
furnishing false information to the university. All members of the academic community are 
responsible for the academic integrity of the campus. Any acts of cheating or plagiarism will 
immediately result in a zero on the particular assignment, and the incident may be reported to the 
area Dean and may ultimately result in notation on your transcript, probation, suspension, 
expulsion, or failure of the course. No hats, sunglasses, cell phones, pagers, calculators, or any 
notes may be on you or near you while taking exams and quizzes. Please leave all of these items 
securely in a backpack in the front of the room. Please sit in every other seat in the classroom, 
and spread out as much as possible in the laboratory when taking an exam or quiz.  It is your 
responsibility to contact the instructor as soon as possible about any suspected acts of cheating. 
You should read and familiarize yourself with the UNF Academic Integrity and Code and 
Academic Misconduct Policies, which can be located online at: 
http://www.unf.edu/registrar/forms/misconduct_policy.pdf .  
 
Lab Etiquette:  Our models, specimens, equipment, slides and microscopes are extremely 
expensive, so it is crucial that you handle them carefully and put them away correctly. If you 
need to eat or drink, please do so outside the classroom. When we do dissections, tools and tables 
need to be washed thoroughly and dried before you leave. Please remember to wear close toed 
shoes to lab. Please don’t bring visitors to class. 
 

Preparation outside of class time                                                                                                               
 
Studying Biology is like learning another language - there are many terms and concepts to learn, 
and preparation is the key.  To do well in this class, you will have to put in a lot of time and 
effort.  Expect at least 10 hours of homework/study each week.   (Make sure you can fit this into 
your schedule this semester - if that is not possible or likely, you might be better off waiting until 
you can devote the time needed.) 
 
 

http://www.unf.edu/registrar/forms/misconduct_policy.pdf
http://www.unf.edu/registrar/forms/misconduct_policy.pdf
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Student Learning Outcomes                                                                                                                     

Every college course is designed so that students who successfully complete the course will 
emerge with a set of knowledge and skills that will enable them to proceed with their academic 
programs, advance towards their career goals and become productive members of their 
community.   

Upon successful completion of General Biology 1, you, the student, should be able to: 

� design, conduct, analyze and interpret scientific experiments. 

� demonstrate skilled laboratory techniques, including use of light microscopes, data recording 
equipment, gel electrophoresis, etc. 

� describe how the properties of water and carbon and are essential to life. 

� relate the structure of biological molecules to their functions in cells. 

� apply knowledge of the structure and functions of cell organelles to explain differences in size, 
organization and diversity of eukaryotes and prokaryotes.  

� analyze how the chemical composition of cell membranes leads to their specific cellular functions.  

� outline how cells use enzymes, coenzymes and ATP to conduct and regulate metabolic pathways.  

� compare and contrast cellular respiration and photosynthesis.  

� relate the structure of DNA to its ability to function as a molecule of inheritance and as a molecule that 
directs protein synthesis.  

� solve problems of inheritance involving 2 genes, a variety of dominance patterns, simple gene 
interactions, and linkage. 

� determine modes of inheritance in humans by analyzing pedigrees. 

� compare and contrast the organization and regulation of genes in viruses, prokaryotes and eukaryotes. 

� compare and contrast mechanisms that lead to genetic change. 

� compare and contrast mechanisms of evolutionary change and explain how these mechanisms lead to 
diversity and adaptation. 

� examine the evidence that the theory of biological evolution explains the adaptation, diversity, unity and 
history of life.   

discuss the abiotic and biotic factors that influence the abundance and distribution of organisms and the 
structure of biological communities.  

Special Needs                                                                                                                                                
 
DISABILITY RESOURCE CENTER (DRC): Students with disabilities who seek reasonable 
accommodations in the classroom or other aspects of performing their coursework must first 
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register with the UNF Disability Resource Center (DRC) located in Building 57, Room 1500.  
DRC staff members work with students to obtain required documentation of disability and to 
identify appropriate accommodations as required by applicable disability laws including the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).  After receiving all necessary documentation, the DRC 
staff determines whether a student qualifies for services with the DRC and if so, the 
accommodations the student requires will be provided.  DRC staff then prepares a letter for the 
student to provide faculty advising them of approved accommodations.  It is the responsibility of 
the student to ensure that all instructors (lecture and laboratory, if applicable) receive the 
accommodation letter.  Students are encouraged to meet privately with their instructors to discuss 
the details of the accommodation.  For further information, contact the DRC by phone (904) 620-
2769, e-mail drcexams@unf.edu, or visit the DRC website www.unf.edu/drc. 
 
Military and veteran students may need both physical and academic accommodations and may 
contact the DRC to find further information.  Military and veteran students who return from 
combat exposure may be utilizing the post 9/11 GI bill to continue postsecondary education 
goals.  Contact Military and Veterans Resource Center by phone (904) 620-2655 or e-
mail mvrc@unf.edu. 
 

Additional Information                                                                                                                      
 
myWings/Email: You will need to have an N number and an accessible email address for use 
with myWings.  
 
Contacting the Instructor:  The most effective way to contact me is via email or text message. 
When sending an email or text, please provide your first and last name in the message. I will 
make appointments with students upon request. Please do not expect me to remember something 
you tell me – it is best to write me a note or email me.   
 
Dropping the course:  If you miss more than three classes without contacting me, then I may 
drop you. If you decide to drop, please drop yourself off the list so that I know that is what you 
want to do. The drop deadlines are listed in the academic calendar.   
 
Flexibility clause: Circumstances may arise during the course that may prevent the instructor 
from fulfilling each and every component of this syllabus; therefore, the syllabus schedule should 
be viewed as a guide and is subject to change.  Students will be notified of changes in advance. 

 
Tutoring: If you are having a difficult time with the material in this course and would like to get 
additional help, you may want to visit the Student Academic Success Services (SASS) website 
for tutoring schedules, location and contact information. The web address is: 
https://www.unf.edu/ugstudies/SASS/.  
 
Campus Safety Information: The University of North Florida is a very safe campus and has 
had very few violent crime incidents in the last three years. However, there is always a remote 
chance that you may find yourself involved in a situation that requires you to act quickly. The 
University Police Department has provided links for two training videos for Faculty, Staff and 
Students that address University Violence and Active Shooter Scenarios. You may find these 
videos at the following link: http://www.unf.edu/emergency/Training_Videos.aspx. 

 

mailto:drcexams@unf.edu
mailto:drcexams@unf.edu
http://www.unf.edu/drc
http://www.unf.edu/drc
mailto:mvrc@unf.edu
mailto:mvrc@unf.edu
https://www.unf.edu/ugstudies/SASS/
https://www.unf.edu/ugstudies/SASS/
http://www.unf.edu/emergency/Training_Videos.aspx
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How to Succeed in this (or any Biology) Course 
 
In Lecture: 
x Never miss lecture! 
x Read the material before coming to class.  Your comprehension of the lecture will be greatly 

enhanced if you have an understanding of what we will be covering that day.   
x Focus on vocabulary terms in the chapters.  Making a vocabulary sheet or note cards will help you to 

learn new terms and ideas covered in the chapter. 
x Study!  You should spend 2 – 4 hours outside of class studying for every hour you spend in lecture. 

Don’t leave your studying for a cram session the night before the test. Spend an hour or so every day 
reviewing the material and mastering difficult concepts. This will help you to retain the material more 
effectively. 

x Form a study group.  Meet once or twice a week with your classmates to review concepts and quiz 
each other.  Each person can take a section of the chapter to “lecture” to the other members of the study 
group.  Your understanding of a concept will be enhanced if you have to explain it to someone else. 

x Look at the material in a new way.  If you have a habitual way that you study, change it and force 
yourself to think of the material from a new perspective.  Study the end of the chapter first; look at the 
definitions rather than the terms if you make study cards; try to see how the material applies to your 
chosen career. 

x Ask questions in class.  Come to lecture with a list of questions that you have about the chapter.  If they 
aren’t answered by the lecture, make sure to raise your hand and ask! Please remember that while 
questions are an important aspect of the learning process, we do not have time for prolonged discussions 
about all the interesting topics that might arise in lecture. I will try and answer all relevant questions 
during lecture; however I may have to forego some topics until lab, office hours or after class.  

x Contact the professor!  Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions.  I will be happy to 
clarify any confusing points or help you review.   

 
In Lab: 
x Never miss lab! 
x Read the lab manual before coming to lab.  This will help you get a preview of what we will be doing 

in lab that day. 
x Work together as a group.  You will have to work with other people no matter what profession you 

enter, so learn to get along with the people in your lab group and work together to accomplish the goals 
of the lab.  Help each other if you have problems.   

x Take your time!   Don’t rush through the lab procedure.  We have plenty of time to accomplish all of 
the objectives in the lab in the time we are allotted. 

x Use your eyes, ears, and nose.  An important part of good lab technique is observation.   
x Learn the models and charts that we will be working with.  You will be tested on these in the lab 

exams, so it is important that you are familiar with them. 
   Contact the professor!  Again, I will be happy to answer any questions you may have about the lab. 
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SYLLABUS 

 
BSC 2992: Pre-Med Seminar 

Fall 2018 
 

General Course Information                                                                                                                    
 
Instructor:  Dr. David Waddell                     Office hours: T/R: 2:00 – 3:00 pm 
                                                                                                                            W: 3:00 am – 4:30 pm 
                                                                                                                            or by appointment  
                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                      Office: Building 59 Room 3302 
Email:   d.s.waddell@unf.edu  
           
Phone:  904-620-1958  
                
Seminar: W:  4:30 – 5:45 pm                       Building 59 (Biological Sciences)      Room: 2701  
         
Course Overview and Requirements                                                                                                                                      

 
Pre-Med Seminar is a 1 unit course that will provide an introduction to the Biomedical profession by 
incorporating a range of experiences, including research presentations, guidance in developing effective 
study habits and time management, group discussions with local physicians and other biomedical 
professionals, information on volunteer and research experiences, introduction to university clubs and 
activities.    
 
Pre-Med LLC Student Course Requirements and Recommendations for Fall 2018: 

1) Enrollment in BSC 2992: Pre-Med Seminar 
2) Enrollment in BSC 1010C: General Biology II  
3) Enrollment in CHM 2045/L: General Chemistry I + Lab 

 
Materials                                                                                                                                     

 
                Books:    What Doctors Feel: How Emotions Affect the Practice of Medicine 
                                By Danielle Ofri, M.D. 
 
                                Intern: A Doctor’s Initiation   
                                By Sandeep Jauhar, M.D., Ph.D. 
 
                                On Doctoring 3rd Edition, Edited by Richard Reynolds and John Stone 
                                Published by Simon and Schuster 
 
 

mailto:d.s.waddell@unf.edu
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Pre-Med Seminar Mission and Program Goals                                                                                                                                                 
 

Mission 
The Pre-Med Program is designed to assist UNF students in establishing a support network within 
the university and the community in order to improve student success in and out of the classroom, 
while simultaneously developing competitive candidates for admission to professional schools in 
the medical field. 

  
Program Goals  
x Develop academic skills that will foster continued student success  
x Facilitate networking skills between students and professionals in the medical profession 
x Provide a support network to improve successful transition to UNF 
x Improve student academic success and social wellness 
x Inform students of the level of academic rigor required for a career in the medical fields 
x Provide support and guidance for success on professional school admissions exams 
x Provide support and guidance for successfully assembling competitive professional school 

applications 
 
Discussions and Participation with Seminar Guests                                                                                                                                                  
 
The Pre-Med seminar offers a unique series that will introduce participants of the medical profession 
through discussion sessions. These sessions will integrate assigned readings with group discussions that 
will focus on different aspects and specializations within the medical profession. This is a unique 
experience that is only available to Pre-Med seminar participants, and thus there will be high 
expectations for student engagement and participation. A portion of your grade for the Pre-Med Seminar 
course will be based on your attendance, participation and behavior during the sessions.  
 

x All assigned readings MUST be completed prior to arriving for the session. 
 

x You are expected to attend EVERY session during the semester. 
 

x The class start promptly at 4:30 PM and you are expected to arrive on time. 
 

x You are expected to bring assigned readings and handouts with you to class. 
 

x You are expected to actively engage with your professor and classmates.  
 

x You will be expected to engage in group discussion during class. This can include asking 
relevant and thoughtful questions, sharing a thought or feeling about the discussion topics with 
the group, or sharing a thought or feeling about the assigned readings with the group. 
 

x You will put all electronic devices (i.e. cell phones and other handheld devices) away during 
the discussions.  
 

x You will show proper etiquette and respect during the discussions. 
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Special Needs                                                                                                                                                
 

DISABILITY RESOURCE CENTER (DRC): Students with disabilities who seek reasonable 
accommodations in the classroom or other aspects of performing their coursework must first register 
with the UNF Disability Resource Center (DRC) located in Building 57, Room 1500.  DRC staff 
members work with students to obtain required documentation of disability and to identify appropriate 
accommodations as required by applicable disability laws including the Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA).  After receiving all necessary documentation, the DRC staff determines whether a student 
qualifies for services with the DRC and if so, the accommodations the student requires will be 
provided.  DRC staff then prepares a letter for the student to provide faculty advising them of approved 
accommodations.  It is the responsibility of the student to ensure that all instructors (lecture and 
laboratory, if applicable) receive the accommodation letter.  Students are encouraged to meet privately 
with their instructors to discuss the details of the accommodation.  For further information, contact the 
DRC by phone (904) 620-2769, e-mail drcexams@unf.edu, or visit the DRC website www.unf.edu/drc. 
 
Military and veteran students may need both physical and academic accommodations and may contact 
the DRC to find further information.  Military and veteran students who return from combat exposure 
may be utilizing the post 9/11 GI bill to continue postsecondary education goals.  Contact Military and 
Veterans Resource Center by phone (904) 620-2655 or e-mail mvrc@unf.edu. 

 
Reading Assignments                                                                                                                                                  
 
You will be asked to read two books and a small collection of assorted short stories and passages from 
various sources throughout the semester. You should always make it a point to read any biographical 
information provided about the authors of the assigned readings. The session topics and associated 
reading assignments for the Fall will be provided as the semester progresses. 
 
Course Assignments                                                                                                                                          
 
Course Project 1: Each student will select a medical school to research and provide a 1-2 page written 
report. The report should include information on the average MCAT score and GPA of incoming 
students, the school mission, curriculum, areas of excellence, the cost of tuition, the average amount of 
debt graduating students carry, and any other interesting or important information. 
 
Course Project 2: Each student will undertake a project at the beginning of the semester. Students will 
be uploading and sharing their assignments in their ePortfolio on Canvas. This project will serve as a 
Capstone project. The Capstone project will be a significant portion of your grade for the course. More 
information about the criteria and expectations of the Capstone project will be provided during the Fall 
semester.  
 
Evaluation                                                                                                                                                  
                                       Points (approximately)           

Attendance (20 points/class)                                                              300  
Participation (10 points/class)                                                           150   

 Course Project 1                                                                                 100 
            Course Project 2 (4 Writing Assignments/25 points each)                100      
            Final Exam                            ____               ____                              100________                            
 Total                                                                                                  750      

mailto:drcexams@unf.edu
mailto:drcexams@unf.edu
http://www.unf.edu/drc
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    Grading Scale: 
            A  =  100-95%     A- =  94-90% 
            B+  =   89-87%    B  =  86-84%       B-  =  83-80% 
            C+  =   79-77%    C  =  76-70%        
            D  =   69-60% 
            F   =   below 60%      
 
Additional Information                                                                                                                      

 
myWings/Email: You will need to have an N number and an accessible email address for use 
with myWings.  
 
Contacting the Instructor:  The most effective way to contact me is via email. When sending an 
email, please provide your first and last name in the message. I will make appointments with 
students upon request. Please do not expect me to remember something you tell me – it is best to 
write me a note or email me.   
 
Dropping the course:  If you miss more than three classes without contacting me, then I may drop 
you. If you decide to drop, please drop yourself off the list so that I know that is what you want to 
do. The drop deadlines are listed in the academic calendar.   
 
Flexibility clause: Circumstances may arise during the course that may prevent the instructor from 
fulfilling each and every component of this syllabus; therefore, the syllabus schedule should be 
viewed as a guide and is subject to change.  Students will be notified of changes in advance. 

 
Campus Safety Information: The University of North Florida is a very safe campus and has had 
very few violent crime incidents in the last three years. However, there is always a remote chance 
that you may find yourself involved in a situation that requires you to act quickly.  
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SYLLABUS 

 
BSC 4921: Biology Lecture Series 

Spring 2019 
 

General Course Information                                                                                                                    
 
Instructor:  Dr. David Waddell                     Office hours: T/TH: 1:00 – 3:00 pm 
                                                                                                                            or by appointment 
                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                      Office: Building 59 Room 3302 
Email:   d.s.waddell@unf.edu  
           
Phone:  904-620-1958 (office)  
                
Seminar: F:  3:00 – 3:50 pm                                Building 59 (Biological Sciences) Room: 1701  
         
Course Overview                                                                                                                                      

 
Biology Lecture Series is a 1-unit seminar that will provide an introduction to the myriad research 
topics that are considered Biology. Every scientist understands and participates in the process of actively 
presenting new knowledge to other scientists through presentations. Typically, presentations are made 
at scientific meetings and may be as brief as 7-10 minutes after which there is time for questions and 
discussions. When scientists present their research to more generally trained groups, e.g. a Biology 
Department, the expectation is that it will be necessary to provide some generic background so that the 
audience can understand the basis for the research. The seminars you will hear in this class will generally 
be of this type. We do however, usually also include presentations of an applied nature and often 
presentations will include both research and its application to human or environmental health. 
 
Lecture Series Mission                                                                                                                                             
 
Attendance of the weekly UNF Biology Department Lecture Series provided by scientists from UNF 
and other universities, agencies, and private companies will provide students with an understanding of 
the broad array of subjects that are considered Biological in scope. It is also very important that all 
Biology students understand that transmitting new findings and information can take many forms and 
can occur in a variety of formats, including oral lectures. It is not necessary to be enrolled in the course 
to attend the Biology Lecture Series.  

 
Participation and Behavior in Lecture Series                                                                                                                                                  
 
A portion of your grade for the Biology Lecture Series Seminar course will be based on your 
attendance, participation, and behavior during the sessions.  

mailto:d.s.waddell@unf.edu
mailto:d.s.waddell@unf.edu
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Many of our speakers come a long distance and spend considerable time preparing a lecture that you will 
understand and learn from. Please give them your attention and turn your cell phones and other 
electronic devices off. There may be lectures that do not end promptly on time. There are also typically 
questions from the audience. You are expected to stay until questions have ended and the faculty 
member in charge thanks the speaker. If you have another class or time dependent obligation, please 
leave quietly, being sure to hold the door so that it does not slam.  
 
In addition to the basic courtesies outlined above, the following are expectations of all students enrolled 
in the seminar series.  
 

x You are expected to attend EVERY session during the semester. 
 

x The class starts promptly at 3:00 PM and you are expected to arrive on time. 
 

x You are expected to actively engage with the presenter by asking questions during the question 
and answer portion of the seminar.  

 
Course Materials                                                                                                                                                  
 
There is no required textbook for this class, but you will be required to create a Top Hat account 
(www.tophat.com) and sign-up for the Biology Lecture Series (BSC 4921) course using the Join Code: 
688552. You will receive an email invitation to create your Top Hat account and join the class. The cost 
for your Top Hot account for the semester is $26. The Top Hat program will be used to take attendance 
at the beginning and end of each class period and will also be used for required discussion board 
participation following each week’s talk.  

 
Assignments                                                                                                                                    
 
There will be an active discussion board for this class through a Top Hat course page. After each week’s 
speaker a topic question will be posted, and you will be required to post a minimum one paragraph 
response to that question. You are also encouraged to read other student responses and you will be 
required to post at least 4 separate responses to your fellow student’s posts throughout the semester. 
Your four responses must occur in four separate threads (i.e. four separate topics).    
 
Attendance                                                                                                                                    
 
Attendance is required at all Biology Department seminars. Attendance will be taken through the Top 
Hat response system using your laptop, tablet, or cell phone. You will be asked to “sign in” both at the 
beginning and at the end of the seminar. You will receive 100% attendance for the day if you have 
“signed in” both times for that class period. If you come in late or leave early and have only “signed in” 
once for that class, it will be considered a 0.5 absence. You can have one absence (or two half absences) 
without consequence, but a second absence of any kind (i.e. anything greater than 1.5 absences) will 
result in failure of the course. On occasion there will be opportunities to attend Biology seminars 
scheduled at other times that are not required as part of this class. These can be used as substitutes for 
missed attendance of the regularly scheduled seminars. Attendance of an unscheduled seminar can only 
be used to make-up one absence and will require a written summary to gain credit. 
 

http://www.tophat.com/
http://www.tophat.com/
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Evaluation                                                                                                                                                  
  
                                                                          Points (approximately)           

Attendance: (10 points/response x 2 responses/class x 13 classes)                               260  
 Discussion Board Posts: (20 points/topic x 1 topic per week x 13 weeks)                   260 
            Discussion Board Responses: (20 points x 4)                                                                 80       
            Total                                                                                                                              600      
 
    Grading Scale: 
            600 – 451 = Pass 
            450 – 0     = Fail 
 
*Attendance is mandatory, and you will lose 100 points for any unexcused absence. Furthermore, a late 
arrival or an early departure will count as a half absence and will result in a 50 point deduction each time 
you arrive late or leave early. Thus, having more than 1 unexcused full absence or more than two half 
absences will result in an automatic fail grade for the class. THERE WILL BE NO EXCEPTIONS!  
 
Special Needs                                                                                                                                                

 
DISABILITY RESOURCE CENTER (DRC): Students with disabilities who seek reasonable 
accommodations in the classroom or other aspects of performing their coursework must first register 
with the UNF Disability Resource Center (DRC) located in Building 57, Room 1500.  DRC staff 
members work with students to obtain required documentation of disability and to identify appropriate 
accommodations as required by applicable disability laws including the Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA).  After receiving all necessary documentation, the DRC staff determines whether a student 
qualifies for services with the DRC and if so, the accommodations the student requires will be 
provided.  DRC staff then prepares a letter for the student to provide faculty advising them of approved 
accommodations.  It is the responsibility of the student to ensure that all instructors (lecture and 
laboratory, if applicable) receive the accommodation letter.  Students are encouraged to meet privately 
with their instructors to discuss the details of the accommodation.  For further information, contact the 
DRC by phone (904) 620-2769, e-mail drcexams@unf.edu, or visit the DRC website www.unf.edu/drc. 
 
Military and veteran students may need both physical and academic accommodations and may contact 
the DRC to find further information.  Military and veteran students who return from combat exposure 
may be utilizing the post 9/11 GI bill to continue postsecondary education goals.  Contact Military and 
Veterans Resource Center by phone (904) 620-2655 or e-mail mvrc@unf.edu. 
 
Student Health and Wellbeing                                                                                                                      

 
The UNF counseling center can help students who are having difficulties managing stress, adjusting to 
college, or who are feeling sad and hopeless. You can reach the UNF counseling center at 
http://www.unf.edu/counseling-center/ or by calling (904)-620-2602 during and after business hours for 
routine appointments or if you or someone you know is in crisis. Walk-in hours are 10-2 PM Monday-
Friday. Crisis appointments available.  
  
The Victim Advocacy Program provides confidential crisis intervention services to anyone in the UNF 
community impacted by crime or victimization.  Services offered range from emotional support to 
assistance navigating the criminal justice system.  The Victim Advocacy Program is located in Founders 

mailto:drcexams@unf.edu
mailto:drcexams@unf.edu
http://www.unf.edu/drc
http://www.unf.edu/drc
mailto:mvrc@unf.edu
mailto:mvrc@unf.edu
http://www.unf.edu/counseling-center/
http://www.unf.edu/counseling-center/
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Hall, Building 2, Suite 2100. Students may contact the 24-hour Crisis Helpline at (904) 620-1010. For 
more information visit: http://www.unf.edu/womens-center/Victim_Advocacy.aspx 
 
Additional Information                                                                                                                      

 
myWings/Email: You will need to have an N number and an accessible email address for use 
with myWings.  
 
Contacting the Instructor:  The most effective way to contact me is via email. When sending an 
email, please provide your first and last name in the message. I will make appointments with 
students upon request. Please do not expect me to remember something you tell me – it is best to 
write me a note or email me.   
 
Dropping the course:  If you miss more than three classes without contacting me, then I may drop 
you. If you decide to drop, please drop yourself off the list so that I know that is what you want to 
do. The drop deadlines are listed in the academic calendar.   
 
Flexibility clause: Circumstances may arise during the course that may prevent the instructor from 
fulfilling each and every component of this syllabus; therefore, the syllabus schedule should be 
viewed as a guide and is subject to change.  Students will be notified of changes in advance. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.unf.edu/womens-center/Victim_Advocacy.aspx
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SYLLABUS 

 
PCB 3063C: Genetics 

Spring 2019 
 

General Course Information                                                                                                                    
 
Instructor:  Dr. David Waddell              Office hours:  T/TH: 1:00 – 3:00 pm 
                                                                                                      or by appointment 
   
                                                                         Office: Building 59 Room 3302 
Email:   d.s.waddell@unf.edu  
           
Phone:  904-620-1958 (office)  
                
Lecture:                                T/R:    4:30 – 5:45 pm    Building 59 (Biological Sciences)   Room: 2701                            
Lab (16138):                           W:    9:00 – 12:50 pm  Building 59 (Biological Sciences)   Room: 2505 
Lab (16144):                            F:    9:00 – 12:50 pm  Building 59 (Biological Sciences)   Room: 2505 
 
Prerequisites/Corequisites: BSC 1010C, BSC 1011C, BSC 2012C and CHM 2210.   
           
Course Overview and General Information                                                                                                                                       

 
Genetics is the study of genes: how they work, their structure, their regulation, how they are 
transmitted and how they interact with each other and the environment. I find it to be one of the 
most interesting, fascinating, and marvelous subjects, and I hope to share my enthusiasm with you 
during this semester. Genetics is, and will continue to be, one of the most important fields of the 
21st century. Scientists have already improved the lives of people through the creation of: 
transgenic animals that are able to produce hormones and antibiotics, transgenic plants that are 
resistant to drought or disease, vaccines, better varieties of rice and other foods, and gene therapy 
treatments for chronic genetic conditions. We have made great strides towards treating most types 
of cancer due to advances in molecular genetics. Scientists have now sequenced and continue to 
work to decode the human genome and the genomes of numerous other organisms. As a result of 
these advances and discoveries, people are better nourished and live longer than at any time in 
human history.   
 
Genetics is a 4 unit upper level course that will cover the fundamental principles of classic and 
modern genetics. These include topics in molecular genetics, transmission genetics, biotechnology 
and population and quantitative genetics.  The observations and experiments that have helped 
develop our current knowledge will be discussed in each topic so that you may appreciate how 
scientists acquire understanding of biological patterns and processes.   
 

mailto:d.s.waddell@unf.edu
mailto:d.s.waddell@unf.edu
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Genetics has both lecture and laboratory components.  During the semester, you will meet 2 times 
a week with me for 100 minute lectures and once a week for a 4 hour laboratory exercise with an 
assigned laboratory instructor. This is a significant time commitment and your outside reading, 
homework and laboratory assignments, and studying will also take considerable time - the exact 
amount will depend on your preparation and background, your study skills and your goals. For 
many of you, Genetics is your first upper level biological sciences course and consequently, it will 
be challenging, time consuming, and hopefully fun. I have high expectations and I will do 
everything I can to help you meet them.  Let your mind be receptive, work hard and keep a positive 
outlook.  
 

Course Philosophy                                                                                                                                     
 
This course stresses the understanding of fundamental concepts in transmission and molecular 
genetics, and their application to problem solving. Many of the topics should be familiar to you 
from your introductory biology classes. However, in this course we will usually cover those topics 
in more detail than you have seen before, with an emphasis on genetic analysis, and you will also 
be introduced to new topics. 
 
Much of genetics is an analytical problem-solving discipline. It cannot be learned (or the course 
passed) simply by memorizing information. Of course you will need to memorize some 
information and vocabulary, but the critical thing will be to apply your understanding of the 
concepts to problem solving. To do this effectively, you must actually work through problems 
yourself, not just understand the solutions given. Each chapter ends with a group of problems and 
I highly recommend going through the “Chapter Concept” problems for each chapter, to see the 
logic involved. Then move on the next section called “Application and Integration” problems and 
work through the list of problems I recommend for each chapter. This may seem like a lot of work, 
but if you follow these general guidelines then you should be well prepared for exams. I will 
suggest multiple problems from each chapter that cover the material and/or types of problems I 
expect you to master.  
 
The syllabus shows the corresponding chapter for each topic that we will cover in class. There will 
be quite a bit of overlap between the lectures and the text. This doesn't mean you shouldn't read 
the text, or conversely, read the book but not attend lecture. Reading the text, attending lecture, 
and doing problems are the best ways to do well in this course - most people need to be exposed 
to information several times before they learn it. I will emphasize the most important points in 
lecture, and try to use different examples than the book where possible to show how the same 
concepts can be applied to different situations. I also want my lectures to provide you with an 
opportunity to ask questions. Even with the large size of the class, please do not feel intimidated 
about speaking up. If you have a question in class, odds are several others have the same question. 
Ask questions in class, ask questions in office hours; the only stupid question is the one not asked. 

 
The course is not designed to be unnecessarily difficult. I am not interested in intentionally 
“filtering out” poor students. I get no enjoyment from seeing students fail and will do everything 
I can to help any student interested in acquiring the skills and information necessary to successfully 
complete this course. It is your responsibility to take advantage of these opportunities and to do 
your part in learning the material. Learning is not a passive activity; learning requires much time 
and effort on your part. If you are serious about learning genetics, I will do anything in my power 
to help you. But remember I have no way of knowing you need or want help unless you ask.  
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Materials                                                                                                                                     
 
Required Text:  Genetic Analysis: An Integrated Approach    Third Edition   
                             by Mark Sanders and John Bowman (2018).   
                             Pearson Publishing. 
                             ISBN: 0-134-60517-9 
 
Recommended: Study Guide and Solutions Manual for Genetics Analysis: An Integrated 

                            Approach by Peter Mirabito.     Third Edition (2018) 
                            Pearson Publishing 
                            ISBN: 0-133-83225-6 
            
Note: Clickers will NOT be used in this course. 
  

Evaluation                                                                                                                                                  
 
 Graded Material                                                                                 Points (approximately) 

2 Lecture Exams (~150 points each)                                                               ~300   
 1 Cumulative Final (~200 points each)                                                           ~200                            
            4 Homework Assignments (~25-35 points)                                                     ~125                            
            Laboratory Portion (see lab syllabus)                                                              ~200                            
                                                                                                                                     ~825 total*                                                                        
            Grading Scale: 
            A  =  100-95%     A-  =  94-90% 
            B+  =   89-87%    B  =  86-84%       B-  =  83-80% 
            C+  =   79-77%    C  =  76-70%        
            D  =   69-60% 
            F   =   below 60%      
 

*The final number of points available will ultimately be determined by the average score of the class 
at the end of the semester (this will include lecture and lab grades) and the average will then establish 
the B-/C+ cut off (i.e. the 80% mark for the class).  

  
Special Note: In order to pass this class, you must receive a C- or better on at least one exam 
during the semester. The grading scale will be based on a curve for each exam set on the 
historical average for that exam. If you do not score at least a C- on one of the three exams, 
then you will receive an F for the class regardless of your point total or percentage. In other 
words, a failure to get at least one C- on an exam supersedes the grading scale above. 

  
         Laboratory 

The laboratory portion of the course will be based on: 
              Assignments 
            Tests  

Lab Reports 
    
Homework 
I will provide a list of suggested end-of-chapter problems for you to do as practice. It is important 
that you work these problems on your own and not just copy down the answers from a classmate 
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or the back of the book. The end-of-chapter problems are for your practice and I will not collect 
these problem sets. You should plan to come to office hours regularly and get help on problems 
that you find difficult or to get clarification of confusing or complex concepts. In addition to the 
suggested problems, you will have 4 assigned homework problem sets that you will complete on 
Canvas. These assignments will be worth about 25 points each and there will be no make-ups 
for missed assignments.  

 
Late Assignments  
Homework assignments that are submitted late will receive a 10% reduction for everyday they are 
late.  
 

         Exams  
Lecture exams will cover material primarily from the lecture portion of the course and may consist 
of a combination of short answer, problem solving and essay questions. 
 
It is your job to make sure that you will be present for all the exam dates before you continue in 
the course. Make-up exams are reserved only for situations that cannot be helped, for example: 
 

Field trip for another class or UNF sponsored sporting event:  present your documentation and  
  arrange the make-up at least two weeks prior to the exam date. 

  
 Documented illness of yourself or dependent, or death in the family: you must leave a message 
              on my voicemail the day of the exam so I can return your call, and arrange for a make 
              up exam. These events will require verifying documents.   
          
 
Attendance                                                                                                                                                   

 
Attendance in both lab and lecture is essential.  It is important that you be on time to both lecture 
and lab so as to hear lab instructions or class information, and so you don’t disturb others.  Exams 
are based almost entirely on what is covered in class. Plan to stay in lab the entire time, as there 
is often a lot to cover, and there might be quizzes given at the end of labs.   There are no make-ups 
for these quizzes.  If you finish lab early, use the time to study ahead, or help your lab partners. 
One of the best ways to learn is to teach!   

 
Participation and Behavior                                                                                                                        

 
Active participation in lecture and lab activities is required. Come prepared to discuss topics during 
lecture, to listen and to work with others, and to really focus on genetics. Leave distractions behind, 
and please silence your cell phones, and please no text messaging! 
  
Every college class is a learning environment. Students are expected to behave appropriately in 
class and to show respect for classmates and the instructor. Inappropriate or disruptive behavior—
yelling, persistent talking during lectures or student presentations, sexist or racist remarks, or 
harassment of any kind will not be tolerated. If a disruption is serious enough, a disruptive student 
may be asked to leave class for the day and will be required to meet with the area dean before 
returning to class. 
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Plagiarism is when you use the words or ideas of other writers as if they were your own or hand in 
work that someone else has written. When working with a partner or in a team, it is okay to help 
each other and discuss ideas, but you should complete all written work individually. If I receive 
two writing assignments that are copies, each one will receive half the points. It is best not to give 
your work to anyone to copy and make sure you put information in your own words.  See me if 
you are having trouble with this.   
 
POLICY ON CHEATING AND PLAGIARISM:  The University of North Florida values academic 
honesty. Current policies prohibit dishonesty, such as cheating, plagiarism, or knowingly 
furnishing false information to the university. All members of the academic community are 
responsible for the academic integrity of the campus. Any acts of cheating or plagiarism will 
immediately result in a zero on the particular assignment, and the incident may be reported to the 
area Dean and may ultimately result in notation on your transcript, probation, suspension, 
expulsion, or failure of the course. No hats, sunglasses, cell phones, pagers, calculators, or any 
notes may be on you or near you while taking exams and quizzes. Please leave all of these items 
securely in a backpack in the front of the room. Please sit in every other seat in the classroom, and 
spread out as much as possible in the laboratory when taking an exam or quiz.  It is your 
responsibility to contact the instructor as soon as possible about any suspected acts of cheating. 
You should read and familiarize yourself with the UNF Academic Integrity and Code and 
Academic Misconduct Policies, which can be located online at: 
http://www.unf.edu/registrar/forms/misconduct_policy.pdf .  
 
Lab Etiquette:  Our models, specimens, equipment, slides and microscopes are extremely 
expensive, so it is crucial that you handle them carefully and put them away correctly. If you need 
to eat or drink, please do so outside the classroom. When we do dissections, tools and tables need 
to be washed thoroughly and dried before you leave. Please remember to wear close toed shoes 
to lab. Please don’t bring visitors to class. 
 

Preparation outside of class time                                                                                                               
 
Studying Genetics is like learning another language - there are many terms and concepts to learn, 
and preparation is the key.  To do well in this class, you will have to put in a lot of time and 
effort.  Expect at least 10 hours of homework/study each week.   (Make sure you can fit this into 
your schedule this semester - if that is not possible or likely, you might be better off waiting until 
you can devote the time needed.)  

 
Supplemental Instruction                                                                                                               
 

This semester you will be provided an opportunity to receive additional assistance with Genetics 
through Supplemental Instruction (SI). The idea behind SI is to provide students an opportunity to 
receive additional help with course material, practice and assistance with problem solving 
techniques, and review of lecture content. The format will be flexible, but will include 2 sessions 
per week and will provide students an opportunity to come and receive additional instruction from 
an upper level undergraduate student that has already successfully completed Genetics. This 
semester Aimee Cruikshank will be your SI instructor and she will attend all lectures and direct 
the weekly SI sessions. More information about SI and when the sessions will be held will be 
announced during the first week of classes. 
 

http://www.unf.edu/registrar/forms/misconduct_policy.pdf
http://www.unf.edu/registrar/forms/misconduct_policy.pdf
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Student Learning Outcomes                                                                                                                     

Every college course is designed so that students who successfully complete the course will 
emerge with a set of knowledge and skills that will enable them to proceed with their academic 
programs, advance towards their career goals and become productive members of their 
community.   

Upon successful completion of Genetics, you, the student, should be able to: 

� design, conduct, analyze and interpret genetic experiments. 

� demonstrate skilled laboratory techniques, including use of light microscopes, data recording 
equipment, gel electrophoresis, restriction enzymes, PCR, sub-cloning, etc. 

� relate the structure of DNA and RNA to their functions in cells. 

� relate the structure of DNA to its ability to function as a molecule of inheritance and as a molecule that 
directs protein synthesis. 

� define the following terms: phenotype, genotype, homozygous, heterozygous, monohybrid cross, 
dihybrid cross, testcross. three-point testcross, allele, gene locus. 

� solve problems of inheritance involving 1 gene, 2 genes, multiple genes, a variety of dominance 
patterns, interactions, and linkage. 

� determine modes of inheritance in humans by analyzing pedigrees. 

� compare and contrast the organization and regulation of genes in viruses, prokaryotes and eukaryotes. 

� compare and contrast mechanisms that lead to genetic change. 

� calculate probabilities and expected ratios of offspring given the parental genotypes and/or phenotypes. 

� define aneuploidy and polyploidy and explain the mechanisms by which these events may occur. 

� contrast small scale and large-scale mutations and explain the potential effects each may have on 
phenotype. 

� determine allele frequencies in a population that is in Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium. 

Special Needs                                                                                                                                                
 
DISABILITY RESOURCE CENTER (DRC): Students with disabilities who seek reasonable 
accommodations in the classroom or other aspects of performing their coursework must first 
register with the UNF Disability Resource Center (DRC) located in Building 57, Room 1500.  DRC 
staff members work with students to obtain required documentation of disability and to identify 
appropriate accommodations as required by applicable disability laws including the Americans 
with Disabilities Act (ADA).  After receiving all necessary documentation, the DRC staff 
determines whether a student qualifies for services with the DRC and if so, the accommodations 
the student requires will be provided.  DRC staff then prepares a letter for the student to provide 
faculty advising them of approved accommodations.  It is the responsibility of the student to ensure 
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that all instructors (lecture and laboratory, if applicable) receive the accommodation 
letter.  Students are encouraged to meet privately with their instructors to discuss the details of the 
accommodation.  For further information, contact the DRC by phone (904) 620-2769, e-
mail drcexams@unf.edu, or visit the DRC website www.unf.edu/drc. 
 
Military and veteran students may need both physical and academic accommodations and may 
contact the DRC to find further information.  Military and veteran students who return from combat 
exposure may be utilizing the post 9/11 GI bill to continue postsecondary education goals.  Contact 
Military and Veterans Resource Center by phone (904) 620-2655 or e-mail mvrc@unf.edu. 

 
Student Health and Wellbeing                                                                                                                      

 
The UNF counseling center can help students who are having difficulties managing stress, 
adjusting to college, or who are feeling sad and hopeless. You can reach the UNF counseling center 
at http://www.unf.edu/counseling-center/ or by calling (904)-620-2602 during and after business 
hours for routine appointments or if you or someone you know is in crisis. Walk-in hours are 10-
2 PM Monday-Friday. Crisis appointments available.  
  
The Victim Advocacy Program provides confidential crisis intervention services to anyone in the 
UNF community impacted by crime or victimization.  Services offered range from emotional 
support to assistance navigating the criminal justice system.  The Victim Advocacy Program is 
located in Founders Hall, Building 2, Suite 2100. Students may contact the 24-hour Crisis Helpline 
at (904) 620-1010. For more information visit: 
http://www.unf.edu/womens-center/Victim_Advocacy.aspx 
 

Additional Information                                                                                                                      
 
myWings/Email: You will need to have an N number and an accessible email address for use 
with myWings.  
 
Contacting the Instructor:  The most effective way to contact me is via email. When sending an 
email, please provide your first and last name in the message. I will make appointments with 
students upon request. Please do not expect me to remember something you tell me – it is best to 
write me a note or email me.   
 
Dropping the course:  If you miss more than three classes without contacting me, then I may drop 
you. If you decide to drop, please drop yourself off the list so that I know that is what you want to 
do. The drop deadlines are listed in the academic calendar.   
 
Flexibility clause: Circumstances may arise during the course that may prevent the instructor from 
fulfilling each and every component of this syllabus; therefore, the syllabus schedule should be 
viewed as a guide and is subject to change.  Students will be notified of changes in advance. 

 
Tutoring: If you are having a difficult time with the material in this course and would like to get 
additional help, you may want to visit the Student Academic Success Services (SASS) website for 
tutoring and supplemental instruction schedule, location, and contact information. The web 
address is: https://www.unf.edu/ugstudies/SASS/. 

 

mailto:drcexams@unf.edu
mailto:drcexams@unf.edu
http://www.unf.edu/drc
http://www.unf.edu/drc
mailto:mvrc@unf.edu
mailto:mvrc@unf.edu
http://www.unf.edu/counseling-center/
http://www.unf.edu/counseling-center/
http://www.unf.edu/womens-center/Victim_Advocacy.aspx
http://www.unf.edu/womens-center/Victim_Advocacy.aspx
https://www.unf.edu/ugstudies/SASS/
https://www.unf.edu/ugstudies/SASS/
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How to Succeed in this (or any Biology) Course 
 
In Lecture: 
x Never miss lecture! 
x Read the material before coming to class.  Your comprehension of the lecture will be greatly enhanced 

if you have an understanding of what we will be covering that day.   
x Focus on vocabulary terms in the chapters.  Making a vocabulary sheet or note cards will help you to 

learn new terms and ideas covered in the chapter. 
x Study!  You should spend 2 – 4 hours outside of class studying for every hour you spend in lecture. Don’t 

leave your studying for a cram session the night before the test. Spend an hour or so every day reviewing 
the material and mastering difficult concepts. This will help you to retain the material more effectively. 

x Form a study group.  Meet once or twice a week with your classmates to review concepts and quiz each 
other.  Each person can take a section of the chapter to “lecture” to the other members of the study group.  
Your understanding of a concept will be enhanced if you have to explain it to someone else. 

x Look at the material in a new way.  If you have a habitual way that you study, change it and force 
yourself to think of the material from a new perspective.  Study the end of the chapter first; look at the 
definitions rather than the terms if you make study cards; try to see how the material applies to your 
chosen career. 

x Ask questions in class.  Come to lecture with a list of questions that you have about the chapter.  If they 
aren’t answered by the lecture, make sure to raise your hand and ask! Please remember that while 
questions are an important aspect of the learning process, we do not have time for prolonged discussions 
about all the interesting topics that might arise in lecture. I will try and answer all relevant questions 
during lecture; however I may have to forego some topics until lab, office hours or after class.  

x Contact the professor!  Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions.  I will be happy to 
clarify any confusing points or help you review.   

 
In Lab: 
x Never miss lab! 
x Read the lab manual before coming to lab.  This will help you get a preview of what we will be doing 

in lab that day. 
x Work together as a group.  You will have to work with other people no matter what profession you 

enter, so learn to get along with the people in your lab group and work together to accomplish the goals 
of the lab.  Help each other if you have problems.   

x Take your time!   Don’t rush through the lab procedure.  We have plenty of time to accomplish all of the 
objectives in the lab in the time we are allotted. 

x Use your eyes, ears, and nose.  An important part of good lab technique is observation.   
x Learn the models and charts that we will be working with.  You will be tested on these in the lab 

exams, so it is important that you are familiar with them. 
   Contact the professor!  Again, I will be happy to answer any questions you may have about the lab. 
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SYLLABUS 

 
PCB 4067: Molecular Basis of Inheritance 

Fall 2018 
 

General Course Information                                                                                                                    
 
Instructor:  Dr. David Waddell                                         Office hours:  T/R: 2:00 – 3:00 PM 
                                                                                                                              W: 3:00 – 4:30 PM 
                                                                                                                              or by appointment 
   
                                                                                                    Office: Building 59 Room 3302 
Email:   d.s.waddell@unf.edu  
           
Phone:  904-620-1958  
                
Lecture (83077):  T/R: 4:30 – 5:45 pm    Building 59 (Biological Sciences)  Room: 2703                            
 
Prerequisites/Corequisites: PCB 3063C   
           
Course Overview and General Information                                                                                                                                       

 
Molecular Basis of Inheritance is the detailed study of genes: how they work, their structure, their 
regulation, how they are transmitted and how they interact with each other and the environment.  
I find it to be one of the most interesting, fascinating, and marvelous subjects, and I hope to share 
my enthusiasm with you during this semester. Molecular Genetics is, and will continue to be, one 
of the most important fields of the 21st century. Scientists have already improved the lives of people 
through the creation of: transgenic animals that are able to produce hormones and antibiotics, 
transgenic plants that are resistant to drought or disease, vaccines, better varieties of rice and other 
foods, and gene therapy treatments for chronic genetic conditions. We have made great strides 
towards treating most types of cancer due to advances in molecular genetics. Scientists have now 
sequenced and continue to work to decode the human genome and the genomes of numerous other 
organisms. As a result of these advances and discoveries, people are better nourished and live 
longer than at any time in human history.   
 
Molecular Basis of Inheritance is a 3 unit senior level course that will cover the fundamental 
principles of modern molecular genetics. These include topics in DNA structure, transcription, 
translation, RNA splicing and processing, mutation and DNA repair, epigenetics, structural and 
catalytic RNA molecules and the complexity of gene regulation. The observations and experiments 
that have helped develop our current knowledge will be discussed in each topic so that you may 
appreciate how scientists acquire understanding of biological patterns and processes. 
 

mailto:d.s.waddell@unf.edu
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Molecular Basis of Inheritance has only a lecture component and during the semester, you will 
meet 2 times a week with me for 75 minutes. This is a significant time commitment and your 
outside reading, homework and studying will also take considerable time - the exact amount will 
depend on your preparation and background, your study skills and your goals. For many of you, 
Molecular Basis of Inheritance will be your first senior level biological sciences course that has 
no lab component and consequently, it will be challenging, time consuming, and hopefully fun. I 
have high expectations and I will do everything I can to help you meet them.  Let your mind be 
receptive, work hard and keep a positive outlook.  
 

Course Philosophy                                                                                                                                     
 
This course stresses the understanding of fundamental concepts in molecular genetics. Many of 
the topics should be familiar to you from your introductory biology classes. However, in this 
course we will usually cover those topics in more detail than you have seen before, with an 
emphasis on problem solving and application of concepts, and you will also be introduced to new 
topics. Much of genetics is a problem-solving discipline. It cannot be learned (or the course passed) 
simply by memorizing information. Of course you will need to memorize some information and 
vocabulary, but the critical thing will be to apply your understanding of the concepts to more 
advanced problems. To do this effectively, you must actually read assigned chapters and papers 
and work through problems yourself.  
 
The lecture schedule shows the corresponding chapter for each topic that we will cover in class. 
There will be quite a bit of overlap between the lectures and the text. This doesn't mean you 
shouldn't read the text, or conversely, read the book but not attend lecture. Reading the text, 
attending lecture, and doing problems are the best ways to do well in this course - most people 
need to be exposed to information several times before they learn it. I will emphasize the most 
important points in lecture, and try to use different examples than the book where possible to show 
how the same concepts can be applied to different situations. I also want my lectures to provide 
you with an opportunity to ask questions. If you have a question in class, odds are several others 
have the same question. Ask questions in class, ask questions in office hours; the only stupid 
question is the one not asked. 

 
The course is not designed to be unnecessarily difficult. I am not interested in intentionally 
“filtering out” students. I get no enjoyment from seeing students fail and will do everything I can 
to help any student interested in acquiring the skills and information necessary to successfully 
complete this course. It is your responsibility to take advantage of these opportunities and to do 
your part in learning the material. Learning is not a passive activity; learning requires much time 
and effort on your part. If you are serious about learning molecular genetics, I will do anything in 
my power to help you. But remember I have no way of knowing you need or want help unless you 
ask. 

  
Materials                                                                                                                                     

 
Required Text:   Lewin’s Genes XII     
                             by Jocelyn Krebs, Elliott Goldstein and Stephen Kilpatrick (2018).   
                             Jones and Bartlett Publishing 
                             ISBN: 9781284104493 
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Evaluation                                                                                                                                                  
 
      Points (approximately) Grading Scale: 

2 Lecture Exams (~150 points each)               ~300    A  =  100-90%  
 1 Cumulative Final (~200 points each)            ~200                           B  =   89-80% 
                                                                                      ~500 total*                C  =   79-70% 
                                                                                                                         D  =   69-60% 
                                                                                                                         F   =   below 60%                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                               
                      

*The final number of points available will ultimately be determined by the student with the most 
points at the end of the semester. This total will be set at 100% and all subsequent percentages will 
be based on that point total. 

  
         Exams  

Lecture exams will cover material primarily from the lecture portion of the course and may consist 
of a combination of short answer, problem solving and essay questions. 
 
It is your job to make sure that you will be present for all the exam dates before you continue in 
the course. Make-up exams are reserved only for situations that cannot be helped, for example: 
 

Field trip for another class or UNF sponsored sporting event:  present your documentation and  
  arrange the make-up at least two weeks prior to the exam date. 

  
 Documented illness of yourself or dependant, or death in the family: you must leave a message 
              on my voicemail the day of the exam so I can return your call, and arrange for a make 
              up exam. These events will require verifying documents.   
          
Participation and Behavior                                                                                                                        

 
Active participation in lecture is required. Come prepared to discuss topics during lecture, to listen 
and to work with others, and to really focus on molecular genetics. Leave distractions behind, and 
please silence your cell phones and please no text messaging. 
  
Every college class is a learning environment. Students are expected to behave appropriately in 
class and to show respect for classmates and the instructor. Inappropriate or disruptive behavior—
persistent talking during lectures or student presentations, sexist or racist remarks, or harassment 
of any kind will not be tolerated. If a disruption is serious enough, a disruptive student may be 
asked to leave class for the day and will be required to meet with the area dean before returning to 
class. 
 
Plagiarism is when you use the words or ideas of others as if they were your own or hand in work 
that someone else has written. When working with a partner or in a team, it is okay to help each 
other and discuss ideas, but you should complete all written work individually. If I receive two 
writing assignments that are copies, each one will receive half the points. It is best not to give your 
work to anyone to copy and make sure you put information in your own words.  See me if you are 
having trouble with this.   
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POLICY ON CHEATING AND PLAGIARISM:  The University of North Florida values academic 
honesty. Current policies prohibit dishonesty, such as cheating, plagiarism, or knowingly 
furnishing false information to the university. All members of the academic community are 
responsible for the academic integrity of the campus. Any acts of cheating or plagiarism will 
immediately result in a zero on the particular assignment, and the incident may be reported to the 
area Dean and may ultimately result in notation on your transcript, probation, suspension, 
expulsion, or failure of the course. No hats, sunglasses, cell phones, pagers, calculators, or any 
notes may be on you or near you while taking exams and quizzes. Please leave all of these items 
securely in a backpack in the front of the room. Please sit in every other seat in the classroom, and 
spread out as much as possible when taking an exam.  It is your responsibility to contact the 
instructor as soon as possible about any suspected acts of cheating. You should read and familiarize 
yourself with the UNF Academic Integrity and Code and Academic Misconduct Policies, which 
can be located online at: http://www.unf.edu/registrar/forms/misconduct_policy.pdf.  
 

Preparation outside of class time                                                                                                               
 
Studying Molecular Genetics is like learning another language - there are many terms and 
concepts to learn, and preparation is the key.  To do well in this class, you will have to put in a lot 
of time and effort.  Expect at least 10 hours of homework/study each week.   (Make sure you can 
fit this into your schedule this semester - if that is not possible or likely, you might be better off 
waiting until you can devote the time needed.)  

 
Student Learning Outcomes                                                                                                                     

Every college course is designed so that students who successfully complete the course will 
emerge with a set of knowledge and skills that will enable them to proceed with their academic 
programs, advance towards their career goals and become productive members of their 
community.   

Upon successful completion of Molecular Basis of Inheritance, you, the student, should be able 
to: 

� design, conduct, analyze and interpret molecular genetics experiments. 

� relate the structure of DNA and RNA to their functions in cells. 

� describe the structure of DNA, a gene, a chromosome and a genome. 

� relate the structure of DNA to its ability to function as a molecule of inheritance and as a molecule that 
directs protein synthesis. 

� describe the mechanism of DNA replication. 

� discuss the process of transcription and translation. 

� describe the mechanism of RNA splicing and processing. 

� discuss the molecular mechanisms of recombination. 

http://www.unf.edu/registrar/forms/misconduct_policy.pdf
http://www.unf.edu/registrar/forms/misconduct_policy.pdf
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� describe the structural organization of chromatin and explain how this organization affects gene 
expression. 

� compare and contrast the organization and regulation of genes in prokaryotes and eukaryotes. 

� compare and contrast mechanisms that lead to genetic change. 

� discuss the different DNA repair mechanisms utilized by eukaryotic cells. 

� discuss the role of epigenetics in regulating gene activity. 

� describe the different types of regulatory RNA’s and explain how the alter gene expression. 

Special Needs                                                                                                                                                
 
DISABILITY RESOURCE CENTER (DRC): Students with disabilities who seek reasonable 
accommodations in the classroom or other aspects of performing their coursework must first 
register with the UNF Disability Resource Center (DRC) located in Building 57, Room 1500.  DRC 
staff members work with students to obtain required documentation of disability and to identify 
appropriate accommodations as required by applicable disability laws including the Americans 
with Disabilities Act (ADA).  After receiving all necessary documentation, the DRC staff 
determines whether a student qualifies for services with the DRC and if so, the accommodations 
the student requires will be provided.  DRC staff then prepares a letter for the student to provide 
faculty advising them of approved accommodations.  It is the responsibility of the student to ensure 
that all instructors (lecture and laboratory, if applicable) receive the accommodation 
letter.  Students are encouraged to meet privately with their instructors to discuss the details of the 
accommodation.  For further information, contact the DRC by phone (904) 620-2769, e-
mail drcexams@unf.edu, or visit the DRC website www.unf.edu/drc. 
 
Military and veteran students may need both physical and academic accommodations and may 
contact the DRC to find further information.  Military and veteran students who return from combat 
exposure may be utilizing the post 9/11 GI bill to continue postsecondary education goals.  Contact 
Military and Veterans Resource Center by phone (904) 620-2655 or e-mail mvrc@unf.edu. 
 

Additional Information                                                                                                                      
 
myWings/Email: You will need to have an N number and an accessible email address for use 
with myWings.  
 
Contacting the Instructor:  The most effective way to contact me is via email or text message. 
When sending an email or text, please provide your first and last name in the message. I will make 
appointments with students upon request. Please do not expect me to remember something you tell 
me – it is best to write me a note or email me.   
 
Dropping the course:  If you miss more than three classes without contacting me, then I may drop 
you. If you decide to drop, please drop yourself off the list so that I know that is what you want to 
do. The drop deadlines are listed in the academic calendar.   
 

mailto:drcexams@unf.edu
mailto:drcexams@unf.edu
http://www.unf.edu/drc
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Flexibility clause: Circumstances may arise during the course that may prevent the instructor from 
fulfilling each and every component of this syllabus; therefore, the syllabus schedule should be 
viewed as a guide and is subject to change.  Students will be notified of changes in advance. 

 
Campus Safety Information: The University of North Florida is a very safe campus and has had 
very few violent crime incidents in the last three years. However, there is always a remote chance 
that you may find yourself involved in a situation that requires you to act quickly. The University 
Police Department has provided links for two training videos for Faculty, Staff and Students that 
address University Violence and Active Shooter Scenarios. You may find these videos at the 
following link: http://www.unf.edu/emergency/Training_Videos.aspx. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.unf.edu/emergency/Training_Videos.aspx
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How to Succeed in this (or any Biology) Course 
 
In Lecture: 
x Never miss lecture! 
x Read the material before coming to class.  Your comprehension of the lecture will be greatly enhanced 

if you have an understanding of what we will be covering that day.   
x Focus on vocabulary terms in the chapters.  Making a vocabulary sheet or note cards will help you to 

learn new terms and ideas covered in the chapter. 
x Study!  You should spend 2 – 4 hours outside of class studying for every hour you spend in lecture. Don’t 

leave your studying for a cram session the night before the test. Spend an hour or so every day reviewing 
the material and mastering difficult concepts. This will help you to retain the material more effectively. 

x Form a study group.  Meet once or twice a week with your classmates to review concepts and quiz each 
other.  Each person can take a section of the chapter to “lecture” to the other members of the study group.  
Your understanding of a concept will be enhanced if you have to explain it to someone else. 

x Look at the material in a new way.  If you have a habitual way that you study, change it and force 
yourself to think of the material from a new perspective.  Study the end of the chapter first; look at the 
definitions rather than the terms if you make study cards; try to see how the material applies to your 
chosen career. 

x Ask questions in class.  Come to lecture with a list of questions that you have about the chapter.  If they 
aren’t answered by the lecture, make sure to raise your hand and ask! Please remember that while 
questions are an important aspect of the learning process, we do not have time for prolonged discussions 
about all the interesting topics that might arise in lecture. I will try and answer all relevant questions 
during lecture; however I may have to forego some topics until lab, office hours or after class.  

x Contact the professor!  Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions.  I will be happy to 
clarify any confusing points or help you review.   
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SYLLABUS 

 
PCB 5525: Molecular Genetics 

Fall 2018 
 

General Course Information                                                                                                                    
 
Instructor:  Dr. David Waddell                                        Office hours:  T/R: 2:00 – 3:00 PM 
                                                                                                                             W: 3:00 – 4:30 PM 
                                                                                                                              or by appointment 
 
   
                                                                                                      Office: Building 59 Room 3302 
Email:   d.s.waddell@unf.edu  
           
Phone:  904-620-1958  
                
Lecture (83078):  T/R: 4:30 – 5:45 pm    Building 59 (Biological Sciences)   Room: 2703                            
 
Prerequisites/Corequisites: PCB 3063C   
           
Course Overview and General Information                                                                                                                                       

 
Molecular Genetics is the detailed study of genes: how they work, their structure, their regulation, 
how they are transmitted and how they interact with each other and the environment.  I find it to 
be one of the most interesting, fascinating, and marvelous subjects, and I hope to share my 
enthusiasm with you during this semester. Molecular Genetics is, and will continue to be, one of 
the most important fields of the 21st century. Scientists have already improved the lives of people 
through the creation of: transgenic animals that are able to produce hormones and antibiotics, 
transgenic plants that are resistant to drought or disease, vaccines, better varieties of rice and other 
foods, and gene therapy treatments for chronic genetic conditions. We have made great strides 
towards treating most types of cancer due to advances in molecular genetics. Scientists have now 
sequenced and continue to work to decode the human genome and the genomes of numerous other 
organisms. As a result of these advances and discoveries, people are better nourished and live 
longer than at any time in human history.   
 
Molecular Genetics is a 3 unit graduate level course that will cover the fundamental principles 
of modern molecular genetics. These include topics in DNA structure, transcription, translation, 
RNA splicing and processing, mutation and DNA repair, epigenetics, structural and catalytic RNA 
molecules and the complexity of gene regulation. The observations and experiments that have 
helped develop our current knowledge will be discussed in each topic so that you may appreciate 
how scientists acquire understanding of biological patterns and processes.   
 

mailto:d.s.waddell@unf.edu
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Molecular Genetics has only a lecture component and during the semester, you will meet 2 times 
a week with me for 75 minutes. This is a significant time commitment and your outside reading, 
homework and studying will also take considerable time - the exact amount will depend on your 
preparation and background, your study skills and your goals. For many of you, Molecular 
Genetics will be your first graduate level biological sciences course and consequently, it will be 
challenging, time consuming, and hopefully fun. I have high expectations and I will do everything 
I can to help you meet them.  Let your mind be receptive, work hard and keep a positive outlook.  
 

Course Philosophy                                                                                                                                     
 
This course stresses the understanding of fundamental concepts in molecular genetics. Many of 
the topics should be familiar to you from your earlier biology classes. However, in this course we 
will usually cover those topics in more detail than you have seen before, with an emphasis on 
problem solving and application of concepts, and you will also be introduced to new topics. Much 
of genetics is a problem-solving discipline. It cannot be learned (or the course passed) simply by 
memorizing information. Of course you will need to memorize some information and vocabulary, 
but the critical thing will be to apply your understanding of the concepts to more advanced 
problems. To do this effectively, you must actually read assigned chapters and papers and work 
through problems yourself.  
 
The lecture schedule shows the corresponding chapter for each topic that we will cover in class. 
There will be quite a bit of overlap between the lectures and the text. This doesn't mean you 
shouldn't read the text, or conversely, read the book but not attend lecture. Reading the text, 
attending lecture, and doing problems are the best ways to do well in this course - most people 
need to be exposed to information several times before they learn it. I will emphasize the most 
important points in lecture, and try to use different examples than the book where possible to show 
how the same concepts can be applied to different situations. I also want my lectures to provide 
you with an opportunity to ask questions. If you have a question in class, odds are several others 
have the same question. Ask questions in class, ask questions in office hours; the only stupid 
question is the one not asked. 

 
The course is not designed to be unnecessarily difficult. I am not interested in intentionally 
“filtering out” students. I get no enjoyment from seeing students fail and will do everything I can 
to help any student interested in acquiring the skills and information necessary to successfully 
complete this course. It is your responsibility to take advantage of these opportunities and to do 
your part in learning the material. Learning is not a passive activity; learning requires much time 
and effort on your part. If you are serious about learning molecular genetics, I will do anything in 
my power to help you. But remember I have no way of knowing you need or want help unless you 
ask. 

  
Materials                                                                                                                                     

 
Required Text:   Lewin’s Genes XII     
                             by Jocelyn Krebs, Elliott Goldstein and Stephen Kilpatrick (2018).   
                             Jones and Bartlett Publishing 
                             ISBN:  
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Evaluation                                                                                                                                                  
 
      Points (approximately) Grading Scale: 

2 Lecture Exams (~150 points each)               ~300     A  =  100-90%  
 1 Cumulative Final (~200 points each)            ~200                           B  =   89-80% 
            1 Peer-reviewed Review Article                      ~150                            C  =   79-70% 
                                                                                     ~650 total*                  D  =   69-60% 
                                                                                                                          F   =   below 60%                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
           

*The final number of points available will ultimately be determined by the student with the most 
points at the end of the semester. This total will be set at 100% and all subsequent percentages will 
be based on that point total. 

  
         Exams  

Lecture exams will cover material primarily from the lecture portion of the course and may consist 
of a combination of short answer, problem solving and essay questions. 
 
It is your job to make sure that you will be present for all the exam dates before you continue in 
the course. Make-up exams are reserved only for situations that cannot be helped, for example: 
 

Field trip for another class or UNF sponsored sporting event:  present your documentation and  
  arrange the make-up at least two weeks prior to the exam date. 

  
 Documented illness of yourself or dependant, or death in the family: you must leave a message 
              on my voicemail the day of the exam so I can return your call, and arrange for a make 
              up exam. These events will require verifying documents.   
          
Participation and Behavior                                                                                                                        

 
Active participation in lecture is required. Come prepared to discuss topics during lecture, to listen 
and to work with others, and to really focus on molecular genetics. Leave distractions behind, and 
please silence your cell phones and please no text messaging. 
  
Every college class is a learning environment. Students are expected to behave appropriately in 
class and to show respect for classmates and the instructor. Inappropriate or disruptive behavior—
persistent talking during lectures or student presentations, sexist or racist remarks, or harassment 
of any kind will not be tolerated. If a disruption is serious enough, a disruptive student may be 
asked to leave class for the day and will be required to meet with the area dean before returning to 
class. 
 
Plagiarism is when you use the words or ideas of others as if they were your own or hand in work 
that someone else has written. When working with a partner or in a team, it is okay to help each 
other and discuss ideas, but you should complete all written work individually. If I receive two 
writing assignments that are copies, each one will receive half the points. It is best not to give your 
work to anyone to copy and make sure you put information in your own words.  See me if you are 
having trouble with this.   
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POLICY ON CHEATING AND PLAGIARISM:  The University of North Florida values academic 
honesty. Current policies prohibit dishonesty, such as cheating, plagiarism, or knowingly 
furnishing false information to the university. All members of the academic community are 
responsible for the academic integrity of the campus. Any acts of cheating or plagiarism will 
immediately result in a zero on the particular assignment, and the incident may be reported to the 
area Dean and may ultimately result in notation on your transcript, probation, suspension, 
expulsion, or failure of the course. No hats, sunglasses, cell phones, pagers, calculators, or any 
notes may be on you or near you while taking exams and quizzes. Please leave all of these items 
securely in a backpack in the front of the room. Please sit in every other seat in the classroom, and 
spread out as much as possible when taking an exam.  It is your responsibility to contact the 
instructor as soon as possible about any suspected acts of cheating. You should read and familiarize 
yourself with the UNF Academic Integrity and Code and Academic Misconduct Policies, which 
can be located online at: http://www.unf.edu/registrar/forms/misconduct_policy.pdf.  
 

Preparation outside of class time                                                                                                               
 
Studying Molecular Genetics is like learning another language - there are many terms and 
concepts to learn, and preparation is the key.  To do well in this class, you will have to put in a lot 
of time and effort.  Expect at least 10 hours of homework/study each week.   (Make sure you can 
fit this into your schedule this semester - if that is not possible or likely, you might be better off 
waiting until you can devote the time needed.)  

 
Student Learning Outcomes                                                                                                                     

Every college course is designed so that students who successfully complete the course will 
emerge with a set of knowledge and skills that will enable them to proceed with their academic 
programs, advance towards their career goals and become productive members of their 
community.   

Upon successful completion of Molecular Genetics, you, the student, should be able to: 

� design, conduct, analyze and interpret molecular genetics experiments. 

� demonstrate advanced understanding of laboratory techniques utilized in molecular genetics, including 
gel electrophoresis, restriction enzymes, PCR, sub-cloning, western blotting, northern blotting, real-time 
PCR, ChIP, genome analysis techniques, etc. 

� relate the structure of DNA and RNA to their functions in cells. 

� describe the structure of DNA, a gene, a chromosome and a genome. 

� relate the structure of DNA to its ability to function as a molecule of inheritance and as a molecule that 
directs protein synthesis. 

� describe the mechanism of DNA replication. 

� discuss the process of transcription and translation. 

� describe the mechanism of RNA splicing and processing. 

http://www.unf.edu/registrar/forms/misconduct_policy.pdf
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� discuss the molecular mechanisms of recombination. 

� describe the structural organization of chromatin and explain how this organization affects gene 
expression. 

� compare and contrast the organization and regulation of genes in prokaryotes and eukaryotes. 

� compare and contrast mechanisms that lead to genetic change. 

� discuss the different DNA repair mechanisms utilized by eukaryotic cells. 

� read a primary literature article critically and discuss the results of the paper in a meaningful way. 

� discuss the role of epigenetics in regulating gene activity. 

� describe the different types of regulatory RNA’s and explain how the alter gene expression. 

Special Needs                                                                                                                                                
 
DISABILITY RESOURCE CENTER (DRC): Students with disabilities who seek reasonable 
accommodations in the classroom or other aspects of performing their coursework must first 
register with the UNF Disability Resource Center (DRC) located in Building 57, Room 1500.  DRC 
staff members work with students to obtain required documentation of disability and to identify 
appropriate accommodations as required by applicable disability laws including the Americans 
with Disabilities Act (ADA).  After receiving all necessary documentation, the DRC staff 
determines whether a student qualifies for services with the DRC and if so, the accommodations 
the student requires will be provided.  DRC staff then prepares a letter for the student to provide 
faculty advising them of approved accommodations.  It is the responsibility of the student to ensure 
that all instructors (lecture and laboratory, if applicable) receive the accommodation 
letter.  Students are encouraged to meet privately with their instructors to discuss the details of the 
accommodation.  For further information, contact the DRC by phone (904) 620-2769, e-
mail drcexams@unf.edu, or visit the DRC website www.unf.edu/drc. 
 
Military and veteran students may need both physical and academic accommodations and may 
contact the DRC to find further information.  Military and veteran students who return from combat 
exposure may be utilizing the post 9/11 GI bill to continue postsecondary education goals.  Contact 
Military and Veterans Resource Center by phone (904) 620-2655 or e-mail mvrc@unf.edu. 
 

Additional Information                                                                                                                      
 
myWings/Email: You will need to have an N number and an accessible email address for use 
with myWings.  
 
Contacting the Instructor:  The most effective way to contact me is via email or text message. 
When sending an email or text, please provide your first and last name in the message. I will make 
appointments with students upon request. Please do not expect me to remember something you tell 
me – it is best to write me a note or email me.   
 

mailto:drcexams@unf.edu
mailto:drcexams@unf.edu
http://www.unf.edu/drc
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Dropping the course:  If you miss more than three classes without contacting me, then I may drop 
you. If you decide to drop, please drop yourself off the list so that I know that is what you want to 
do. The drop deadlines are listed in the academic calendar.   
 
Flexibility clause: Circumstances may arise during the course that may prevent the instructor from 
fulfilling each and every component of this syllabus; therefore, the syllabus schedule should be 
viewed as a guide and is subject to change.  Students will be notified of changes in advance. 

 
Campus Safety Information: The University of North Florida is a very safe campus and has had 
very few violent crime incidents in the last three years. However, there is always a remote chance 
that you may find yourself involved in a situation that requires you to act quickly. The University 
Police Department has provided links for two training videos for Faculty, Staff and Students that 
address University Violence and Active Shooter Scenarios. You may find these videos at the 
following link: http://www.unf.edu/emergency/Training_Videos.aspx. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.unf.edu/emergency/Training_Videos.aspx
http://www.unf.edu/emergency/Training_Videos.aspx


 
 

7 
 

How to Succeed in this (or any Biology) Course 
 
In Lecture: 
x Never miss lecture! 
x Read the material before coming to class.  Your comprehension of the lecture will be greatly enhanced 

if you have an understanding of what we will be covering that day.   
x Focus on vocabulary terms in the chapters.  Making a vocabulary sheet or note cards will help you to 

learn new terms and ideas covered in the chapter. 
x Study!  You should spend 2 – 4 hours outside of class studying for every hour you spend in lecture. Don’t 

leave your studying for a cram session the night before the test. Spend an hour or so every day reviewing 
the material and mastering difficult concepts. This will help you to retain the material more effectively. 

x Form a study group.  Meet once or twice a week with your classmates to review concepts and quiz each 
other.  Each person can take a section of the chapter to “lecture” to the other members of the study group.  
Your understanding of a concept will be enhanced if you have to explain it to someone else. 

x Look at the material in a new way.  If you have a habitual way that you study, change it and force 
yourself to think of the material from a new perspective.  Study the end of the chapter first; look at the 
definitions rather than the terms if you make study cards; try to see how the material applies to your 
chosen career. 

x Ask questions in class.  Come to lecture with a list of questions that you have about the chapter.  If they 
aren’t answered by the lecture, make sure to raise your hand and ask! Please remember that while 
questions are an important aspect of the learning process, we do not have time for prolonged discussions 
about all the interesting topics that might arise in lecture. I will try and answer all relevant questions 
during lecture; however I may have to forego some topics until lab, office hours or after class.  

x Contact the professor!  Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions.  I will be happy to 
clarify any confusing points or help you review.   
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PCB 5525 – Molecular Genetics 
 Fall 2018 

Student Syllabus Contract  
Professor: David Waddell 

 
 

I, ____________________________________, verify that I have read and 
understand the policies and procedures contained in this syllabus. (Be sure to include 
your first and last name and your N number in the space above). I commit to using 
the syllabus as a tool for this course.  I understand that any changes made to the 
syllabus by the professor are my responsibility.  I promise to refer to the syllabus, 
lecture schedule and lab schedule often to keep up with what is happening in the 
course. 
 
 
 
___________________________                                  ___________________ 
                 Signature                                                                      Date 
 
 
 
Print this page and return to me by the end of the first week of class or you will 

lose 5 points from your final point total at the end of the semester. 



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 80933
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 103817

Term: 201780 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL
Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 80933 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank
 

Number Enrolled: 21 Number Responded: 13 Percent Responded:  61.90%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 38.46% 46.15% 15.38% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.23  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 46.15% 53.85% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.46  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 46.15% 30.77% 15.38% 7.69% 0.00% 0.00% 4.15  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 46.15% 23.08% 30.77% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.15  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 46.15% 30.77% 15.38% 7.69% 0.00% 0.00% 4.15  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 61.54% 15.38% 7.69% 0.00% 0.00% 15.38% 4.64  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 69.23% 15.38% 7.69% 0.00% 0.00% 7.69% 4.67  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 69.23% 23.08% 7.69% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.62  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 38.46% 38.46% 23.08% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.15  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 38.46% 23.08% 23.08% 15.38% 0.00% 0.00% 3.85  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 30.77% 69.23%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 23.08% 7.69% 23.08% 30.77%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 0.00% 30.77% 69.23% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
1 He was funny and tied together information so it was easier to learn, overall great

3 very willing to work with students during class and made sure every one understood

4 Having the powerpoints helped alot i am the kind of student that can't focus in big long lectures so it helped to follow along

5 He genuinely cares about his students and genuinely tries his hardest to be a successful teacher. I think he can be great but just needs a bit more experience and confidence.

7 His powerpoint are very detailed and communicate the material well.

8
I love how the instructor spoke of his own research as well as those of others when telling us about the subject matter. It showed that the teacher not only has a good working knowledge of the subject but is also very passionate about it. I 

also felt he was very approachable and friendly and all-in-all I would take his class again in a heartbeat.

9
Frank was new, but he did a good job. He had an exciting viewpoint on a lot of different topics, especially when we went through the animal kingdom, phylum by phylum. I've learned a lot more in this class than when I learned this stuff in Bio 

II at USF (equivalent of Bio II and Bio III at UNF), and for that I'm grateful. Biology has always inspired me and it's clearly inspired Frank too because he really taught with enthusiasm.

10 I liked how we had quizzes almost every week because this made me study the information over time and helped with the exams.

11 his stories

12 I liked it that all of the quizzes and exams were all based on the powerpoints, which was very helpful.

13 He provided help outside of class to assist students.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
1 Dude, straight up too much information to cover; and we should definitely throw out an exam

3 I felt like the way learning was tested made some areas unnecessarily challenging



4 Dropping a test that way one test doesn't ruin your chances for the class all together. Providing sample questions so we know what kind of questions to expect on the test.

5 I wish our instructor was more confident in what he was doing. It is obvious that he is knowledgeable in some areas but in other areas, there was a bit of a struggle. I think that not telling us about a lack of learning in one area would have 
made me more confident in him.

7 none

8 The multiple choice got really tricky because they always throw in a & b are correct or a, c, and d are correct or something of that nature. Makes everyone rethink everything they thought they knew although the trick about finding the 
answers before looking at those options was very helpful.

9

Dank Frank, at times you seemed to get frustrated and short when some students got confused. You are new, I give you that, but it's very hard to get someone to understand things when you aren't quite clear on the things yourself. I'm 
mainly referring to the latter few lectures after finishing all the phyla; the stuff you refer to as learning from Bio I when you were an undergraduate. I was led to understand you hadn't really thought much about those things since you took Bio 
I, so I think a refresher is necessary. You seem very open-minded to constructive criticism, and I think that's great. On another note, I think the time we spent learning how to make a lab report was wasted because those are things we 
should learn in the lab; that's what the lab is for. Other than that, I've really enjoyed the class and I'm glad you were my professor. Maybe I'll see you again if I take Genetics :)

11 better study guides

12 In the beginning of the semester he had no idea how to explain exam questions without being wordy, but he has changed significantly. Just make sure exam and quiz questions are easy to understand and aren't wordy or confusing to the 
reader.

13 When making the tests, word the problems differently so that they are easier to comprehend and understand during the exam.



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 80934
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 103824

Term: 201780 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL

Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 80934 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank

 

Number Enrolled: 19 Number Responded: 13 Percent Responded:  68.42%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 46.15% 30.77% 23.08% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.23  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 30.77% 53.85% 15.38% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.15  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 38.46% 30.77% 23.08% 7.69% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 30.77% 38.46% 30.77% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 69.23% 7.69% 7.69% 7.69% 7.69% 0.00% 4.23  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 61.54% 23.08% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 15.38% 4.73  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 53.85% 30.77% 7.69% 7.69% 0.00% 0.00% 4.31  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 76.92% 15.38% 7.69% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.69  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 61.54% 15.38% 15.38% 0.00% 0.00% 7.69% 4.50  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 30.77% 46.15% 15.38% 7.69% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 23.08% 76.92%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 7.69% 30.77% 30.77% 7.69%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other

 Classification 0.00% 23.08% 76.92% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1 Dr. Smith made the material more interesting than it already was and he was enthusiastic about the subject.

2 multiple choice

3 Dr. Smith was a great professor! His lectures were fun! He had always cool videos in lecture about the species we were studying. Also, he was very available to students in his office hours

4 I really appreciated that the lectures were posted on Canvas and the review sessions that were held before each exam. I always felt like I had access to a sufficient amount of study materials. The lectures were thorough and I knew what to 
expect on exams. I learned a lot from this course and I appreciate Frank's teaching style.

5 It was great not having to use Pearson. Having quizzes actually helped test myself and review prior to the tests. The instructor was friendly and taught at a reasonable pace.

8 I liked the material we learned. His tests require you to know the material and are somewhat challenging if you did not study hard enough. 

11 The instructor was very nice and always willing to answer questions and would take time to explain anything that wasn't clear.

12 overall it was a challenged class but the professor taught the class well. He also always took the time to explain a concept if students didn't understand. I like how the professor has study sessions before the test; however they do need to be 
more organized.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1 It is understandably challenging to not rely on PowerPoints for a biology lecture, so continue to incorporate "challenge questions" as well as videos in lectures.

2 practice tests

3 Nothing! Keep it up Dr. Smith!!!

4 The one problem I had in this course was the exam layout. The "all of the above," "none of the above," "both b & c" and other options of this nature for almost every single question on the exam was really difficult, more difficult than it needed 
to be, and it made me second guess things.



5 A visualization on processes (such as the nervous and sensory systems) a drawing or video might be helpful to understand the process better.

7 Dr. Smith struggled to convey what information was important and what information wasn't. He often went on tangents that weren't information that was going to be tested on, but never mentioned this. He also struggled to deal with in 
interruptions, and often would lose his place during lecture.

8 I think he shouldn't rely on the power-points so much. He just reads them to us for his lectures. I found myself only coming to class to take the quiz and leave right after because its a waste of time to sit through his lectures when I can read 
the power-points on my own.

9 if you are going to drop any quizzes/exams maybe list so in the syllabus 

11 The lectures were very boring and almost seemed unnecessary because the instructor read directly from PowerPoints that were provided to the students ahead of time.

12 some times the test were a little too hard and trick. I feel like some of the questions were written based on his knowledge and not whats on the power point.



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 80935
  TYPE: LAB
  ISQ ID: 103822

Term: 201780 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL

Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 80935 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank

 

Number Enrolled: 24 Number Responded: 16 Percent Responded:  66.67%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 43.75% 43.75% 12.50% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.31  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 75.00% 18.75% 6.25% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.69  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 43.75% 37.50% 18.75% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.25  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 31.25% 43.75% 12.50% 12.50% 0.00% 0.00% 3.94  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 43.75% 43.75% 12.50% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.31  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 50.00% 50.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.50  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 43.75% 50.00% 6.25% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.38  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 75.00% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.75  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 43.75% 31.25% 18.75% 6.25% 0.00% 0.00% 4.13  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 43.75% 43.75% 6.25% 6.25% 0.00% 0.00% 4.25  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 18.75% 81.25%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 6.25% 6.25% 12.50% 25.00% 31.25%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other

 Classification 0.00% 25.00% 75.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1 For this to be his first year teaching Biology, it was great.His test were very challenging for me and I studied very hard. I�m not sure what I personally was doing wrong, making up his own test questions is an original way of doing things. He 
is very passionate about the material and was very helpful when questions were asked.

3 What I liked best about the course was the pop quizzes throughout the semester that kept us on our toes and forced us to study throughout the semester. I also liked how there were review sessions offered before every test.

4 Dr. Smith is very knowledgeable and fun.

5 Very real and honest and was there to help with complex concepts

6 Frank was very helpful with questions and knew the material.

7 Frank Smith is very passionate about the subject matter and is always willing to help students. He is a great professor and I would highly recommend him to anyone. He has fair tests and fair grading. I feel that he is honest with his students 
about when he makes mistakes. He is great at interacting with students and seems to really care about their education. He is one of the only professors I have taken that seems to actually enjoy life/his job.

9 I really liked that the professor was very knowledgeable about most of the content, and he could answer questions from his own previous knowledge. I really liked that the lab report was a group project, it was very helpful working together. I 
also liked how he always went over the exams and quizes so that we knew what we missed.

10 I liked how the quizzes were in the middle of the lab, and how he would ask us questions about the lab during class. He was very approachable and was always willing to help with dissections, or answering questions. I also liked how we 
went over the answers to the questions from quizzes and practicals together.

11 In lab, I really appreciated how you would pre-quiz us on the information before we took the actual quizzes/exams, in order to reinforce our knowledge. You were also always happy to help us and enthusiastic about the material! I also loved 
the videos you would show in lab & lecture, it was helpful with understanding the material.

13 The challenge questions in lecture really helped. The tests were fair and if you went to lecture and took notes, you did well. The instructor is really nice and made the material interesting. It showed that he really enjoyed the material and that 
he genuinely liked teaching it. I will be taking him again for future courses!

14 What an awesome professor! You rocked your first semester!

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:



Seq Answer
1 Not really.. besides the test questions bring confusing.

2 I don't like this course. Bio 2 covered all of the subject material at another state university. Bio 3 did not provide me any new information or techniques within the biology field.

3 Some suggestions I have are improving your knowledge on the later material because in the beginning it was very informative with lots of examples but as the semester progressed the lectures were rather dry. I would also like to suggest 
that in lab there should be more of a "lecture" portion before the actual lab experiment begins so the students have more background and a better overall understanding.

5 Honestly don't have any negative comments on the class, great class that I would highly recommend to others.

9 I felt like the course was a little unorganized, and few things were changed throughout the course. Also, felt like the professor did not teach much about the info in the lab manual, and that we had to read it on our own and teach ourselves 
some sections that were skipped in teaching.

10 Talk more about writing research papers in class, and how he would want the bean beetle paper formatted.

11
I would change the format of the exams in lecture. At this level, tests should involve some recall of information, but mostly utilize critical thinking. Most of the questions involved memorizing all of the traits a certain species has, which not only 
was unfair, but never really taught me much. You definitely got better at creating questions through out the semester though, so keep it up!! Additionally, in lab maybe add some more information to the powerpoint in the beginning that goes 
over the more important aspects of the lab.

13
The quizzes were tough. If quizzes were five questions, instead of four, I think it would have helped. The instructor was great, but quick to give into students that felt questions were unfair. Some questions were hard to understand but 
students also took advantage of this. The organization of all the animals was tough. I felt like I struggled with the organization more than the actual information. I spent a lot of time outside of class trying to map out phylum, classes, etc, I 
would suggest trying to help students organize the information in class, such as a handout that outlines how everything fits together.



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 80937
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 103823

Term: 201780 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL
Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 80937 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank
 

Number Enrolled: 23 Number Responded: 13 Percent Responded:  56.52%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 46.15% 53.85% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.46  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 38.46% 46.15% 15.38% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.23  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 38.46% 46.15% 15.38% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.23  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 38.46% 30.77% 30.77% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.08  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 38.46% 46.15% 15.38% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.23  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 46.15% 46.15% 7.69% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.38  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 38.46% 46.15% 15.38% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.23  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 53.85% 46.15% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.54  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 30.77% 23.08% 30.77% 7.69% 7.69% 0.00% 3.62  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 23.08% 53.85% 23.08% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 15.38% 84.62%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 0.00% 15.38% 38.46% 38.46%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 0.00% 53.85% 46.15% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

2 I enjoy how the instructor taught this class. The instructor was very energetic when lecturing. The instructor was also pretty straight forward on the topics and did not make the subject confusing. I also enjoyed the practice questions we were 
provided before the exam.

5 very friendly to students, open minded to criticism and willing to make adjustments to questions if students make a case. 2 quizzes per exam helped students grades and made sure they understood the lectures.

6 I liked best how straight forward they were with the material. They only expected you to know what they taught in class. I also like the use of videos.

7 I appreciate that Dr. Smith was honest about the problems with phylogenic studies and the upheaval that occurs whenever a breakthrough discovery is made.

9 Dr. Smith is very passionate about his work and it's clear that he really loves what he does. His lectures are very interesting and detailed, and he tests students on the things he says he will. He is very willing to provide students a say in how 
the class is run and runs review sessions before every test, which are extremely helpful. Overall, Dr. Smith is a great professor and I would definitely take his class again!

10 I actually liked the professor the best! His personality was absolutely amazing and it made a bio lecture actually interesting!

11 It was an interesting course and the professor was thoughtful about the students. Made the material easy to learn. Attended every review session and was very useful for the exams.

12 I liked the challenge questions because they really helped know what the tests and quizzes would look like. I also like the review sessions before the exams.

13 powerpoint were very good

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

2 The practice problems where very helpful but I would suggest to just provide the questions as a pdf file. The program is pretty expensive to just use around 3 times so I think an electronic copy of these questions would be a lot more 
beneficial for us.

4 I didn't really like the pop quizzes because they usually come out of nowhere, but it did get people to study more than they usually do.

5 test questions are sometimes unfair, and then have to be corrected later. overall good and fair professor.



6 N/a

7 All the suggestions I have will in all likelihood be solved as the professor gains experience in teaching this course. Mainly I would focus on being more organized and having a more cohesive flow of ideas within and between lectures. 
However, these are fairly minor issues in my opinion; overall I loved the course.

9 Word exam questions more clearly

10 N/a

11 NO quizzes. They bring everyone's grade down just by getting one question wrong. So many students could have an A in this class but even studying in advance for the quizzes can't help you. They are really challenging and should not be 
counted towards the final grade. The exams are easier than the quizzes.

12
You were really knowledgeable about the course information at the beginning of the semester, however near the end of the semester I believe you could have done better relaying information and teaching by getting more familiar with the 
topics. I did not mind the quizzes, but I suggest making them have a few more questions so if you miss one it doesn't automatically give you a C, rather an it will give you an A (like a 90) or a B. This would help because I only missed one on 
several quizzes and it dropped my grade quite a bit.



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 83362
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 103816

Term: 201780 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL
Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 83362 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank
 

Number Enrolled: 22 Number Responded: 16 Percent Responded:  72.73%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 50.00% 31.25% 12.50% 0.00% 6.25% 0.00% 4.19  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 62.50% 25.00% 6.25% 0.00% 6.25% 0.00% 4.38  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 50.00% 25.00% 12.50% 6.25% 6.25% 0.00% 4.06  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 56.25% 31.25% 6.25% 0.00% 6.25% 0.00% 4.31  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 56.25% 25.00% 6.25% 6.25% 6.25% 0.00% 4.19  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 75.00% 18.75% 6.25% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.69  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 75.00% 18.75% 6.25% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.69  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 81.25% 12.50% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 6.25% 4.87  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 75.00% 6.25% 12.50% 6.25% 0.00% 0.00% 4.50  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 56.25% 31.25% 6.25% 6.25% 0.00% 0.00% 4.38  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 31.25% 68.75%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 12.50% 0.00% 25.00% 6.25%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 0.00% 12.50% 75.00% 12.50% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
1 The effort he put into his class.

2 Dr. Smith is clearly passionate about biology and it made me excited to attend class and see what funny and interesting videos he had in store for us! Although I only recently realize it, I actually appreciate the pop quizzes. They are a great 
way to keep up with the material!

4 everything that is on the test is on the slides

5 Frank is very down-to-Earth and creates a nice balance of a fun and serious learning environment.

6 Quizzes and exams were fair and covered topics appropriately.

7 I Liked that he added humor to the class

9 Professor Smith made General Biology 3 challenging yet fun!

10 Dr. Smith is very clear about what he expects you to know for exams. Going to class and studying the material he provides makes getting an A possible for those who put in the effort.

12 Made less interesting topics interesting with personal experiences.

13 Tests were based on the lecture power points. No surprises on the test, which was very nice. Keep it this was please.

14 The amount of information that was required of me to retain and recall was challenging, but it was a good challenge so it was a pleasant experience.

15 How he cared about what he was teaching. Easy to want to learn when you see that your teacher is also invested in the material.

16 I loved how Professor Smith included videos in his lectures, they really helped a lot. Additionally he wrote his own powerpoint which made it easy to understand what he was talking about. I really appreciate all of the effort he put into our 
class.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer



1 Your question style with various answer (a and b) (all the above) (a b and c ) ect was confusing for the first exam. After the first exam you explained to only look at the first two first then go to the others REALLY helped I just wish you would 
have made that reasoning clear for the first exam.

2 My only suggestion is to display the quiz questions on the projector and then later post them on canvas instead of each student getting a paper. SO MUCH PAPER!

4 more videos

5 Lectures should be posted the day before so students can look over it before class. I also feel like the class was a bit disorganized.

6 Obvious when professor was outside comfort zone with topic, needs to be more succinct. Do not reiterate directly what PowerPoint says.

7 He needs to learn the material prior to teaching the class. The lectures are highly unorganized and the information was often incorrect.

8 The only thing that I think baffled me as well as other students, was the extreme use of "all of the above" as an answer option. It personally had me second guessing if I was wrong on answers I knew I were right. Other than that the course 
was great.

9 This year was Professor Smith's first year teaching at UNF so that has to be taken into account. Some of the exam questions were tricky. Even though we went over the topic in class there were some questions that needed more 
background information or assumed we knew more on the subject than we did.

10 Dr. Smith included a lecture series on how to write a scientific paper because we were required to do so in the lab section of the course. I think this section should always be included in the lecture portion of the course. I learned a lot of 
valuable material that I will utilize throughout my education and future career.

12 More clear slides, drop lowest test grade or add more possible point opportunities

13
At the beginning of the semester, you seemed to get sidetracked a little to easily when tardigrades were mentioned. It was a little annoying at first, but it showed your dedication to biology. Thank you for basing your tests off your lecture 
power points. It helped tremendously when it came to studying. Also, thank you for no surprises on the test. Also, could you possibly throw in random bonus point questions. that would be really encouraging for us people that arent the best 
at biology. Thanks for a relatively simple semester!

14 Lectures could be less slides and more interactive.

15 Don't give quizzes at the start of class. Give it randomly at some point in the class. So assholes don't walk out and be disrespectful

16 Provide more practice questions to do outside of the challenge questions.



BSC4930 - Genomics
  CRN: 82737
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 103815

Term: 201780 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: UL
Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 4930 CRN: 82737 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank
 

Number Enrolled: 16 Number Responded: 9 Percent Responded:  56.25%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 66.67% 22.22% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.56  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 88.89% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.89  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 55.56% 33.33% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.44  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 66.67% 11.11% 11.11% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 4.33  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 77.78% 22.22% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.78  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 77.78% 22.22% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.78  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 88.89% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.89  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 77.78% 11.11% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 88.89% 0.00% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.78  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 44.44% 55.56%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 0.00% 77.78% 11.11% 11.11%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 0.00% 0.00% 77.78% 22.22% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
2 Knowledge from this course was able to greatly supplement other courses in the Biology department. Even providing a deeper understanding of certain areas that made other course easier to understand.

3 Dr. Smith is an amazing addition to the Biology Department and we are so luck to have him! I wasn't sure what to expect when I signed up for the course but I'm very glad that I took Genomics. Dr. Smith challenged us and broke down a 
very complex subject.

5 Very informative and mentally stimulating!

6
I love how excited Dr. Smith was about the subject. Having a high energy, excited professor makes students more excited to learn. I also liked how we had seminars. It provided a grade buffer and helped us learn about current debates in 
the field. It also helped us apply what we learned in class to real world problems and exposed us to some pretty interesting hypotheses. Genomics is such an important topic that can be applied to any field of biology. I would definitely 
recommend this class to anyone in biology, and Dr. Smith was a great professor for the class.

7 -Very knowledgeable about subject matter, fair grader, willing to help during office hours -Big fan of the seminar style, having to present the material ourselves over a particular topic allowed for greater understanding

8 I enjoyed the seminar style of the class, because other classes don't often include discussion of relevant (or recent) scientific papers. Often times in other classes, we are required to cite literature that is quite out of date and does not contain 
as many new methods and technologies that students should be familiar with if they intend on continuing careers in academia or any form of research.

9
Dr. Smith is one of the best instructors I've had in my time at UNF. He taught a notoriously difficult subject with patience and understanding. I hadn't taken genetics prior to taking his genomics course, so I was a little worried, especially after 
the first few classes. However, I soon learned what a passionate and caring person he is. Unlike many professors, Dr. Smith cares more about making sure all of his students are learning to their fullest abilities rather than meeting quotas or 
hitting a certain average grade. I have recommended Dr. Smith to all of my friends who are taking genetics in the spring. He truly is a great guy.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
3 Nothing major needs improvement in the teaching style itself. If technological difficulties were a little less interrupting, then everything would be perfect.

5 Answers on the next slide for challenge questions would be very helpful in studying for if students miss the answer in notes or think they will remember it.

6 Maybe providing some more practice problems for exams, and putting a key to the challenge questions we go over in class on canvas.



7 -Seemed a little frazzled at times which could translate into confusion during the lecture; however,w as quick to clear it up later on -Maybe include a textbook/supplemental readings apart from the articles to reinforce concepts taught

8
I think more structure in the lesson plans would help students do better in the class. It felt that some classes were just "winging it," for lack of better terminology. I think this is a really cool class to take and especially for UNF to finally offer 
more molecular centered classes that don't rely as heavily on ecological based material. Overall, I just think the class could use a bit more structure in teaching concepts so the seminars are more easy to understand for those less versed in 
all the techniques in genomics research.

9 The challenge questions were super helpful so more of those would definitely be better, even if they're just posted on canvas. Not much I can say honestly. The seminars were interesting and definitely brought more life to discussions, even 
though I didn't feel like I learned from the papers as much as I did from the lecture afterwards. Can't really say much in the way of changes that could be made honestly. The class was taught extremely well. Thanks for a great semester.



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 10568
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 101037

Term: 201810 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL

Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 10568 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank

 

Number Enrolled: 23 Number Responded: 6 Percent Responded:  26.09%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 50.00% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 83.33% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.83  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 50.00% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 50.00% 16.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.17  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 66.67% 16.67% 0.00% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 4.33  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 83.33% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.83  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 83.33% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.83  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 66.67% 0.00% 16.67% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 4.17  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 16.67% 66.67% 0.00% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 3.83  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 16.67% 83.33%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 33.33% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other

 Classification 0.00% 33.33% 66.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

6 I liked how passionate he was about the subject and how much he cared about students.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

2 While critical thinking is essential for all planes of science, I feel that the amount of trick questions on exams were unnecessary.

6 I suggest that he does less purposely tricky questions on exams, and better explain the way he wants you to view phylogenic trees PRIOR to the exam.



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 10569
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 101039

Term: 201810 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL

Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 10569 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank

 

Number Enrolled: 21 Number Responded: 10 Percent Responded:  47.62%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 50.00% 30.00% 0.00% 10.00% 10.00% 0.00% 4.00  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 50.00% 40.00% 10.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.40  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 50.00% 20.00% 20.00% 0.00% 10.00% 0.00% 4.00  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 50.00% 20.00% 20.00% 10.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.10  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 60.00% 30.00% 0.00% 10.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.40  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 50.00% 20.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 10.00% 4.33  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 60.00% 20.00% 10.00% 0.00% 0.00% 10.00% 4.56  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 50.00% 30.00% 10.00% 0.00% 0.00% 10.00% 4.44  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 50.00% 30.00% 0.00% 10.00% 10.00% 0.00% 4.00  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 40.00% 30.00% 10.00% 0.00% 20.00% 0.00% 3.70  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 10.00% 90.00%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 20.00% 20.00% 10.00% 10.00%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other

 Classification 0.00% 20.00% 80.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1 The lectures

2 nothing

3 He knew how to make the class critically think and always encouraged participation

5 He is sassy and it is funny.

7
Dr. Smith is an excellent professor. He works very hard to make this course interesting for his students. He challenges students to think critically about biology, rather than just memorize a bunch of facts. He always encourages us to ask 
questions, and to answer in-class challenge questions by discussing possibilities with our classmates. This is a great way to get people to really think about the material. He provides the class with extra (optional) reading material on topics 
he finds interesting. He always makes time for students who need extra help understanding complex subjects within biology.

9 Interesting subject, nice guy.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1 The exams were very difficult and no one could see the questions coming. It was very challenging and everyone is the class would agree with me.

2 reword or rewrite the tests so each question is not trying to trick the student. a few questions is alright but every single one?? come on! there were several times in class where the instructor could not effectively communicate a concept to 
students. where the students had to tell him extremely late in the year, that his diagrams were confusing and complex.

3 Test questions could be worded in a way that would trip students up (questions were not clear). Many questions had multiple meanings/answers but professor told students to "pick most logical answer".

5 Find a way to have the lab professor and lecture professor agree on controversial topics in biology (Do not make students learn two different pieces of information for the same thing).

7 Maybe more challenge questions

9 Learn how to properly translate ideas into teaching methods. Stop trying to trick everyone and when we get questions wrong provide faulty logic.



10 Use clickers for attendance points and assign homework for points and practice. 



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 10617
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 101041

Term: 201810 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL
Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 10617 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank
 

Number Enrolled: 23 Number Responded: 14 Percent Responded:  60.87%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 21.43% 64.29% 7.14% 7.14% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 42.86% 42.86% 7.14% 7.14% 0.00% 0.00% 4.21  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 28.57% 57.14% 7.14% 7.14% 0.00% 0.00% 4.07  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 50.00% 28.57% 14.29% 7.14% 0.00% 0.00% 4.21  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 35.71% 42.86% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 7.14% 4.23  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 57.14% 35.71% 7.14% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.50  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 57.14% 28.57% 7.14% 0.00% 0.00% 7.14% 4.54  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 57.14% 42.86% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.57  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 35.71% 42.86% 7.14% 7.14% 0.00% 7.14% 4.15  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 28.57% 35.71% 21.43% 7.14% 0.00% 7.14% 3.92  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 42.86% 57.14%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 21.43% 21.43% 7.14% 7.14% 28.57%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 7.14% 0.00% 85.71% 7.14% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
1 Dr. Smith is an excellent professor. He provides extremely intelligent, yet engaging lectures about the many interesting facts of the animal kingdom. I look forward to taking him for genetics in the future.

2 I loved the material and lectures.

3 he's a great professor; one can tell that he really cares for all his students. It would be great if he had more confidence in himself. he's an extremely smart professor but I feel as if he holds back b/c he feels like he's not.

7 Tons of examples and provided plenty of extra credit opportunities.

8 He posted the powerpoint so if you missed you were okay.

9 I liked that for the exams the professor allowed us to keep our questions in order to review and look over any mistakes we might have made. I like that the instructor did not pile up a lot of information from multiple sections on one quiz 
instead he focused the quizzes on two-three lectures prior. The use of videos helped.

10 The instructor is very good but since the material is hard, the class is just going to be hard overall

11 i liked how lecture was structured and how the tests were structured.

13
I liked nothing about this course! I simply think Frank is to smart for his own good! He teaches the course well and you can tell he enjoys what he does. But when it came to our exams his questions are just to elaborate that you get confused 
and this even happens sometimes when he does challenge questions in the powerpoint he reads the question that he created and say WHAT!? WHich is what I mean by he is to smart for his own good. The one thing I cant say I don't like 
about him is when you find a problem that he didn't think was wrong he gets offended like he doesn't want to be challenged.

14 What I liked best about this course was learning about the Sonic Hedgehog gene and how just slightly manipulating it can cause different results in the development of an embryo. The instructor was very informative on this subject and 
made it fun to learn!

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1 I feel that the course did spend too much time in animal diversity. I believe the course should have had more process related topics (i.e. nutrition, gas exchange, immune systems, reproduction (process not diversity/evolutionary history)), as 
these will truly prepare us for our future classes in the bio program, considering the majority of them are PCB (process biology).



2 The tests were difficult at first, but once I learned how to study for them they got easier. The structure of the class is kind of odd. It felt like too much time was spent on animal diversity and very little on functions. And when we do focus on 
functions they�re heavily human-based.

3 DONT GIVE THE QUIZ AT THE START OF CLASS; on behalf of all his students' I apologize to him for the level of disrespect the majority of the class has shown him. They don't show up for class but then fail the test and then they want a 
curve

5 If there are any more study strategies I can look for.

7 Write more examples on the board and slow down on the powerpoints as I spent most the class trying to keep up with writing instead of listening. Also, the course seems too devoted to memorizing until diversity was complete. The exam 
questions were very tricky at times.

8 His test were awful. They were ridiculously hard and didn't use the material as it came. A lot of abstract ideas. His first b two test he hadn't to curve because NO ONE could pass them.

9 I would incorporate more information about human bodies and functions towards the end because I have noticed many students continuing on towards the bio-med path.

11 I would have like topics in lecture to have been explained better and for the powerpoints to be more detailed.

13 I wouldn't change anything about him, just dumb down your exams a little! Lol 95% of the class arent animal majors so the information is foreign to us and sometimes go in 1 ear and out the other especially when you are taking physics, 
chem, orgo all at the same time. the course though I wouldn't make it a requirement for Bio/Chm simply because of this is a course that is taking up money that could have been applied to a course you actually need pertaining to your major.

14 I was very pleased with the way the instructor taught this course. I also enjoyed his jokes and references throughout the semester, it made paying attention that much easier!



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 10781
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 101042

Term: 201810 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL
Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 10781 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank
 

Number Enrolled: 21 Number Responded: 9 Percent Responded:  42.86%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 44.44% 33.33% 22.22% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.22  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 33.33% 55.56% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.22  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 22.22% 44.44% 22.22% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 3.78  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 44.44% 33.33% 22.22% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.22  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 44.44% 33.33% 22.22% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.22  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 44.44% 33.33% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 11.11% 4.38  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 55.56% 33.33% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.44  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 55.56% 11.11% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.22  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 22.22% 55.56% 22.22% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 33.33% 22.22% 22.22% 22.22% 0.00% 0.00% 3.67  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 33.33% 66.67%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 11.11% 0.00% 33.33% 44.44% 11.11%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 0.00% 22.22% 77.78% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
3 Good information on power points.

5 Provided interesting material for us to watch and think about, honest and balanced class, some parts for animal people some for med people

6 The power points were well laid out.

9 The mood was fun.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
3 Explain complicated concepts before the exam.

5 Less mercy for students who are just lazy



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 10892
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 101044

Term: 201810 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL
Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 10892 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank
 

Number Enrolled: 12 Number Responded: 2 Percent Responded:  16.67%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 50.00% 50.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.50  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 50.00% 50.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.50  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 50.00% 0.00% 50.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 50.00% 50.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.50  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 50.00% 50.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.50  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 50.00% 50.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.50  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 50.00% 50.00%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
1 I like the fact that he tries to find a way to include humor in the lecture which keeps students from being distracted.

2 Fun teacher, challenging .

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
1 I would suggest that the instructor be more straightforward in the exam questions or to at least have more practice questions that would help the student to get use to the type of questions given in exams.

2 Organization, first two tests were unnecessarily difficult. I'm scored higher than class average on all exams and still have a C.



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 11944
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 101046

Term: 201810 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL
Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 11944 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank
 

Number Enrolled: 23 Number Responded: 11 Percent Responded:  47.83%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 9.09% 36.36% 27.27% 18.18% 9.09% 0.00% 3.18  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 45.45% 27.27% 18.18% 0.00% 9.09% 0.00% 4.00  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 9.09% 36.36% 18.18% 18.18% 18.18% 0.00% 3.00  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 9.09% 63.64% 9.09% 0.00% 18.18% 0.00% 3.45  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 18.18% 27.27% 18.18% 18.18% 9.09% 9.09% 3.30  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 27.27% 36.36% 18.18% 0.00% 9.09% 9.09% 3.80  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 54.55% 18.18% 9.09% 0.00% 18.18% 0.00% 3.91  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 18.18% 54.55% 9.09% 0.00% 9.09% 9.09% 3.80  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 36.36% 18.18% 18.18% 9.09% 9.09% 9.09% 3.70  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 9.09% 36.36% 9.09% 27.27% 18.18% 0.00% 2.91  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 18.18% 81.82%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 9.09% 54.55% 9.09% 9.09%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 0.00% 27.27% 72.73% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
1 The instructor was not afraid to admit when he was wrong or made a mistake. He explains concepts thoroughly when asked during office hours or via email. Very accommodating to the students.

5 The instructor challenged students to do well and was passionate about teaching. He was knowledgeable about the subject matter.

6 Visuals used in class such as how the species works in its environment allows me to remember and associate what you are teaching to it.

7 Nothing

8 the videos and dry humor was enjoyable.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
4 I would say the instructor should not just use the school/book provided powerpoints, for the sole fact that they do not give all the necessary information , it makes students easily bored and unwilling to learn

5 The professor should give less quizzes and focus more on making the material clear and easy to understand. One of the exams should be dropped, since everyone scored low on the first exam.

6 Do not read directly what is on slide to teach use other examples to help apply what is shown on slide, and less quizzes!

7 When students tell you that your tests are confusing and difficult maybe you should listen to them. post your lectures ahead of time so people can follow along. if we're not going to come to class posting the lectures afterwards doesn't make 
us more inclined to come. Have some consideration for your students instead of yourself.

8 Further planning, organization and changing the way questions are asked on the exams. Also, Make sure as a college professor that you are not stumbling over ideas or questioning yourself as you are lecturing. Have confidence.



PCB3063C - Genetics
  CRN: 11288
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 101148

Term: 201810 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: UL
Course Prefix: PCB Course Number: 3063C CRN: 11288 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank
 

Number Enrolled: 23 Number Responded: 7 Percent Responded:  30.43%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 57.14% 42.86% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.57  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 85.71% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.86  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 28.57% 57.14% 0.00% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 57.14% 42.86% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.57  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 71.43% 28.57% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.71  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 85.71% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.86  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 85.71% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.86  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 71.43% 28.57% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.71  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 57.14% 42.86% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.57  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 14.29% 85.71%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 28.57% 28.57% 28.57% 14.29%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 0.00% 0.00% 71.43% 28.57% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
2 Even though genetics is a hard class, the course was taught in a way that made things easier to understand. Everything from the exams could be found on the powerpoint slides.

3 Dr. Smith was very helpful in office hours and was always willing to help with any problems

4 Very helpful when we had questions. Tried to make the material as easy as possible to understand.

5
I liked how fair Dr smith was in exam questions. Though they were challenging the lecture notes prepared us to perform well on his exams. I like how passionate he was about teaching the subject made the course more interesting with his 

side remarks

6
Dr. Smith in mostly interested in the fact that students should understand the material instead of memorizing. He�s goal really is student success. He is always willing to help students outside the class and he will go above and beyond for 

students that show dedication.

7 I liked that Dr. Smith was kind enough to allow me to come to his office hours to get feedback on subject matter that I did not quite understand during lecture although it was not his current office hours as described in his syllabus.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
4 N/A

5 I had trouble following along some of the in class problems

6
Dr. Smith when using the board to explain things or write down examples, it would be very useful if you could write complete sentences, label things in diagrams, complete ideas that write initiated on the board. It is very hard to go back in 

our notes and try to figure out what you were trying to explain.

7 Possibly create study guides for upcoming exams.



PCB3063C - Genetics
  CRN: 11298
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 101150

Term: 201810 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: UL

Course Prefix: PCB Course Number: 3063C CRN: 11298 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank

 

Number Enrolled: 24 Number Responded: 8 Percent Responded:  33.33%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 50.00% 25.00% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.25  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 50.00% 50.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.50  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 37.50% 37.50% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.13  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 62.50% 0.00% 37.50% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.25  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 62.50% 25.00% 12.50% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.50  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 75.00% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.75  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 75.00% 12.50% 12.50% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.63  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 75.00% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.75  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 75.00% 12.50% 12.50% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.63  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 50.00% 25.00% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.25  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 37.50% 62.50%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 12.50% 37.50% 25.00% 25.00%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other

 Classification 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1 One of the best professors I ever had. Even though he is new at teaching genetics, he explains the material perfectly and is very helpful during his office hours. Although genetics is a really difficult course, I actually look forward to coming to 
his class because of the way he teaches it. Dr. Smith has a very approachable personality which makes him stand out from a lot of other professors.

2 Dr. Smith is a blessing to the bio department He really enjoys the material he teaches and wants his students to succeed. Very approachable and will take questions. Really cares about his students and it shows. So glad I had the 
opportunity to take him

3 I liked that challenge question he provided at the beginning of each lecture

5 Extremely helpful outside of class. No surprises on the exams.

8 The way Dr. Smith formulates problems and ideas to explain to the class is very coherent for the extremely complex concepts being covered.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1 Personally I found that some question on the exam were not covered enough in class and topics covered in the SI are often not at all what exam covers. I would suggest that a general study guide of at least what we need to focus on for the 
exam would be extremely helpful. Or if not, then coordinating with SI leader as to what topics to cover better would also go a long way.

2 At times he is a little all over the place. However, i think this might be because he is just new to teaching. I'm sure it'll change in the future.

3 I suggest a study guide be created for terms and conception that we need to know for each chapter. Because there are only three test, each test contains multiple chapters which makes it difficult to know what to study and what not to study.

8 Breaking up the material slightly for testing (3 exams and a final in lieu of 2 exams and a final) would have been a little easier to digest.



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 50105
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 102281

Term: 201850 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL

Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 50105 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank

 

Number Enrolled: 22 Number Responded: 7 Percent Responded:  31.82%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 85.71% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.86  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 85.71% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.86  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 85.71% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.86  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 71.43% 28.57% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.71  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 28.57% 71.43%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 0.00% 28.57% 0.00% 57.14%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other

 Classification 0.00% 28.57% 57.14% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

2 I liked how the professor was extremely knowledgable on the subject and actually wanted the students to question things in order to better understand it.

3 The instuctor's material was organized and easy to study. I liked that the instructor provided 5-10 minute breaks during the lecture.

5

I love his style of teaching! He doesn�t just read the PowerPoint and expect us to teach ourselves, he actually explains the topics in multiple ways and using examples to make sure you understand which helped me a lot. I loved the practice 
questions because they encouraged me to pay attention and it definitely helped my understanding immensely. I loved the weekly quizzes because they forced me to study incrementally. In the end I felt like I actually knew the material and I 
didn�t just memorize it to spit it back out on the tests. I felt like all of the questions were fair, he didn�t ask too many trick questions. Also he was incredibly enthusiastic about what he was teaching and is one of the most knowledgeable 
professors I�ve ever had. I can�t speak highly enough of him, and I really enjoyed his class.

7 Very smart and agreeable, and very FAIR.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

3 Could possibly provide more extra credit but it's not necessary. Overall a great course!

5 My only suggestions are to make sure the answers to the practice questions are correct, especially since students use them to study from, and to know when it�s cord or chord especially since there�s a lot of crossover between lab and 
lecture and spelling counts in lab.

7 have a drop exam!



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 50106
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 102280

Term: 201850 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL
Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 50106 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank
 

Number Enrolled: 24 Number Responded: 10 Percent Responded:  41.67%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 80.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.80  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 90.00% 10.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.90  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 80.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.80  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 70.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 10.00% 4.78  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 90.00% 10.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.90  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 90.00% 10.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.90  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 70.00% 20.00% 10.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.60  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 90.00% 10.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.90  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 70.00% 10.00% 0.00% 10.00% 0.00% 10.00% 4.56  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 70.00% 10.00% 0.00% 10.00% 0.00% 10.00% 4.56  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 0.00% 100.00%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 10.00% 40.00% 30.00% 20.00%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 0.00% 10.00% 70.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
1 The course material towards the end of the course was more interesting and applicable to my major.

2 I liked how you gave us practice problems and quizzes so that we were better prepared for the test and did not have to study a lot of material at once since it was broken down. I also liked the videos since the visual stayed in mind and 
helped for quizzes.

5 I liked that he was very hands on with his approach to teaching. He would have many in-class questions that we would go over in addition to lecturing, which I thought benefited me a lot in learning phylogenetic trees. I also liked how he 
would post practice problems before quizzes that way we could have additional at-home practice.

6 He is funny and very interactive with the students.

7 I liked the powerpoints and examples given during class

8 I really appreciated the practice quizzes and tests. Professor used a lot of helpful �examples� or visualizations that were helpful. 

9 The class was very straight-forward. I also liked how he involved the class in problem-solving.

10 Smith used the powerpoints in very helpful way during lecture, he expanded upon them and was able to break down complex ideas. He also made sure to answer students questions.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
1 The professor should not make tests that have answers that not even he can answer. Tests were poorly written and many students were able to argue that multiple answers could have been the correct answer choice.

2 Sometimes, I felt that the lecture was going slowly, and it was hard to pay attention. I think for next time it would be nice to go through the lectures a bit quicker. But overall I learned a lot and loved the class!

5 I would suggest doing even more in-class practice problems.

6 None.

7 Make the quizzes on paper. I felt rushed doing them on the screen. Drop an exam and quiz like every other professor does.



9 Sometimes he goes really slowly. I don't know if I just grasp ideas more quickly than the rest of the class, but it was hard to continuously pay attention. The faster the flow of information, the more likely I am to always be focused.



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 51422
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 102279

Term: 201850 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL

Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 51422 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank

 

Number Enrolled: 13 Number Responded: 7 Percent Responded:  53.85%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 57.14% 14.29% 14.29% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 4.14  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 57.14% 42.86% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.57  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 71.43% 14.29% 0.00% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 4.43  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 71.43% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 14.29% 0.00% 4.29  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 71.43% 0.00% 28.57% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.43  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 57.14% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 14.29% 14.29% 4.17  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 57.14% 14.29% 28.57% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.29  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 71.43% 14.29% 0.00% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 4.43  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 71.43% 0.00% 14.29% 0.00% 14.29% 0.00% 4.14  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 57.14% 0.00% 0.00% 14.29% 14.29% 14.29% 3.83  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 42.86% 57.14%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 14.29% 14.29% 28.57% 0.00%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other

 Classification 0.00% 14.29% 71.43% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1 Second time taking this class with Smith. I liked it a lot better this time. He explained enough, went into too much detail with phylogenetic though. Great professor over all!

2 The lectures were well formulated that related to the tests and quizzes.

5 The practice questions were extremely helpful.

6 PowerPoints were very well put together, extra questions really helped my to study and actually learn the information. By far one of my favorite classes.

7 Easy going lecture. A lot of material covered which is to be expected from a summer class but he made lecture as enjoyable as possible including adding some much needed humor. Love the practice exams and quizzes.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1 Better feedback about test mistakes.

2 Post review questions in more advance for quizzes and tests

5 Office hours felt unproductive and not helpful even though they were presented as something expected to attend.

6 I really wish we got through all the information



BSC1930 - Superpowers in Animal Kingdom
  CRN: 80012
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 104231

Term: 201880 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL
Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 1930 CRN: 80012 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank
 

Number Enrolled: 59 Number Responded: 22 Percent Responded:  37.29%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 36.36% 50.00% 4.55% 4.55% 4.55% 0.00% 4.09  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 63.64% 27.27% 9.09% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.55  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 31.82% 40.91% 18.18% 4.55% 4.55% 0.00% 3.91  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 45.45% 36.36% 13.64% 0.00% 4.55% 0.00% 4.18  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 40.91% 45.45% 4.55% 4.55% 4.55% 0.00% 4.14  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 27.27% 45.45% 27.27% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 27.27% 54.55% 13.64% 4.55% 0.00% 0.00% 4.05  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 68.18% 31.82% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.68  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 31.82% 40.91% 18.18% 4.55% 4.55% 0.00% 3.91  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 50.00% 22.73% 22.73% 0.00% 4.55% 0.00% 4.14  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 27.27% 72.73%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 4.55% 4.55% 18.18% 27.27% 22.73%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 36.36% 36.36% 22.73% 4.55% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
1 He was very organized and knowledgeable. Very good for his first semester teaching this class.

3 I liked how the information in class was relevant to the tests and quizzes.

7 I liked learning about what special abilities that animals have

10 The topics were very interesting and was a fun class to take in order to fulfill a science credit.

13 He clearly conveyed his ideas to the class

14 Very interesting and lots of videos and visuals.

15 I liked that the powerpoints were posted online and the assignments were relative to the material being taught that week.

16 Concepts were all relevant and interesting. Good lectures that were made pretty simple.

17 it's and easy class, and the Mr. Smith is a very good teacher, and he helped me a lot.

18 He was always on time and made sure we understood each topic during and after with critical thinking questions.

19 Interesting information, but needed more structure in teaching style. Hard to follow most concepts.

21 It was a very straight forward class that never had to make any changes. Homework policy was straightforward and easy.

22 I liked how the instructor was very passionate about the material and that he really enjoyed teaching it.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
3 None, I enjoyed this class greatly.



5 I didn't get a clear understanding of many of the topics until I went back through the lectures and Googled a more in depth explanation.

7 I think the instructor should not make tests such a high percentage of our grade

10 do more practice test questions

13 Give a Study Guide

15 I would have liked to focus on the animals studied rather than mutations in general. I felt that it was confusing to learn about mutations, then the classification of animals, then the mutations of specific animals.

16 I think that maybe some of the content could have been cut down in certain areas and expanded in others. For example, not making students memorize names of certain lineages. This could allow us to better explore the reasons behind 
superpowers.

17 i suggest everyone to take this class.

18 Make sure everyone is focused like if the class is small maybe try to bring everyone to the from of the room or bring everyone to one side.

19 Stay on subjects for longer time and explain concepts more thoroughly.

20 WE NEED TO HAVE A BOOK RATHER THAN BASING THE TEST UPON JUST NOTES

21 Adding a few more materials to canvas for studying purposes.

22 The course can improve by maybe making it a little more interactive with the students, but it is fine the way it is.



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 80834
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 104769

Term: 201880 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL

Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 80834 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank

 

Number Enrolled: 23 Number Responded: 6 Percent Responded:  26.09%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 33.33% 50.00% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.17  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 50.00% 33.33% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.33  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 50.00% 33.33% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.33  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 50.00% 50.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.50  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 33.33% 16.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 16.67% 4.00  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 33.33% 50.00% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.17  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 33.33% 66.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.33  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 16.67% 33.33% 16.67% 16.67% 0.00% 16.67% 3.60  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 33.33% 16.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 16.67% 4.00  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 0.00% 100.00%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 0.00% 16.67% 0.00% 66.67%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other

 Classification 0.00% 16.67% 83.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

5 The embedded videos in the power point lecture that showed examples of what he was trying to teach us. I appreciated the challenge questions throughout the lecture to help reinforce learning material

6 Dr. F. Smith explained concepts very clearly and methodically, which I appreciate as it suits my learning style.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

4 I wasn't too keen with the professor switch in the middle of the semester. I would rather have Hatle, the professor I signed up for. I do understand that the circumstances weren't ideal, however it did affect my learning experience.

5 Words that he says he uses interchangeably or words that might be misleading can be confusing when reading a question and I end up picking the wrong option and getting the question wrong. Not everyone's first language is English.

6 None. This course went very well, I feel like I learned a lot and was engaged and interested throughout.



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 80835
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 104770

Term: 201880 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL

Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 80835 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank

 

Number Enrolled: 22 Number Responded: 7 Percent Responded:  31.82%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 71.43% 14.29% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.57  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 85.71% 0.00% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.71  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 71.43% 0.00% 28.57% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.43  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 71.43% 14.29% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.57  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 71.43% 0.00% 28.57% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.43  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 42.86% 14.29% 42.86% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 85.71% 0.00% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.71  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 71.43% 0.00% 14.29% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 4.29  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 57.14% 14.29% 28.57% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.29  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 28.57% 57.14% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.14  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 14.29% 85.71%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 14.29% 14.29% 0.00% 28.57%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other

 Classification 14.29% 14.29% 71.43% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1 Challenge questions and quizzes help to prepare for exams. Instructor is very knowledgable and makes the material interesting and memorable by showing videos that correspond with what is being taught

3 he does a great job at relating foreign ideas to things we can understand. also uses lots of examples.

4
He was always so interesting and entertaining! Between his fun facts, wild examples, and personal stories, there was always more to be learned about biology and science as a whole. His lectures were clearly organized and provided all of 
the information necessary to do well in the course. He also did a ton of (ungraded) challenge questions in class to encourage us to think logically about what we were learning and apply our knowledge to real life examples. He was a 
wonderful instructor!

5 Although I didn't love taking quizzes, They helped when it came time for the test.

7 Ocean man, take me by the hand Lead me to the land that you understand Ocean man, the voyage to the corner of the globe Is a real trip Ocean man, the crust of a tan man imbibed by the sand Soaking up the thirst of the land Ocean man, 
can you see through the wonder of amazement At the oberman Ocean man, the crust is elusive when it casts forth To the childlike man Ocean man, the sequence of a life form braised in the sand Soaking up the thirst of the land

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1 good as it is

3 make powerpoint more interactive so people can focus

4 Nothing, it was wonderful!

5 None

7 Ocean man, take me by the hand Lead me to the land that you understand Ocean man, the voyage to the corner of the globe Is a real trip Ocean man, the crust of a tan man imbibed by the sand Soaking up the thirst of the land Ocean man, 
can you see through the wonder of amazement At the oberman Ocean man, the crust is elusive when it casts forth To the childlike man Ocean man, the sequence of a life form braised in the sand Soaking up the thirst of the land



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 80836
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 104768

Term: 201880 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL

Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 80836 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank

 

Number Enrolled: 21 Number Responded: 9 Percent Responded:  42.86%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 88.89% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.89  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 88.89% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.89  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 77.78% 11.11% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 88.89% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.89  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 77.78% 0.00% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 11.11% 4.75  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 55.56% 33.33% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.44  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 66.67% 22.22% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.56  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 44.44% 11.11% 33.33% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 3.89  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 55.56% 44.44% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.56  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 11.11% 88.89%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 0.00% 11.11% 44.44% 33.33%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other

 Classification 0.00% 33.33% 66.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1 Dr. Smith explains complicated ideas well and is very organized when presenting the subject material. He is also very willing to help students outside of class.

3 Lecture is entertaining. Powerpoints are succinct.

4 Was able to pick up Hatles class like it was nothing

5 Professor Smith is very clear about Biology 3 topics. He teaches you and cares about students learning the material. You can also tell how passionate he is about biology. If there was any other biology classes or research opportunities with 
Prof. Smith, I would take it because he is a very fair teacher who does his job extremely well. He is also super funny and engages the classroom in participation, which I love. He makes biology 3 interesting to learn.

6 When learning about subjects some videos were included to make the information more relatable and enjoyable.

9 The videos during lecture really reinforced the concepts w imagery.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1 It sometimes seemed that he was simply reading from the PowerPoint, which we could do at home and not have to come to class. It would be nice if he went into more detail in lecture to make it feel like we were learning something we 
couldn't read on our own. Overall, I think Dr. Smith is a great professor.

3 Upload powerpoints before class.

4 None keep up the great work

6 I think that the information was presented by the instructor in a manner appropriate for college courses.

7 Although it was not Prof Smiths fault, having a prof change in the middle of the semester is extremely difficult.

9 The extra credit opportunities were engaging and creative and could have been used throughout the course.



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 80837
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 104767

Term: 201880 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL

Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 80837 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank

 

Number Enrolled: 20 Number Responded: 3 Percent Responded:  15.00%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 0.00% 100.00%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 0.00% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other

 Classification 0.00% 33.33% 66.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1
I like that the class was structured and organized unlike the professor we started with. I was grateful to have professor smith after the transition to a new teacher. He explains topics with lots of details, stories, and videos. He talks about his 
personal experience with biology topics and answers questions easily. If you ask any questions that are somewhat off topic he will research it and come back with answers. He goes above and beyond to help answer questions and inspire 
critical thinking.

3 The practice questions posted on canvas helped a lot when studying for quizzes and exams. I felt that the topics we covered corresponded with lab nicely and was organized in an easy manner.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1
I think the topics covered could be a little more organized. The muscles topics could be applied to each animal instead of at the end of the course. The information about the action potentials, muscles, skeletons, ears and hearing, eyes, 
should be applied to each animal group instead of in a chunk at the end of the semester. The topics covered were so varied that I think finding a way to incorporate all the topics better would be helpful for learning and retaining the 
information.

3 More challenge questions during lecture



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 80974
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 104225

Term: 201880 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL

Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 80974 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank

 

Number Enrolled: 21 Number Responded: 9 Percent Responded:  42.86%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 55.56% 44.44% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.56  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 55.56% 44.44% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.56  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 55.56% 44.44% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.56  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 55.56% 44.44% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.56  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 55.56% 33.33% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.44  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 44.44% 33.33% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 11.11% 4.38  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 55.56% 44.44% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.56  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 44.44% 55.56% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.44  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 33.33% 44.44% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 11.11% 4.25  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 44.44% 22.22% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.11  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 11.11% 88.89%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 0.00% 22.22% 11.11% 55.56%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other

 Classification 0.00% 22.22% 77.78% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

2 I liked that Professor Smith was thorough in each lecture and ensured that everyone understood the material. I also liked that he had practice quizzes for each quiz.

3 The class was laid back and easy-going. It was also very informational yet interesting at the same time. The videos really helped tie the lecture together.

5 Dr. Smith has a true gift for teaching; he can communicate complex information to his students effectively. He made me enjoy learning about Biology, as well as encourage me to keep learning. I also appreciate that a book was not 
necessary for this course.

7 He was very knowledgeable and taught the material in a way that was easy to understand.

8 funny, interesting and clear lectures

9 I liked the challenge questions throughout the lectures and the practice questions provided before quizzes

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

2 N/A.

3 I do not have suggestions since the course content was simple and it is relatively easy to understand.

5 One modification that I would suggest would be to not make powerpoints longer than 30 slides, after 30 slides there is so much information that it becomes overwhelming.

7 None, he is great.

8 to not make the exams as tricky



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 81119
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 104229

Term: 201880 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL
Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 81119 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank
 

Number Enrolled: 24 Number Responded: 8 Percent Responded:  33.33%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 62.50% 37.50% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.63  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 87.50% 12.50% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.88  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 37.50% 25.00% 37.50% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 62.50% 12.50% 12.50% 0.00% 12.50% 0.00% 4.13  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 37.50% 37.50% 12.50% 0.00% 12.50% 0.00% 3.88  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 62.50% 12.50% 12.50% 0.00% 12.50% 0.00% 4.13  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 75.00% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.75  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 62.50% 37.50% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.63  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 50.00% 12.50% 12.50% 0.00% 25.00% 0.00% 3.63  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 37.50% 25.00% 25.00% 12.50% 0.00% 0.00% 3.88  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 0.00% 100.00%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 0.00% 37.50% 12.50% 0.00%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 0.00% 25.00% 75.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
8 She answers alot of questions during lectures. She communicates effectively. Alot of examples.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
1 He wasnt great at providing what would be on test and quizes, felt like he had trick questions

8 I suggest to go through the mechanisms with more detail.



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 82047
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 104230

Term: 201880 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL
Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 82047 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank
 

Number Enrolled: 22 Number Responded: 5 Percent Responded:  22.73%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 80.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 20.00% 0.00% 4.20  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 60.00% 40.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.60  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 60.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 20.00% 0.00% 4.00  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 40.00% 40.00% 0.00% 0.00% 20.00% 0.00% 3.80  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 60.00% 40.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.60  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 40.00% 40.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.20  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 60.00% 40.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.60  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 40.00% 40.00% 0.00% 0.00% 20.00% 0.00% 3.80  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 40.00% 0.00% 60.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 3.80  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 60.00% 20.00% 0.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.20  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 40.00% 60.00%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 40.00% 60.00%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 0.00% 20.00% 80.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
2 He ensured the information was presented in a way conducive to students learning the material for the first time. He encouraged and constantly asked if any of us had questions.

3
I really liked Frank a lot I thought he was funny and made the material easier to pay attention to, I also liked how he always posted the correct answers for the quizzes and tests so we could actually learn from our mistakes. I especially 
appreciated how much he encouraged talking to the people around us to figure things out because I feel like working through a problem like that out loud makes it a lot easier to remember what we learned and also much less boring in 
general

4 If you failed this class, then it was on you. Professor Smith shows that he truly cares for his students and their understanding of the material. He allows people to plead their case for tricky questions, which many professors do not permit. 
Professor Smith explains the material in a way that is not boring and I was always excited to go to class.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
2 Ensuring the practice quizzes are up to date on information taught in class that semester and the correct answers are given in the keys

3
I thought he did really good, my only complaint is that I would generally do really bad on the quizzes even though I studied for them because I felt like he would always make the wording trickier on the quizzes than the guides. I understand 
changing the wording so we couldn't get by from brute memorization but I feel like he did it to such an extent that I would not even feel like I knew what the question was asking even though I knew the material it was about. So I would still 
miss questions on things I specifically remember studying just because of the way the question was worded.



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 82171
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 104226

Term: 201880 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL
Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 82171 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank
 

Number Enrolled: 22 Number Responded: 8 Percent Responded:  36.36%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 75.00% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.75  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 75.00% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.75  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 75.00% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.75  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 87.50% 0.00% 12.50% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.75  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 62.50% 12.50% 12.50% 12.50% 0.00% 0.00% 4.25  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 75.00% 12.50% 0.00% 12.50% 0.00% 0.00% 4.50  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 62.50% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 12.50% 4.71  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 50.00% 37.50% 0.00% 12.50% 0.00% 0.00% 4.25  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 62.50% 25.00% 12.50% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.50  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 25.00% 75.00%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 12.50% 0.00% 0.00% 12.50% 50.00%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 0.00% 50.00% 50.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
1 Frank is awesome, I loved how during lecture he would get really excited about it.

3
The way the course was organized, I liked having the lectures posted on canvas soon after the class. I went to each class and took notes but in case I missed something in class it was nice to have the slides accessible on canvas. I also 
liked the challenge questions during lecture and the practice problems that would be posted for the quizzes.

4 The material is fascinating and professor is funny.

5 Exam reviews, lectures, and SI helped immensely.

7 The best I like to this instructor is the practical problems he posted on canvas, which most of them heled us to get a crucial concept of whole material.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
1 Keep doing what you're doing !

3 Add a couple more questions to the quizzes so there�s not only 5.

4 Tricky exams

5 Quizzes are usually difficult and it would be nice to have a hard copy of quizzes in order to read at our own pace instead of looking up at the projector. Sometimes the practice quizzes are easier than the actual quizzes.

7 His teaching skills are outsanding and he took students's concerns and problems carefully. keep it up and no need to improve.



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 82729
  TYPE: LAB
  ISQ ID: 104228

Term: 201880 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL
Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 82729 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank
 

Number Enrolled: 22 Number Responded: 10 Percent Responded:  45.45%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 70.00% 30.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.70  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 80.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.80  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 80.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.80  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 60.00% 10.00% 30.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.30  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 70.00% 20.00% 10.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.60  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 70.00% 20.00% 10.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.60  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 70.00% 30.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.70  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 90.00% 10.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.90  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 70.00% 30.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.70  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 70.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 10.00% 4.78  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 40.00% 60.00%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 10.00% 0.00% 20.00% 50.00%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 0.00% 30.00% 70.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
1 He let us know what he expected rather than being broad and letting us study without a clue.

2 very understanding!!!!

4 High on critical and creative thinking. professor Smith really cares and likes the subject that he teaches which translates to his lab/lecture. professor smith is too legit to quit

5 Frank is absolutely amazing, he is fair, he is intelligent, and he is interesting to listen to. 10/10 would recommend.

7 great

8 the enthusiasm and fun activities

9 I felt that the structure of the course was very fair. The engaging environment made the material easier to understand thus making concepts easier to apply in critical thinking situations, as opposed to a strict/stiff curriculum.

10 Straight forward and candid with his expectations of the students. The exams and the quizzes reflected the exact material we were provided. Best of the best!

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
1 Making sure all of the professors are on the same page about practicals.

4 once again, Dr frank is the goat but, some students might struggle with this creative freedom but I feel it really allows students to choose their own path.

5 I think having a quiz at the end of class is a good way to test our knowledge and prepare us as a group in our allotted time slot, so maybe if that keeps working then keep it up! 

6 A bit more organization with the labels.

8 consistent quiz assessment

10 Can he just admit that honey mustard is just Honey and Mustard mixed together?!



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 82729
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 104227

Term: 201880 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL
Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 82729 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank
 

Number Enrolled: 22 Number Responded: 10 Percent Responded:  45.45%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 80.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.80  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 80.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.80  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 70.00% 30.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.70  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 70.00% 10.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.50  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 70.00% 10.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.50  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 70.00% 30.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.70  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 60.00% 40.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.60  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 80.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.80  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 80.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.80  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 70.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 10.00% 4.78  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 40.00% 60.00%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 10.00% 0.00% 20.00% 50.00%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 0.00% 30.00% 70.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
1 He made sure to tell us what was expected of us for each and every assignment and tests.

2 how knowledgeable he is on the subject

3 That�s my boy!!!

6 I love animals, most of the time, and I think Dr. Smith's love for animals and the concepts behind bio 3 really helped me stay focused. I think as long as he is still passionate for what he does, his classes will continue to be amazing. Also, the 
usage of mini quizzes in between the slides was an interesting way of keeping the class active.

7 very funny, and likeable. easy to follow along. I liked how I wasn't nervous to ask questions, very nice and welcoming.

8 interactive videos

10 Everything to be honest. Dr. Frank Smith is a titan of industry and a revolutionary on his Linnean taxonomy facts.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
3 We love frank!

5 More practice questions via canvas would help

6 Slides are a drag, and I understand that the course material probably needs a lot of slides for the vast amount of vocab in Bio 3, but as long as you keep trying to keep the class active in your interesting and creative ways, the slides 
shouldn't be too much of an issue. You did an awesome job Frank, see you on the flip side, homie. From, Your favorite student and biggest fan

7 Tests were very challenging. Overall though I enjoyed the course.

8 more in class activities and bonus games

10 More elaboration on his thoughts of the mixture of Honey and Mustard. More tirades about why Linnean taxonomy is terrible. That one time was the best and most enthusiastic I've ever seen a professor at UNF.



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 83626
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 104773

Term: 201880 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL

Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 83626 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank

 

Number Enrolled: 20 Number Responded: 4 Percent Responded:  20.00%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 75.00% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.75  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 75.00% 0.00% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.50  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 50.00% 0.00% 50.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 50.00% 25.00% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.25  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 50.00% 50.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.50  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 75.00% 0.00% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.50  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 50.00% 50.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.50  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 75.00% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.75  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 50.00% 25.00% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.25  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 50.00% 0.00% 50.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 25.00% 75.00%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 0.00% 25.00% 25.00% 0.00%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other

 Classification 0.00% 50.00% 50.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

2 The grading was excellent. I never felt like I was being cheated or that my grade wasn't where it belonged to be. I also like that the ideas and concepts of things are tested more than just random facts. Instructor was also very 
accommodating.

4 What I liked best is his passion for the material covered. Any questions that were asked were answered to the best of his knowledge, and even when he did not know the answer to a question on several occasions, he would answer them 
aloud first thing starting the next class meeting period.



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 83627
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 104224

Term: 201880 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL

Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 83627 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank

 

Number Enrolled: 21 Number Responded: 10 Percent Responded:  47.62%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 80.00% 10.00% 10.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.70  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 80.00% 0.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.60  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 80.00% 10.00% 10.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.70  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 90.00% 0.00% 0.00% 10.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.70  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 70.00% 10.00% 10.00% 0.00% 0.00% 10.00% 4.67  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 80.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.80  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 70.00% 0.00% 30.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.40  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 80.00% 10.00% 0.00% 10.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.60  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 30.00% 70.00%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 10.00% 10.00% 10.00% 10.00% 0.00%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other

 Classification 0.00% 0.00% 90.00% 10.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

3 Very helpful in and out of class. Always happy to help explain something if needing more clarification.

5 One exam is dropped.

6 The instructor made the course clear and very interesting. Although, if you did not really like the subject the instructors enthusiasm made it very interesting.

8 This instructor is very smart.

10 Frank was very friendly and funny, and he tried to make the lectures as entertaining as possible. I really enjoyed his class, and he is very fair. He is very flexible and understanding. Definitely one of my favorite professors.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

6 Make quizzes less difficult.

8 He needs to figure out how to write better test questions and needs a different assignment then just his test problems. His test questions were often confusing

10 Nothing! He's awesome!



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 15556
  TYPE: LAB
  ISQ ID: 103994

Term: 201910 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL

Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 15556 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank

 

Number Enrolled: 21 Number Responded: 19 Percent Responded:  90.48%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 47.37% 47.37% 5.26% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.42  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 47.37% 47.37% 5.26% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.42  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 36.84% 52.63% 5.26% 5.26% 0.00% 0.00% 4.21  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 36.84% 26.32% 26.32% 5.26% 0.00% 5.26% 4.00  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 52.63% 26.32% 10.53% 0.00% 5.26% 5.26% 4.28  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 52.63% 31.58% 5.26% 0.00% 0.00% 10.53% 4.53  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 36.84% 52.63% 5.26% 0.00% 0.00% 5.26% 4.33  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 68.42% 31.58% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.68  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 47.37% 31.58% 10.53% 0.00% 0.00% 10.53% 4.41  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 47.37% 31.58% 15.79% 0.00% 0.00% 5.26% 4.33  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 52.63% 47.37%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 15.79% 15.79% 31.58% 36.84%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other

 Classification 0.00% 15.79% 78.95% 5.26% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1 Awesome professor. Really knows the material. Also very passionate about it.

2 Disections were fun, I appreciated the fact that Frank didn't stand in front of the lab for the first two hours and explain what we were doing, he was straight to the point and concise.

3 Dr. Smith is an amazing lab professor. I struggled with my biology lab last semester for general biology two, and this semester it is the complete opposite. He explains concepts very well, walks around to make sure everyone is 
understanding what they need to do, provides study guides, and overall has a very positive demeanor.

4 the instructor was very knowledgable and explained the material well.

5 I valued the before quiz reviews each lab.

7 I liked that he made what he was talking about very straight forward and went around quizzing us after dissections to make sure we knew what we were looking at

8 I loved going more in depth, and dissected, the chondrichyes (sharks).

9 Quizzing us on one dissection before moving on to the next dissection proved to be very helpful in retaining info for the practical.

10 Good class, liked the way Frank did the quizzes at the end of the lab of the day and helped us study and quizzed us beforehand.

11 He made sure that students got the grade they deserved and went out of his way to correct any mistakes made, make sure every student understood the material, and make sure every student had the best possible chance to succeed.

12 provided a more relaxed structure than other labs

13 I like that introduction to the each lab is kept short so students can get right into the fun work!

14 Relaxed and helpful atmosphere

15 The course was incredibly straightforward and frank made it easy to get as many points as possible. When most of us struggled with the final project he really helped us all get it correct.

17 The dissections were really cool.

18 The instructor took note of students struggling with quizzes and gave the class advice for studying which improved grades. Very interactive with students during class!



19 More than enough time was given to understand the material which was presented well

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
1 Did not enjoy the phylum hunt. Other than that it�s good.

3 None

7 Somehow be able to work with the other lab professor to figure out how he is preparing the practicals to allow us to be more prepared for them

8 Give out better power-points please. Then we could learn better instead of just using the lab manual because there are a lot of mistakes in there!

9 N/A

10 The study guides were not very good and didn't really match the exam.

12 more time on final project

13 None.

14 Providing better information availibity

15 It would be nice if lecture and lab could overlap more.

16 Make the study guides more specific.

17 None

18 It would help to be given direct instructions on the muscle experiment.

19 when doing practical, all lab professor's should be involved in creating questions



ZOO4208C - Coastal Invertebrate Biology
  CRN: 17865
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 103995

Term: 201910 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: UL
Course Prefix: ZOO Course Number: 4208C CRN: 17865 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank
 

Number Enrolled: 12 Number Responded: 12 Percent Responded:  100.00%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 75.00% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.75  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 91.67% 8.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.92  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 75.00% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.75  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 75.00% 16.67% 8.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 83.33% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.83  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 66.67% 25.00% 8.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.58  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 75.00% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.75  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 83.33% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.83  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 75.00% 16.67% 8.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 83.33% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.83  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 50.00% 50.00%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 8.33% 25.00% 8.33% 41.67% 16.67%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 0.00% 0.00% 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
1 I liked how interesting it was, it was a very fun elective offered. Professor Smith knew a lot about the topics covered and had a lot of enthusiasm about the course.

2 small class size

4

This was a really science lab than anything else, where we could sense and control our own specimen made by our own hands. Collecting animal from freshwater, soil, and ocean at the beach helped me to learn ecology of some 

invertebrate animals from General Biology III with a full understanding their behaviors. Instructor demonstrated his amazing lab skills in this course. He shows us how to view invertebrate in microscope and put them in the slide without killing 

them, how to filtrate and wash out marine invertebrate via a tiny filter made with hands. How he made or thought about such filter, I don't know. He helped also students to use theirs knowledge to figure out themselves first the name of 

animals found in the nature collection before he told us what kind of animals were by analyzing their morphologies and movements . He did all those work to make students ,not only pass the lab, but also to know what they are doing.That is 

what makes him a creative professor, who loves and like what he is doing. He is the greatest professor that I never met in this Biology department.

5

The subject matter is one I am very interested in, but the way the information was presented by this instructor made this course even better. Rather than leaning hard on memorization of taxonomy and anatomy, this class was about critical 

thinking and using knowledge from previous courses (gen bio 3, for example) to think about and understand the evolution and relationships of animals. The instructor was very knowledgeable and passionate about the subject, which made 

the class even more enjoyable. Rather than regurgitating information from a text book, once a week the class read recent scientific papers on current issues in biology and then we discussed them, which was a cool way to learn about 

invertebrate animals as well as the modern science setting.

6 Good course, material is well organized and exams are fair and straight forward. Great teaching, discussion days really help to dissect and fully understand scientific papers.

7 Dr. Smith did an excellent job approaching the evolution of physical characteristics of extant invertebrate organisms in a way that was understandable to those who aren't knowledgeable on invertebrates.

8 The seminars were helpful at times to understand other class topics

9 the professor really made us use critical thinking through out the semester.

11 This course focuses on the weird, lesser known groups of invertebrates. Even if you've done your research, you'll find out about animals you never knew, and they're often absolutely bizarre. It's all very interesting and engaging

12 At first I didnt think I would like the discussion part of the class but I ended up really enjoying it. It was helpful to apply what we learned in lecture to what is going on in the real world right now.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer



1 I think the course was fine, but I would of liked to have three exams and an optional final.

2 no sat level exams, theyre doable but very complex for the material discussed

4 I have nothing else to say more than to loud and applause his marvelous teaching skill in this course either lab or lecture

7 For the weekly paper reads, I highly recommend clarifying that a specific point within the paper is being focused on. More than once this semester I found myself focusing on other points within the paper when class discussions were 
focusing on topics I glossed over.

8 I was looking foward to covering more kinds of inverts and was a bit disappointed we couldn't get to them, so in future classes I think it would be worth it to find a way to cover them

9 don't really have any comment on how to improve, is really pretty good right now so keep up the good work professor

12 I liked the review game that we played before the tests. I think if you could incorporate that more even if it's not for points it would be helpful. I think it was great how everyone communicated and worked together to get the answer



ZOO4208C - Coastal Invertebrate Biology
  CRN: 17865
  TYPE: LAB
  ISQ ID: 103996

Term: 201910 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: UL
Course Prefix: ZOO Course Number: 4208C CRN: 17865 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank
 

Number Enrolled: 12 Number Responded: 12 Percent Responded:  100.00%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 58.33% 41.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.58  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 75.00% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.75  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 75.00% 16.67% 8.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 66.67% 16.67% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.50  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 83.33% 8.33% 8.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.75  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 75.00% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.75  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 75.00% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.75  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 83.33% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.83  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 66.67% 25.00% 0.00% 8.33% 0.00% 0.00% 4.50  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 83.33% 8.33% 0.00% 8.33% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 50.00% 50.00%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 8.33% 25.00% 8.33% 41.67% 16.67%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 0.00% 0.00% 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1 This is by far my most favorite lab I've taken at UNF so far. It is very hands on and I loved searching for little invertebrates and going out into the field. I think the presentations were helpful, because we learned a lot about the animals we 
found.

2 Clear and easy

4
Instructor teaching skills is exceptional. The way he broke down the hard topics so that we can understanding reveals how he is a best teacher than ever. When it comes to the weekly assigned articles to read, which are hard to understand 
sometimes, like articles deals with fossil, he showed us how to avoid confusion when we read those articles by comparing the real data fossil and the author's draw prediction. sometimes authors have a great draw that matches to the found 
fossil data, or sometimes not. We couldn't get such distinction till he got into it. That is what makes him a super teacher in this course. He did lot marvelous teaching events that cannot fit in this paragraph by writing here.

5
I usually strongly dislike lab portions of courses, but I loved this lab. We learned several different modern techniques used by scientists to study invertebrate animals. We collected animals and then spent most of the lab classes searching for 
and learning how to identify them. We were able to get up and move around the room, talk to and share notes with our fellow classmates. The enthusiasm shown by the instructor always made the atmosphere fun, which I have found to be 
very rare for lab sections.

6 The way lab is set up allows for each person to work their way, and fully do research on organisms that were collected by us students, which makes it even more interesting. Instructor helped answering questions, teaching proper tecniques, 
and guiding students, but always encouraging students to try to figure out problems by themselves.

7 I enjoyed the hands on aspect of trying to understand the diversity of extant invertebrates.

10 This lab is unlike most bio labs at UNF. It's focused on discovery and exploration, so there's a lot of room for personal growth and examination of what you find interesting

11 I liked finding and classifying the animals. It was challenging but rewarding when you finally figured it out.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
1 None.

2 no character matrix



4 I would see him keep teaching this class so that those students, like me, who do not know about much about invertebrate evolution would absorb knowelege from him.

7 I would suggest for that prior to the presentations, like a week before presentations, the character matrix be due to ensure the students are properly identifying organisms.

10 Sometimes, classifying the animals found in lab was difficult because there wasn't a good reference book available, and finding useful guides on the internet wasn't easy. It would be useful to have such classification guides on hand and 
available to students

11 It would be great if we had a better way to photograph the specimens. And maybe instead of doing 3 presentations ,maybe have different types of projects due each time.



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 50085
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 102455

Term: 201950 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL
Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 50085 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank
 

Number Enrolled: 23 Number Responded: 20 Percent Responded:  86.96%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 70.00% 15.00% 5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 0.00% 4.40  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 75.00% 5.00% 15.00% 0.00% 5.00% 0.00% 4.45  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 65.00% 15.00% 10.00% 5.00% 5.00% 0.00% 4.30  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 55.00% 25.00% 10.00% 0.00% 10.00% 0.00% 4.15  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 65.00% 15.00% 10.00% 5.00% 5.00% 0.00% 4.30  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 65.00% 20.00% 10.00% 0.00% 5.00% 0.00% 4.40  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 65.00% 15.00% 10.00% 5.00% 5.00% 0.00% 4.30  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 70.00% 15.00% 5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 0.00% 4.40  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 70.00% 15.00% 5.00% 0.00% 10.00% 0.00% 4.35  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 55.00% 30.00% 0.00% 5.00% 10.00% 0.00% 4.15  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 25.00% 75.00%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 15.00% 30.00% 25.00% 15.00%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 0.00% 5.00% 80.00% 10.00% 5.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
1 Well-organized, understandable PowerPoints Interactive class sessions It�s clear that the instructor is passionate about what he teaches which makes me feel confident about the information I�m receiving

5 i liked biology 3 more now because he made it easier to understand,

6
I liked that Dr Smith felt comfortable admitting when he wasn't knowledgeable about a topic to answer a certain question and opened the floor up to students to look up the question. It's not often that professors admit that they don't know 
something and it is very refreshing. I genuinely enjoyed Dr Smith's class and would not hesitate to take another class that he taught/ recommend someone else take his class. His exams were difficult but entirely fair, if I didn't know an 
answer to a question it was my fault, rather than the exams being too hard.

7 Professor Smith posts helpful online content for exams to prep us.

8 I like the amount of feedback we would get back on quizzes and tests and the amount of practice problems that were assigned to us.

9 I like how information was presented, listening to lectures was fun and engaging.

11 He knew the material very well and taught it in a way that was easy to understand.

13
Dr. Smith is a wonderful professor. He does his best to make lectures exciting and interesting, and his positive attitude gives the lecture hall a friendly atmosphere. His study guides for each quiz are extremely helpful, and his quizzes and 
tests are fair. His PowerPoints are also very concise and easy to follow, which is good for taking notes and studying later. By relating topics in the course to knowledge students have outside the classroom, he also improves their 
understanding.

14 I really liked how he went back and gave feedback about each question on the exam. I also liked having quizzes, it makes studying for exams a lot easier.

16 The class was laid back, but we still learned plenty of stuff.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
1 No improvements necessary

5 i think he needs to assign his tests better than just stacking the last two.



6 Often Dr Smith would go into detail explaining a concept that was very easy to understand, which was a little frustrating because it felt like we were wasting class time when we could have just moved on.

7 NA

8 I really don't have any suggestions other that in some of the PowerPoint challenge questions, the answer is not put into the comment section so if you're trying to test yourself using those then you might be out of luck in figuring out what the 
answer is on your own if you can't remember it from class.

9 I would like to have had more challenging questions on the practice quizzes and exams. They were easier than the actual exams.

11 I wouldn't change anything about the course.

12 most of his questions were just straight up confusing for a lot of students. He was rude to a question on a quiz after he had gone over it. Proceeded to yell when asked why one choice was the right answer and the other choice was wrong. 
He said "thats just the answer, thats just how it is"

13 I have no suggestions. Dr. Smith's class is excellent.

16 Finding a way to be more aligned with the lab course would be helpful.

18 I would suggest a different approach to administering quizzes. Using powerpoint for displaying questions would be alright if more time was given to answer each question. Quizzes and tests can be stressful, which means it may take 
students more time to gather and organize their thoughts. To this end, it would also be helpful if you allowed the use of scratch paper during quizzes as an aid for students to organize their thoughts.

20 Your tests and your practice problems don't match up in terms of difficulty. I wish you could be a bit more organized in the way you deliver PowerPoints- for example when we were going through phyla, you were disorganized for listing what 
traits, habitats, and morphologies. They were different for every phyla. You also focus a little too much on weird exceptions instead of focusing more on broad commonalities.



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 50086
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 102457

Term: 201950 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL

Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 50086 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank

 

Number Enrolled: 23 Number Responded: 23 Percent Responded:  100.00%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 78.26% 17.39% 4.35% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.74  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 91.30% 8.70% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.91  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 78.26% 17.39% 0.00% 4.35% 0.00% 0.00% 4.70  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 86.96% 8.70% 4.35% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.83  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 91.30% 4.35% 4.35% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.87  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 78.26% 13.04% 4.35% 0.00% 0.00% 4.35% 4.77  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 91.30% 4.35% 4.35% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.87  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 95.65% 4.35% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.96  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 91.30% 8.70% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.91  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 82.61% 13.04% 4.35% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.78  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 30.43% 69.57%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 0.00% 34.78% 26.09% 39.13%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other

 Classification 0.00% 8.70% 91.30% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1 Gives great lectures, provides additional help, and is a good guy

3 Very educational and helpful videos.

5 The powerpoints and lectures were prepared in a way that was easy to understand and the practice problems helped prepare us for the quizzes and exams.

6

Doctor Smith is an amazing instructor. Unfortunately, my work schedule never permitted me to have time to go to his office hours, but he was always willing to answer my questions I had during or after class. This class is difficult due to the 
amount of material we cover, but if you participate in class and ask questions and put in time to study, you will be sucessful in class. Dr. Smith really flooded you with resources in order for you to do your best on quizes and exams. He gave 
numerous practice questions which always alligned with the quizes and exams. I also enjoyed the frequency of quizes because it always forced me to study and not fall behind on work. Dr. Smith gives back exams and feedback on the 
answers many struggled with. He is overall an amazing professor, extremely helpful, makes material easy to understand, and also really gives you every opportunity to succeed. As a student though, you have to put in the effort to take a 
hold of all the help and practice he gives you in order to be successful. So glad I took my final general biology class with Dr. Smith!

8 how he made readily available quizzes for you to practice the material.

9 I enjoyed how enthusiastic my professor was every class. He taught the class in a way that I believed furthered my critical thinking in a scientific way. I plan to take his class again in the future!

10 The fact that he dropped a few grades and had feedback.

14 practice questions

15 The professor cares deeply about the subject and it shows when he is teaching and testing.

16 I liked the movie

17 the practice questions and the quizzes were very helpful!

18 The instructor is active in the class. He not only teaches the content well, but also follows up with questions and engages the class. He promotes an effective learning environment.

21 I enjoyed how the professor would go into detail about the material and explained difficult topics in a way that is easy to comprehend.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:



Seq Answer
3 No suggestions :)

6

For the first exam, it was very difficult and not many did well on it. I think for future students, it would be very helpful to go over more of the synapomorphy and plesiomorphy concept. It was very confusing at first and took me awile to really 
grasp the concept, even though it is an easy one, and I wish there had been just a little more time simplifying the definition and giving more examples. Dr. Smith did provide plenty of examples which helped, but it wouldve been very 
benificial if that was gone over a little more. Also, I wish there was more emphasis on memorizing the tree, because if I never went to SI, I wouldve never known that he wanted us to memorize the entire tree in order to really be sucessful on 
the exam (I know that is somewhat of a dead giveaway because you have to memorize it for lab too, but it would've been helpful if he started out with an emphasis on knowing that). But overall, everything else with this course was amazing 
and there isn't much to improve! Thank you so much Dr. Smith!

8 n/a

9 N/A

10 The material was good and I like how he teaches with the interactiveness, the only issue was when there was conflicting information between lecture and lab.

14 practice tests

16 to offer more extra credit.

17 making sure grammar on quizzes and exams is clear

18 More short reviews of the information learned prior to the class would be beneficial.

21 More practice problems would help before exams!



BSC2012C - General Biology III
  CRN: 50994
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 102456

Term: 201950 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL
Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2012C CRN: 50994 Instructor(s): Smith, Frank
 

Number Enrolled: 24 Number Responded: 23 Percent Responded:  95.83%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 65.22% 34.78% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.65  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 78.26% 21.74% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.78  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 65.22% 30.43% 4.35% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.61  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 82.61% 13.04% 4.35% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.78  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 69.57% 26.09% 0.00% 4.35% 0.00% 0.00% 4.61  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 69.57% 26.09% 4.35% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.65  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 65.22% 30.43% 0.00% 0.00% 4.35% 0.00% 4.52  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 86.96% 13.04% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.87  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 73.91% 21.74% 4.35% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.70  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 60.87% 39.13% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.61  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 39.13% 60.87%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 8.70% 13.04% 34.78% 4.35% 26.09%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 0.00% 17.39% 65.22% 8.70% 8.70% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
1 Dr. Smith always explains material so well and is clearly knowledgeable about biology and is a wonderful professor!

2 The challenge questions and the practice quiz and test questions were very helpful. The gave me many opportunities to practice how to answer the professors's questions.

5 I think the Dr. Smith was knowledgable about the topic and overall did well to explain things, especially the mechanisms. He did well at including videos and challenge questions to try to engage the class in the lessons. He did well at 
explaining difficult topics and I overall enjoyed the way he taught the course.

6 Dr. Smith provided us copies of the answer key where he explains why answer is correct or incorrect incase many students got it wrong

8 Having quizzes throughout the semester

13 how much the professor wants us to succeed.

15 His passion for the material taught. It wasn't a standard lecture of a professor reading a powerpoint. He engaged the class with his real-life zoology knowledge. ALways willing to help students and willing to help with the final by offering 
bonus points.

16 I enjoyed the lectures the most. Dr. Smith always found a way to make the material seem interesting, whether it was the corny jokes that he would crack from time to time, or the way he was able explain the material in a way that made the 
subject seem even more interesting.

17 it was very engaging and there was never a boring moment and the quize's helped a lot with if you need help on your grade and helped better understand the subjects.

18 Frank is very straightforward and gives you all that you need to succeed.

19 I really like how the Professor Smith gave many practice problems on Canvas and always uploaded the power-points right after class so I could study. Overall, a very good professor.

20 He conveyed everything really well.

22 He taught all the material in a way that is fun and easy to understand.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:



Seq Answer

2 Some of the test questions were confusing, not because of the information but because how the professor wanted the answers. He is a good teacher he just thinks differently and it shows in his test questions. But his practice questions 
helped a lot.

5 I am not fond of much of the taxonomy part of the course - it feels like much is just memorizing placements that might be soon subject to change. Some.of the questions on the minute details of this felt a bit difficult and unnecessary, but that 
mostly reflects on the nature of the course.

6 The powerpoint sometimes can be too general, but he could place some critical notes on the powerpoint.

8 COMBINE General Bio II with General Bio III !! Theres no reason to have two separate courses when no other college in the state of FL (to my knowledge) requires this (minus private schools).

13 Give more time on quizzes! they only five questions give us a chance to think.

15 Test questions are a little confusing at times.

16 Maybe a little more extra practice problems to help prepare for the exams or quizzes, even though I understand there is really only are limited ways to ask the same question. Other than that I enjoyed the course and was able to understand 
the material that was being taught by Dr. Smith.

18 none

19 I would suggest to go more in-depth during the beginning half of the semester because I strongly believe that that material was a little harder to understand.

20 nothing. Keep doing amazing.



PCB3063C - Genetics
  CRN: 50212
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 101085

Term: 201750 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: UL

Course Prefix: PCB Course Number: 3063C CRN: 50212 Instructor(s): Waddell, David

 

Number Enrolled: 15 Number Responded: 7 Percent Responded:  46.67%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 28.57% 71.43% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.29  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 85.71% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.86  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 28.57% 57.14% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.14  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 28.57% 57.14% 0.00% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 42.86% 42.86% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.29  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 28.57% 28.57% 0.00% 14.29% 0.00% 28.57% 4.00  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 57.14% 28.57% 0.00% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 4.29  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 42.86% 28.57% 14.29% 0.00% 14.29% 0.00% 3.86  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 14.29% 42.86% 14.29% 14.29% 0.00% 14.29% 3.67  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 28.57% 28.57% 28.57% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 3.71  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 42.86% 57.14%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 28.57% 28.57% 14.29% 28.57%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other

 Classification 0.00% 0.00% 57.14% 42.86% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

2 It is a tough class, so students learn a lot.

6 Very fun course. I enjoyed how the professor wanted student feedback and encouraged discussion in the class. Also, the use of a blackboard instead of powerpoints, which are typical of a biology course.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1 Providing powerpoint for students would be beneficial as it is sometimes hard to get all the information written down.

4

The instructor would ask questions during class and wait for minutes before either people slowly answered, begrudgingly, or he finally had to go over the material. It was a lot of wasted time in class and the large breaks are really bad for the 
attention span of the student. I found whenever those uncomfortable silences occurred, it took my attention away from the material and made me think about other things than class. The instructor can also seem condescending. I am 
confident he is a smart man and knows this material well, but sometimes that does not equate to being the best teacher. Students don't always automatically grasp the train of thought he is on or understand what he is talking about initially. 
There was one specific instance where a student asked a question, clearly a bit confused about a mechanism. The professor dismissed it in a very smug way, as if she was challenging the mechanism rather than just asking for clarification. 
All this being said, some of the positives are that he is a extremely fair instructor and does not purposefully trick students. Its obviously not his purpose. Ultimately, those long pauses are some of the worst. I would also like more practice 
problems to be offered maybe not even necessarily from the book. More resources can only help students in this class. Now, I did not get to fill out the SI questionarre but the questions there were way too easy and ultimately I stopped going 
because it stopped being helpful. The problems I had were with the more complex problems but SI only seemed to cover very basic things.

6 I think the course could have been more math-focused. Proofs of the binomial probability and other equations might help students with limited knowledge of mathematics. The course could have been slightly more challenging when it came 
to the tests, as I never



PCB3063C - Genetics
  CRN: 50235
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 101087

Term: 201750 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: UL

Course Prefix: PCB Course Number: 3063C CRN: 50235 Instructor(s): Waddell, David

 

Number Enrolled: 23 Number Responded: 5 Percent Responded:  21.74%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 0.00% 3.00  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 40.00% 40.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.20  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 40.00% 0.00% 0.00% 3.20  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 20.00% 0.00% 40.00% 40.00% 0.00% 0.00% 3.00  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 20.00% 40.00% 20.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 3.60  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 20.00% 20.00% 40.00% 0.00% 20.00% 0.00% 3.20  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 20.00% 40.00% 20.00% 0.00% 20.00% 0.00% 3.40  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 40.00% 0.00% 0.00% 3.20  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 20.00% 0.00% 40.00% 0.00% 40.00% 0.00% 2.60  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 20.00% 0.00% 40.00% 0.00% 40.00% 0.00% 2.60  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 0.00% 100.00%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 40.00% 20.00% 40.00% 0.00%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other

 Classification 0.00% 0.00% 20.00% 80.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

5 Dr. Waddell taught using the blackboard and asked thought provoking questions that challenged us to think critically about the subject, which helped us better understand the material as a whole, and learn how everything is connected.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

4
grading time was excessive and asking for help was like who's on first in rainman. After attempting to get help i gave up when the feedback was useless. This class is great for students looking at entering the medical field but for bio majors 
in conservation it was not. I prefer a professor that wants students to succeed. Lectures involved too much question and wait time and when students did answer it would be helpful if he would repeat the correct answer so the class can hear 
it.



PCB3063C - Genetics
  CRN: 50591
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 101089

Term: 201750 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: UL

Course Prefix: PCB Course Number: 3063C CRN: 50591 Instructor(s): Waddell, David

 

Number Enrolled: 22 Number Responded: 9 Percent Responded:  40.91%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 22.22% 22.22% 33.33% 22.22% 0.00% 0.00% 3.44  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 77.78% 11.11% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 22.22% 11.11% 44.44% 22.22% 0.00% 0.00% 3.33  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 22.22% 22.22% 55.56% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 3.67  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 55.56% 33.33% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.44  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 33.33% 22.22% 22.22% 0.00% 11.11% 11.11% 3.75  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 77.78% 22.22% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.78  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 22.22% 33.33% 11.11% 22.22% 11.11% 0.00% 3.33  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 22.22% 11.11% 33.33% 11.11% 22.22% 0.00% 3.00  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 11.11% 0.00% 33.33% 22.22% 22.22% 11.11% 2.50  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 11.11% 88.89%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 11.11% 22.22% 33.33% 33.33%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other

 Classification 0.00% 0.00% 66.67% 22.22% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

2 I think Dr Waddell did a good job condensing the material in the book and only teaching us necessary information. He did not overload students with excessive info

4 Dr. Waddell asked thought-provoking questions each class, which helped me to process the material and understand it well. He is an amazing teacher. I appreciate his help so much!!!

7 The information was interesting and i learned a lot.

8 I feel that this professor needs to change his teaching technique or needs to change how difficult the exams are. The two together make a recipe for disaster in students

9 Dr. Waddell was very knowledgeable but he did not really explain concepts in a clear way. It was always clearer in SI.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

2 He could make the exams reflect what we have learned in the course. I knew the material well, but still got C's on the exams because the questions were unnecessarily hard. Also does not explain things very well to students who don't 
understand.

4 N/A

7

Stop asking trick questions. It is not a test of knowledge it is just a killer of morale. You should be smarter than your students. It is not something to be proud of. If you dont go over it in class and it is not in the book than it should not be worth 
half the points on an exam. I understand implementing creative thinking. But your test averages should not be in the 50's and then curved to make people who got low C's actually have A's. Just make fair tests so the people who deserve A's 
get A's and the motivation to learn stays. As it is this class was disheartening and made me not want to study genetics. I am aware that you have tenure and you wont be replaced. So maybe take it upon yourself to improve for your student. 
You are probably a great geneticist. Maybe take some classes on being a good educator.

8 Either the professor should make the tests more standardized so that people that aren't looking to go into med school or anything like that have a better chance of also doing well in this course. 

9 Take time to explain concepts clearly instead of asking so many questions that end in dead silence before answering.





BSC1010C - (H) General Biology I
  CRN: 82734
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 101556

Term: 201780 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL
Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 1010C CRN: 82734 Instructor(s): Waddell, David
 

Number Enrolled: 17 Number Responded: 7 Percent Responded:  41.18%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 85.71% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.86  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 85.71% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.86  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 71.43% 14.29% 0.00% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 4.43  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 71.43% 14.29% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.57  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 42.86% 42.86% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.29  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 85.71% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.86  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 57.14% 42.86% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.57  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 85.71% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.86  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 71.43% 28.57% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.71  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 28.57% 71.43%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 28.57% 57.14% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
2 I liked that he took time to answer any questions without making any one feel "stupid" and wrote on the white board instead of using a powerpoint.

3 Dr. Waddell is a fantastic biology professor. As it was an honors course, it challenged me as a student to think beyond memorization of concepts and helped me to truly understand the material. I feel very prepared going into Bio 2 next 
semester.

4 ideas were presented very clearly on the board without the use of powerpoints or slides

5 He is so knowledgable about Biology and is truly one of the greatest teachers I have had. I like that he is honest with us and challenges us.

6 I enjoyed that Professor Waddell was very knowledgeable and taught in depth.

7 I loved how he made this a challenging class, while also giving us all of the information we need in a way that we could understand it. His examples were super clear and he would tell some interesting details from now and then.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
2 I have no suggestions. I really enjoyed this class :)

3 No complaints.

4 Clear study guides for tests and outlines of content we need to know.

7 I have no suggestions for the course. I thought it was great. Pay him more.



BSC2992 - Pre-Med LLC Seminar
  CRN: 81580
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 101594

Term: 201780 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL
Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2992 CRN: 81580 Instructor(s): Waddell, David
 

Number Enrolled: 34 Number Responded: 18 Percent Responded:  52.94%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 33.33% 44.44% 22.22% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.11  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 38.89% 44.44% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.22  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 33.33% 27.78% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 5.56% 4.00  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 27.78% 27.78% 27.78% 5.56% 5.56% 5.56% 3.71  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 27.78% 16.67% 38.89% 11.11% 0.00% 5.56% 3.65  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 22.22% 22.22% 33.33% 16.67% 0.00% 5.56% 3.53  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 16.67% 38.89% 16.67% 22.22% 0.00% 5.56% 3.53  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 44.44% 38.89% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.28  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 16.67% 11.11% 27.78% 11.11% 5.56% 27.78% 3.31  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 27.78% 22.22% 27.78% 22.22% 0.00% 0.00% 3.56  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 27.78% 72.22%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 5.56% 0.00% 0.00% 27.78%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 38.89% 38.89% 22.22% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
1 Dr. Waddell was very insightful and gave many good tips for those of us going into the medical profession.

2 He is fine .

3 There were barely any assignments.

4 Very helpful for me on my journey to medical school. Professor Waddell made sure he thoroughly explained every necessary topic medical schools look for.

7 I enjoyed the tips about the pre-professional program and certain requirements, such as MCAT scores and extracurriculars, that I would need in order to apply for medical school. These are types of things that I wouldn't have even thought 
about until much later, but I'm really glad that I am learning now. This way I am more prepared for the future.

8 I like that the course provided different handouts on what to expect when going through the journey to the medical field. I feel that the information given will be useful for the future.

12 The course is a seminar, so I think Professor Waddell did very well with the subject matter he presented.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
1 I hoped going into this course that we would have some more community members (doctors, nurses, pharmacists, etc.) to also give us tips and ideas and to share their experiences, as done in semesters prior.

2 Needs to be more personal and engaged with the kids.

3 I have no suggestions.

4 None.

7 N/A

12 Have more guest speakers, or watch more videos/lecture on medicine in general.

16 This class was a waste of time, we really didn't do anything helpful.



PCB3063C - Genetics
  CRN: 81234
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 101644

Term: 201780 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: UL
Course Prefix: PCB Course Number: 3063C CRN: 81234 Instructor(s): Waddell, David
 

Number Enrolled: 21 Number Responded: 5 Percent Responded:  23.81%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 60.00% 40.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.60  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 40.00% 20.00% 40.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 40.00% 40.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.20  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 60.00% 20.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.40  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 40.00% 20.00% 40.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 80.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.80  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 40.00% 20.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 20.00% 4.25  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 20.00% 0.00% 60.00% 0.00% 20.00% 0.00% 3.00  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 40.00% 40.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.20  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 80.00% 20.00%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 0.00% 40.00% 20.00% 40.00%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 0.00% 0.00% 40.00% 60.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
1 Interesting class in terms of the material.

2 dr waddell teaches well

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
1 I know it was as easy as you could make it. Maybe shorten the exams down a little bit. Test the concepts but without as many parts to each question.

2 duck tape for the kids who talk too much



PCB3063C - Genetics
  CRN: 81389
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 101646

Term: 201780 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: UL
Course Prefix: PCB Course Number: 3063C CRN: 81389 Instructor(s): Waddell, David
 

Number Enrolled: 20 Number Responded: 9 Percent Responded:  45.00%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 44.44% 55.56% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.44  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 88.89% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 11.11% 5.00  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 44.44% 33.33% 11.11% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 4.11  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 66.67% 22.22% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.56  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 88.89% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.89  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 66.67% 11.11% 11.11% 0.00% 11.11% 0.00% 4.22  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 55.56% 33.33% 0.00% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 4.33  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 66.67% 0.00% 11.11% 11.11% 11.11% 0.00% 4.00  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 44.44% 33.33% 22.22% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.22  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 22.22% 77.78%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 0.00% 22.22% 33.33% 44.44%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 0.00% 0.00% 66.67% 22.22% 11.11% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1 I thoroughly enjoyed Professor Waddell's lectures once I acclimated to his teaching style. His knowledge of the subject matter was apparent in every lecture and was complimented by his desire for students to participate and try to solve 
challenging problems in class.

7 Stuck to the schedule for the most part.

8 I liked the this course offered SI. Dr. Waddell teaches the basics and answers questions, but his exams are much harder! Glad he curves!

9 Dr. Waddell is slightly intimidating at first but I think he really cares about his students. He really wants students to learn the material and I appreciate that more than a teacher that just gives everyone A's. His sense of humor and method of 
testing/grading may not be for everyone but I enjoyed the class and his teaching style.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
4 A basic powerpoint slide. Nothing fancy, but something to structure ideas just a little better. Overall, Dr. Waddell has really made a complex subject a little easier to digest. Tough class but the subject is difficult so that is to be expected.

7 Give more practice, in-class, learning assignments to let students see in what areas they are weak

8 Exams are harder material, so during lecture do some of the more difficult problems. Exams took a while to get back

9 The addition of quizzes may improve the overall grades and comprehension of the material (but it would require Dr. Waddell to grade more). Also, if he could tone down the condescension just a tad I am sure students would appreciate it 
(but then again pre-meds should probably get used to it).



BSC2992 - Exp: Pre-Med LLC Seminar
  CRN: 11485
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 101123

Term: 201810 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL

Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2992 CRN: 11485 Instructor(s): Waddell, David

 

Number Enrolled: 24 Number Responded: 12 Percent Responded:  50.00%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 16.67% 41.67% 25.00% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 3.58  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 25.00% 33.33% 41.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 3.83  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 25.00% 41.67% 16.67% 8.33% 0.00% 8.33% 3.91  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 25.00% 33.33% 25.00% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 3.67  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 33.33% 25.00% 25.00% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 3.75  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 25.00% 33.33% 25.00% 8.33% 0.00% 8.33% 3.82  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 16.67% 16.67% 50.00% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 3.33  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 25.00% 41.67% 25.00% 8.33% 0.00% 0.00% 3.83  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 25.00% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 8.33% 3.18  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 16.67% 16.67% 41.67% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 3.25  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 33.33% 66.67%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 8.33% 0.00% 0.00% 33.33% 41.67%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other

 Classification 16.67% 50.00% 16.67% 8.33% 8.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

3 not much really; most days I wish I could have stayed the library and studying for my other courses. No offense to Dr. Waddle but I wish he would have put more time in to this class.

6 I like the fact that the instructor gave a lot of insight about Medical School and gave us assignments that pushed us to research more specifically about our field.

7 The professor did well in answering any/all questions the class had and if he didn't know the answer he would research and have it for the next class.

8 Favorite professor for sureeeeee!!! Cool guy, very laid back but smart as HECK!!

12 Dr. Waddell was very knowledgeable about the process in preparing students for medical school. This course was helpful in understanding all the necessary steps needed to be an excellent candidate for applying to medical or professional 
schools. I enjoyed the reading topics and assignments.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

3 be a little more prompt in adding assignments on canvas.

6 I would suggest that the instructor create an environment where students who want to go in the same field can get to know each other and possibly continue the journey together.

7 No suggestions.

12 One suggestion would be to begin the course with less morbid reading assignments. I would recommend these discussions for mid-way through the semester.



PCB3063C - Genetics
  CRN: 10078
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 101144

Term: 201810 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: UL

Course Prefix: PCB Course Number: 3063C CRN: 10078 Instructor(s): Waddell, David

 

Number Enrolled: 17 Number Responded: 1 Percent Responded:  5.88%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 5.00  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 100.00% 0.00%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other

 Classification 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1 The fact that everything was on the board and he didn't talk straight from a powerpoint

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1 N/A



PCB3063C - Genetics
  CRN: 10079
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 101146

Term: 201810 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: UL

Course Prefix: PCB Course Number: 3063C CRN: 10079 Instructor(s): Waddell, David

 

Number Enrolled: 19 Number Responded: 3 Percent Responded:  15.79%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 33.33% 0.00% 33.33% 0.00% 33.33% 0.00% 3.00  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 33.33% 33.33% 0.00% 2.67  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 33.33% 0.00% 33.33% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 3.33  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 33.33% 0.00% 33.33% 0.00% 33.33% 0.00% 3.00  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 66.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 33.33% 5.00  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 66.67% 0.00% 0.00% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 66.67% 0.00% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.33  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 33.33% 33.33% 0.00% 2.67  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 33.33% 33.33% 0.00% 2.67  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 0.00% 100.00%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 33.33% 33.33% 0.00% 33.33%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other

 Classification 0.00% 0.00% 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

3 Made the class interesting and it was never boring.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1 An actual grading scale and tests that will result in scores that reflect the actual grading scale. The grading scale was arbitrary and set by the instructor based on score results of each individual test. I have an 'A' in this class, although none 
of my tests broke a 'C' grade. I am not happy with the overall manipulation of grades because it makes it very difficult to gauge how well you have mastered the material.

3 Show more practice problems on the board that could help with the homework and tests.



PCB3063C - Genetics
  CRN: 50177
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 101917

Term: 201850 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: UL

Course Prefix: PCB Course Number: 3063C CRN: 50177 Instructor(s): Waddell, David

 

Number Enrolled: 24 Number Responded: 7 Percent Responded:  29.17%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 28.57% 28.57% 28.57% 0.00% 14.29% 0.00% 3.57  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 71.43% 14.29% 0.00% 0.00% 14.29% 0.00% 4.29  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 28.57% 14.29% 42.86% 0.00% 14.29% 0.00% 3.43  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 14.29% 14.29% 57.14% 0.00% 14.29% 0.00% 3.14  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 42.86% 28.57% 0.00% 14.29% 14.29% 0.00% 3.71  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 14.29% 28.57% 42.86% 0.00% 14.29% 0.00% 3.29  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 57.14% 28.57% 0.00% 0.00% 14.29% 0.00% 4.14  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 14.29% 28.57% 14.29% 28.57% 14.29% 0.00% 3.00  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 0.00% 0.00% 57.14% 28.57% 14.29% 0.00% 2.43  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 14.29% 28.57% 14.29% 28.57% 14.29% 0.00% 3.00  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 42.86% 57.14%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 0.00% 57.14% 42.86% 0.00%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other

 Classification 0.00% 0.00% 28.57% 71.43% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

5 I loved that he forced us to think about the material and that he moved at a pace that allowed for review sessions and a break from dense material.

6 Dr. Waddell is an extremely smart professor and helps to teach this hard material in a way that made it more understandable.

7 I felt like I could ask him anything and he would be able to answer it. I liked how the test had nothing you didn't expect, but were still challenging.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

5 The instructor was fine, the material is just difficult

6 He could be more patient with his students. Dr. Waddell moves at a very quick pace and its easy to fall behind, instead of helping the students get up to speed he talks down to them and excepts them to teach it to themselves.

7 Wish we would have gone over the test in class it helps me learn the material to see what I got wrong. I understand there are office hours, but I didn't always have time to go. Would be easy to just go over answers in class for everyone.



PCB3063C - Genetics
  CRN: 50194
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 101916

Term: 201850 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: UL

Course Prefix: PCB Course Number: 3063C CRN: 50194 Instructor(s): Waddell, David

 

Number Enrolled: 21 Number Responded: 1 Percent Responded:  4.76%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 2.00  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 2.00  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 3.00  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 2.00  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 3.00  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 2.00  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 1.00  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 1.00  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 100.00% 0.00%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other

 Classification 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1 Courses throughout the state of Florida with the same course number should be taught at the same difficulty level. This is not the case at UNF. The biology department here makes this course needlessly difficult. Genetics at UNF has a 
reputation of being the most difficult class in the major. At UF or UCF it is known as one of the easiest. Fix this for future students.



SLS1990 - First Year Seminar
  CRN: 50784
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 101915

Term: 201850 Campus: MC College: All Colleges Department: Undergraduate Studies Level: LL

Course Prefix: SLS Course Number: 1990 CRN: 50784 Instructor(s): Waddell, David

 

Number Enrolled: 31 Number Responded: 22 Percent Responded:  70.97%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 22.73% 54.55% 22.73% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 40.91% 22.73% 36.36% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.05  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 27.27% 27.27% 40.91% 0.00% 0.00% 4.55% 3.86  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 36.36% 50.00% 13.64% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.23  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 31.82% 31.82% 27.27% 0.00% 0.00% 9.09% 4.05  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 27.27% 31.82% 27.27% 4.55% 0.00% 9.09% 3.90  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 22.73% 22.73% 45.45% 4.55% 4.55% 0.00% 3.55  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 59.09% 31.82% 9.09% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.50  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 36.36% 31.82% 27.27% 0.00% 0.00% 4.55% 4.10  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 22.73% 36.36% 27.27% 4.55% 0.00% 9.09% 3.85  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 54.55% 45.45%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other

 Classification 95.45% 4.55% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1 The different speakers and how the information was important and interesting

2 I liked how informational each seminar was and how each day a different person in their own expertise were able to give us knowledge about the amazing things on and off campus.

3 We got to hear from new people every class so we werent just learning one specific thing.

4 I liked having a new speaker each time; some seminars were very helpful!

5 interesting and fun course. very useful for first year students

8 I liked how the class actually provided us with necessary information we can use all 4 years in college.

9 Their were a lot of different view points every day.

10 Helped me learn useful skills to get through college

11 The information about what is available on campus is very helpful for new students.

12 He was generous and always asked if we had questions

13 Many speakers showcasing new opportunities around UNF.

14 I liked how he got many different departments of the school involved. By doing this, I learned a lot of things that I definitely did not know before. They included lots of useful information.

15 I liked having the opportunity to learn about the many services UNF has for the students. I liked being able to take home worksheets that had additional information.

17 I liked the different speakers that came in to inform us on campus opportunities as well as advice for after college.

18 I like how laid back the course was.

19 This course taught me a lot more about UNF and the types of services it provided which I really liked because it helped me adjust to college life better.

20 We had guest speakers everyday which allowed us to gain knowledge about organizations on campus.



22 I like the multiple people coming in to give me a rundown of facilities on campus.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

2 Wouldn't have any suggestions other than make instructions for assignments a little more clear.

3 not many suggestions.

4 I thought it was more of a discussion class- that was unclear. I think maybe having a survey each year for the next on topics of interest to students so maybe each seminar will be more of interest to the students.

5 N/A

10 More involved learning

11 The assignment that required the creation of a schedule for the whole college career lacked instruction on where to find the information for completing the assignment.

12 Nothing really. Guest speakers who brought prizes to answer questions were always my favorite speakers. You could give out a recommendation to do that if you want more participation.

13 No improvements

14 A suggestion for improving the course would be to communicate better with the students so that there is a clear understanding among everyone.

19 No suggestions.

20 More assignments

22 i cant really think of anything to improve on.



BSC1010C - (H) General Biology I
  CRN: 83066
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 103291

Term: 201880 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL
Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 1010C CRN: 83066 Instructor(s): Waddell, David
 

Number Enrolled: 21 Number Responded: 6 Percent Responded:  28.57%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 16.67% 66.67% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 33.33% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 0.00% 3.33  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 50.00% 50.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.50  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 33.33% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 0.00% 3.33  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 33.33% 16.67% 16.67% 0.00% 16.67% 16.67% 3.60  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 50.00% 50.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.50  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 33.33% 0.00% 50.00% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 3.50  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 33.33% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 0.00% 3.33  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 16.67% 83.33%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
3 I liked the use of mastering biology assignments because it allowed me to see some of the processes talked about in lecture in more detail rather than in rough sketches.

5 I really appreciated that the tests were always similar to the lectures and not solely based on the book.

6 I liked that he went slow with the material.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
2 Exams are way harder than the actual class material

3 Often times in the course, I felt that we delved into very complex topics that for a freshman class just confused and discouraged me from the subject matter so an improvement I would suggest is to keep the lecture leveled to the skill of a 
freshman class. I also thought the lectures were a bit dry but that is more from my personal learning style rather than the course itself.

4 Provide an SI for the honors course

5 Fewer essay questions on tests, because there are a lot of mulitple choice (40 questions to be exact) to go with that and we only have 50 minutes.

6 The difficulty of some of the questions.



BSC2992 - Exp: Pre-Med LLC Seminar
  CRN: 81403
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 103288

Term: 201880 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: LL
Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 2992 CRN: 81403 Instructor(s): Waddell, David
 

Number Enrolled: 38 Number Responded: 11 Percent Responded:  28.95%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 63.64% 27.27% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 9.09% 4.70  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 63.64% 27.27% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 9.09% 4.70  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 63.64% 27.27% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 9.09% 4.70  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 54.55% 36.36% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 9.09% 4.60  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 54.55% 27.27% 0.00% 9.09% 0.00% 9.09% 4.40  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 54.55% 18.18% 18.18% 0.00% 0.00% 9.09% 4.40  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 54.55% 27.27% 0.00% 0.00% 9.09% 9.09% 4.30  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 63.64% 27.27% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 9.09% 4.70  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 54.55% 27.27% 9.09% 0.00% 0.00% 9.09% 4.50  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 63.64% 18.18% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 18.18% 4.78  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 36.36% 63.64%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 9.09% 18.18% 0.00% 18.18% 27.27%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 54.55% 9.09% 36.36% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
2 Dr. Waddell was very real with us about the future math in medicine

3 It was very informal and I learned alot of helpful information

7 I liked the videos that showed us what we are about to embark on.

8 I love Waddell he has the experience to help you discover which if any path in medicine is for you. He doesn�t sugar coat the expectations of medical schools and that clarity will help prepare me to struggle before succeeding.

10 Information

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
2 I do not really have any suggestions.

3 nothing

7 maybe add a few more assignments

8 To improve the course it would be worthwhile to have a speaker or two if possible from any given medical field.

10 the information could have been organized better



PCB3063C - Genetics
  CRN: 81092
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 103292

Term: 201880 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: UL
Course Prefix: PCB Course Number: 3063C CRN: 81092 Instructor(s): Waddell, David
 

Number Enrolled: 13 Number Responded: 3 Percent Responded:  23.08%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 0.00% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 66.67% 0.00% 2.00  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 66.67% 0.00% 2.33  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 0.00% 33.33% 0.00% 33.33% 33.33% 0.00% 2.33  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 33.33% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 33.33% 0.00% 3.33  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 0.00% 33.33% 0.00% 33.33% 33.33% 0.00% 2.33  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 66.67% 0.00% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.33  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 33.33% 33.33% 0.00% 2.67  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 0.00% 0.00% 33.33% 0.00% 66.67% 0.00% 1.67  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 0.00% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 66.67% 0.00% 2.00  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 33.33% 66.67%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 0.00% 33.33% 33.33% 33.33%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 0.00% 0.00% 33.33% 66.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

2

It is no secret that this course is designed for a good portion of the class to fail. This instructor/the department may deny it, but go look at the statistics. The exam averages and the number of students who have to retake this class is 
overwhelming. We are senior biomedical majors; we are not lazy and we love to be challenged, however this course does not provide a clear framework for learning and the lectures are merely vague introductions to complex concepts void 
of any true direction on how to carry out problems step by step. The SI instructor is in charge of actually teaching the material and if you cannot make the SI sessions due to work or other classes then you are at a massive disadvantage. 
This instructor informed students that the mass amount of students who fail, fail because they don't have 20 hours to commit to this course. Many of us are working our way through school and paying our tuition, have internship and 
research projects so that we will be hire-able when we graduate and can support ourselves, on top of a full course load. This time demand is ludicrous and noninclusive. Everyone including whoever is reading this is aware that this course is 
designed not for students to master the material and apply it effectively, but to stress students beyond their limits and throw trick questions at them and satisfy the instructors need to maintain the reputation for "the most difficult class in the 
department." We aren't displeased because we are working hard and struggling to pass; we are displeased because we are not learning this material effectively.

3 Dr. Waddelle is a good professor. He challenges you to critically think during the tests, even though you do not get enough time to complete them. He is very knowledgeable and knows how to teach the information

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

2
This course is in need of new instruction. Again, this is not new - everyone is aware of this. I believe that the chief goal of any college course is for students to leave having mastered material and have the ability to apply it effectively. Is this 
the case when a sizable curve has to be applied for only a portion of students to pass the course? No. So not only are few students passing, but the ones who do don't seem to have mastered the material either. An instructor who can teach 
students these tools rather than overwhelm them vague ideas and no direction in which to utilize them would be most beneficial.

3 it seems like does not check his email



PCB3063C - Genetics
  CRN: 81236
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 103293

Term: 201880 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: UL
Course Prefix: PCB Course Number: 3063C CRN: 81236 Instructor(s): Waddell, David
 

Number Enrolled: 18 Number Responded: 8 Percent Responded:  44.44%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 25.00% 50.00% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 75.00% 0.00% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.50  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 25.00% 50.00% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 37.50% 12.50% 50.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 3.88  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 37.50% 25.00% 37.50% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 25.00% 12.50% 62.50% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 3.63  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 50.00% 25.00% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.25  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 25.00% 25.00% 50.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 3.75  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 25.00% 0.00% 62.50% 12.50% 0.00% 0.00% 3.38  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 25.00% 12.50% 62.50% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 3.63  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 12.50% 87.50%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 0.00% 50.00% 37.50% 12.50%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 0.00% 0.00% 50.00% 50.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
3 Dr. Waddell explains every concept you need to know.

4 none

5 I liked that the course wasn't read straight off of a Power Point. It made it easier to understand because the professor was showing us examples and teaching us rather than just reading off information to us. I also really liked that there was 
graded homework. It pushed me to know the information and master it so that I could perform well on the exams.

6 I loved this class and found it really interesting! I liked how Dr. Waddell added in applicable examples to help with learning the material.

7 I felt that the homework was excellent preperation for the tests. I learned a lot from lecture and felt comfortable asking questions and participating in class discussions.

8 I liked how it was structured.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

3 I would suggest getting the exam grades back in a timely manner that way it allows the students to see where that stand in the class and helps determine what study approaches need to be taken in terms of the following exam. Also, doing 
more practice problems similar to those that will be seen on the test would be helpful that way when exam time does come around the test does not seem brand new.

4 he takes too long to grade exams, no feedback

5 I think that the curving of tests is a little odd. The exams had too many questions that were too complex for almost anyone to finish. The curve was based on the average throughout the class. I think that it'd be easier for everyone if the exam 
was shorter with more doable questions (for the allotted exam time) and there wasn't a curve.

6 N/A

7 two homeworks per test would help fully prepare for tests.



PCB4067 - Molecular Basis of Inheritance
  CRN: 83077
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 103290

Term: 201880 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: UL
Course Prefix: PCB Course Number: 4067 CRN: 83077 Instructor(s): Waddell, David
 

Number Enrolled: 8 Number Responded: 3 Percent Responded:  37.50%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 33.33% 66.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.33  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 33.33% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 33.33% 4.50  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 66.67% 33.33%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 33.33% 66.67%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 0.00% 0.00% 66.67% 0.00% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
2 Amazing class, I truly feel I gained alot of skills in this class that will help me in my graduate studies. It's one of those classes where its what you put in that dictates what you get out of it.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
2 A bit more organization regarding the papers that we were reading. Possibly organize the canvas files by the date in which they should be ready by.



SLS1106 - First Year Seminar
  CRN: 83593
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 103287

Term: 201880 Campus: MC College: All Colleges Department: Undergraduate Studies Level: LL
Course Prefix: SLS Course Number: 1106 CRN: 83593 Instructor(s): Waddell, David
 

Number Enrolled: 48 Number Responded: 17 Percent Responded:  35.42%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 64.71% 11.76% 11.76% 0.00% 0.00% 11.76% 4.60  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 58.82% 23.53% 5.88% 0.00% 0.00% 11.76% 4.60  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 58.82% 23.53% 5.88% 0.00% 0.00% 11.76% 4.60  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 58.82% 23.53% 5.88% 0.00% 0.00% 11.76% 4.60  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 58.82% 11.76% 17.65% 0.00% 0.00% 11.76% 4.47  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 58.82% 17.65% 11.76% 0.00% 0.00% 11.76% 4.53  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 58.82% 11.76% 17.65% 0.00% 0.00% 11.76% 4.47  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 64.71% 17.65% 5.88% 0.00% 0.00% 11.76% 4.67  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 47.06% 29.41% 5.88% 0.00% 0.00% 17.65% 4.50  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 52.94% 11.76% 29.41% 0.00% 0.00% 5.88% 4.25  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 41.18% 58.82%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 0.00% 11.76% 5.88% 52.94%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 82.35% 17.65% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
4 He was always attentive to his students.

5 I liked how this class had guest speakers that would come and talk to us about advice and study abroad opportunities.

10 Some of the speakers in the class were very interesting, their ideas prompted me to think about things I had not thought of before in depth.

11 I loved all of the guest speakers especially the ones about studying abroad and about the UNF cares courses. These were very helpful and useful in choosing my classes for the next few semesters.

13 It helped me understand how good the study abroad program is.

15 Had great speakers and really helped me understand fully what UNF has to offer.

17 I enjoyed learning about many of the university's campus resources because I now know what departments to go to for assistance in the future.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
4 N/A

10 None

13 The due dates for assignments could be posted on canvas.

15 no suggestions

17 I would love for there to be a guest speaker from the Disability Resource Center and/or the College of Education so that students with special needs know what accommodations they can receive for their classes. I also think this is important 
because not everyone is familiar with the field of Special Education, even the students who are interested in becoming future educators.



SLS1106 - First Year Seminar
  CRN: 83594
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 103286

Term: 201880 Campus: MC College: All Colleges Department: Undergraduate Studies Level: LL
Course Prefix: SLS Course Number: 1106 CRN: 83594 Instructor(s): Waddell, David
 

Number Enrolled: 14 Number Responded: 3 Percent Responded:  21.43%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 66.67% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 66.67% 0.00% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.33  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 0.00% 100.00%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 33.33% 33.33%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other
 Classification 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
1 very personal

3 very kind and cares about students

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer
3 none



BSC4921 - Biology Lecture Series
  CRN: 15722
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 103085

Term: 201910 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: UL

Course Prefix: BSC Course Number: 4921 CRN: 15722 Instructor(s): Waddell, David

 

Number Enrolled: 83 Number Responded: 27 Percent Responded:  32.53%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 37.04% 14.81% 29.63% 0.00% 0.00% 18.52% 4.09  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 29.63% 22.22% 25.93% 0.00% 0.00% 22.22% 4.05  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 29.63% 18.52% 29.63% 0.00% 0.00% 22.22% 4.00  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 37.04% 29.63% 14.81% 7.41% 0.00% 11.11% 4.08  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 29.63% 18.52% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 18.52% 3.95  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 25.93% 14.81% 33.33% 3.70% 0.00% 22.22% 3.81  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 33.33% 14.81% 37.04% 0.00% 0.00% 14.81% 3.96  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 44.44% 25.93% 18.52% 3.70% 0.00% 7.41% 4.20  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 29.63% 22.22% 22.22% 3.70% 0.00% 22.22% 4.00  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 44.44% 7.41% 25.93% 11.11% 0.00% 11.11% 3.96  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 25.93% 74.07%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 11.11% 22.22% 44.44% 22.22%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other

 Classification 0.00% 7.41% 55.56% 37.04% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

4 easy instructions

5 very well at explaining things

9 Straight-forward class, interesting line-up of speakers.

11 I enjoy that Dr. Waddell did not expect the class to understand everything the speakers were saying and tailored the discussion topics accordingly.

13 What I liked about the course is the various topics that were discussed and the variety in researchers who came in to class

15 I liked that the class exposed me to different fields of the biology major.

16 Class was not centered around the professor.

19 The weekly assignments were a little annoying because the question wasn't posted until a week after the lecture, we would need to answer questions on a talk that we saw over a week before.

20 Great course. I learned a lot about many diverse biology research areas.

27 Dr. Waddell is one of the greatest professors at UNF bio

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

3 If possible, have different topics covered for the lectures. A broader range

4 give atleast one absence no penalty

5 I wouldn't change a thing

9 Instructor engagement/review of posts could be improved, some people abused his response system by just commenting briefly (i.e. "Cool talk.") to get the participation points.



13 To improve the course, instead of having to buy Tophat, it would have been more convenient and useful for both the professor and students to have just used Canvas for discussions and clickers for attendance since most biology students 
have clickers already because of Bio 1, 2, or 3.

15 The course should be offered on different days and times.

16 Class was not centered around the professor.

18 It would be better to post the discussion topics the same day as the lecture was given. After a week it is difficult to remember all the details from the lecture. Tophat was an okay program, I wish it was able to send notifications once 
assignments were posted.

20 Maybe use an app that's free? Top Hat cost $26, which is steep for a college student.

26 Life happens! I think if you are going to penalize students for missing more than one class than you should allow them to attend senior seminar talks to make up for the seminar missed

27 Man, put those discussion forms up faster! Three weeks after their talk all the info is out of my head.



PCB3063C - Genetics
  CRN: 16138
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 103084

Term: 201910 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: UL

Course Prefix: PCB Course Number: 3063C CRN: 16138 Instructor(s): Waddell, David

 

Number Enrolled: 15 Number Responded: 6 Percent Responded:  40.00%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 50.00% 33.33% 0.00% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 4.17  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 83.33% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.83  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 50.00% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 16.67% 0.00% 4.00  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 16.67% 33.33% 33.33% 0.00% 16.67% 0.00% 3.33  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 50.00% 16.67% 16.67% 0.00% 16.67% 0.00% 3.83  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 33.33% 16.67% 16.67% 0.00% 16.67% 16.67% 3.60  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 83.33% 0.00% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.67  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 33.33% 16.67% 33.33% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 3.67  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 0.00% 33.33% 16.67% 16.67% 33.33% 0.00% 2.50  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 33.33% 33.33% 0.00% 0.00% 16.67% 16.67% 3.80  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 50.00% 50.00%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 16.67% 0.00% 66.67% 16.67%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other

 Classification 0.00% 0.00% 83.33% 16.67% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

2 I thought the subject material and lectures were interesting.

4 The course and how Dr. Waddell taught the information stimulated critical thinking. The class gets a bad rap due to it being "too difficult to pass the first time," but I think if you follow and engage in class and do the homework/SI then you'll 
be good to go. This class did take time and was difficult at times, but I'm happy I took it. I learned a lot, and had some fun doing it!

6 Professor Waddell has more than enough knowledge to teach this class.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1 A great instructor, its not easy material to present to students but he did great my only suggestion for him is not to spend so much time during class waiting for students to answer questions that clearly we are unsure of or we are not hitting 
the mark. I feel it could be a waste of time that I could use learning the material but overall great professor.

2 I'd like to see him mix up the exams a bit such that those with old copies of the exam don't continue to inflate the curve. I'm stuffing most SIs into my schedule and still borderline failing. I'll continue to paddle upstream in a river of tears I've 
cried for myself over life being unfair.

4 Being a bit more organized. Sometimes we would go over topics in class that we had already gone over twice before. Dr. Waddell taught a class right before mine so he may have forgotten where my class left off last. Anyway, not a big deal! 
Great teacher!

6 I would have wanted to get my graded tests back after completing them. Without them, it�s impossible to know what I got wrong and how to correct my mistakes in the future. Also, Professor Waddell seems pretty unapproachable, which 
dissuaded me from going to his office hours.



PCB3063C - Genetics
  CRN: 16144
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 103087

Term: 201910 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: UL

Course Prefix: PCB Course Number: 3063C CRN: 16144 Instructor(s): Waddell, David

 

Number Enrolled: 22 Number Responded: 8 Percent Responded:  36.36%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 50.00% 12.50% 25.00% 12.50% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 75.00% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.75  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 25.00% 0.00% 62.50% 0.00% 12.50% 0.00% 3.25  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 25.00% 12.50% 37.50% 12.50% 12.50% 0.00% 3.25  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 37.50% 37.50% 12.50% 12.50% 0.00% 0.00% 4.00  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 37.50% 37.50% 12.50% 0.00% 0.00% 12.50% 4.29  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 87.50% 12.50% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.88  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 25.00% 12.50% 37.50% 12.50% 12.50% 0.00% 3.25  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 25.00% 12.50% 37.50% 25.00% 0.00% 0.00% 3.38  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 37.50% 12.50% 0.00% 37.50% 12.50% 0.00% 3.25  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 50.00% 50.00%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 0.00% 0.00% 25.00% 50.00% 25.00%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other

 Classification 0.00% 0.00% 62.50% 37.50% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1 I appreciate that he occasionally gives out practice problems (ones not from the assigned book). That helps you understand how well you know a process or type of problem. I really liked how he handed out a syllabus with contact 
information for the counseling center. That's an important facility students may not be aware of but desperately need. Not a lot of teachers will make a point to emphasize students' mental health.

2 This class has been the most challenging class of my undergraduate career, but Dr. Waddell really challenges critical thinking off of the material learned in class.

3 The course is challenging and encouraged us to incorporate what we have learned from previous biology and chemistry courses into this content.

4 He was very interactive and spoke to the class instead of just writing and lecturing all day.

8 Dr. Waddell teaches the class very well!

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1

Don't make fun of students, even casually. "You have a really good way of making nothing sound good"? My jaw dropped when he said this to another student. If we don't understand, we don't understand. We're trying! I hate the huge 
chunks of time he wastes waiting for someone to get close enough to an acceptable answer. That's wasted time you could be using to go over examples or steer the conversation into what you want. Silence doesn't help anyone. He teaches 
at 25%, his SI teaches at 25% (he can't be blamed for that), but he still wants you to know 100% on the exams. Self-study only helps so much unless he expects you to eat, sleep, and breathe this class. I wish he would be more structured 
(redraw figures instead of creating erase smears) or offer additional practice problems. He's a good person and he's knowledgeable about the material, just bad at presenting it.

3 That being said, the course has a reputation for being incredibly challenging. The pass rate is relatively low and I feel as though that should raise concern for administration.

4 Shorter exams

7 For a course this hard, it seems unacceptable to have only one exam before the drop deadline and have two exams after the deadline.

8 Be a little more descriptive with the notes on molecular genetics. The diagrams helped to visualize the process, but it would've been helpful to see a step by step pathway of the molecular genetics section



PCB3063C - Genetics
  CRN: 18418
  TYPE: CLAS
  ISQ ID: 103086

Term: 201910 Campus: MC College: COAS Department: Biology Level: UL

Course Prefix: PCB Course Number: 3063C CRN: 18418 Instructor(s): Waddell, David

 

Number Enrolled: 18 Number Responded: 5 Percent Responded:  27.78%

  RESPONSE PERCENTAGES

Item ID Item Strongly
Agree(5) Agree(4) Neutral(3) Disagree(2)

Strongly
Disagree(1) NR/NA Mean  

1 My instructor communicated ideas and information effectively. 20.00% 20.00% 40.00% 0.00% 20.00% 0.00% 3.20  

2 My instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter. 40.00% 40.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.20  

3 My instructor was able to explain complex concepts and ideas clearly. 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 0.00% 20.00% 20.00% 3.25  

4 My instructor was well-organized and provided a framework conducive to learning. 40.00% 0.00% 40.00% 0.00% 20.00% 0.00% 3.40  

5 My instructor taught the course in a way that stimulated critical and creative thinking. 60.00% 20.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.40  

6 My instructor assisted students outside of class. 40.00% 0.00% 20.00% 40.00% 0.00% 0.00% 3.40  

7 My instructor set high standards that challenged me in the course. 40.00% 60.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.40  

8 My instructor showed respect for students. 40.00% 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 3.80  

9 My instructor provided useful feedback on assignments/tests. 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 0.00% 20.00% 20.00% 3.25  

Item ID Item Excellent (5)
Very

Good (4) Good (3) Fair (2) Poor (1) NR/NA Mean  

10 My overall rating of instructor 20.00% 20.00% 40.00% 0.00% 20.00% 0.00% 3.20  

 

Item ID Item Male Female  

 Gender 40.00% 60.00%  

 

Item ID Item <2.00 2.00-2.49 2.50-2.99 3.00-3.49 3.50-4.00  

 Current Cumulative GPA 20.00% 0.00% 40.00% 0.00% 40.00%  

 

Item ID Item Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Postbac Masters Doctoral Other

 Classification 0.00% 0.00% 60.00% 20.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

  What did you like best about the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1 Smart guy. Like his teaching style.

2 He had a more laid back learning approach making it feel more like a group discussion rather than a lecture.

4 He communicates the material well and simple but problems are very difficult.

5 The only thing i liked about this course was how the instructor wanted us to engage in the lecture.

  What suggestions do you have for improving the course and/or how the instructor taught it?:

Seq Answer

1 Maybe a study guide for tests. Also I wish in class lecture we had more example problems. Sometimes we focus so much on the concept and it�s jqrd to understand how we would apply it in a problem. Going to SI helps with that though.

2 I don't find him the most approachable and during office hours he may offer a little help but you feel more like this is a self-learning course.

5
Its pretty bad when you have to have a curve set in the syllabus for the class. In my opinion curves should be a last resort for a professor if for some reason students do not do as well on an exam as expected. The professor should not 
automatically assume he will be needing a curve right from the gecko. He is very knowledgeable in the material but does not know how to translate that into teaching. As a teacher if the averages on your tests are around 50% that is saying 
that you are not getting the material across.



Part 1. Innovative teaching activities 

David Waddell (senior partner) 

Dr. Waddell is a two-time winner of the Outstanding Undergraduate Teaching Award at UNF 

that recognizes exceptional teaching effectiveness and innovation. In addition to his outstanding 

teaching in the classroom, in 2015 Dr. Waddell developed the UNF BIO-FLITE Program, which 

runs for five and half days and includes content lectures, practice exams, lab exercises, student 

improvement sessions, and simulated Supplemental Instruction. Dr. Waddell also created the 

Pre-med LLC in 2011 and has continued to coordinate that community ever since. The Pre-Med 

LLC is for students interested in pursuing careers in the biomedical field and the mission is to 

assist students in establishing a support network at UNF and the community and to improve 

student success in and out of the classroom, while simultaneously developing competitive 

candidates for admission to professional schools in the medical field. 

 

Frank Smith (junior partner)  

The lab component of Frank Smith’s Coastal Invertebrate Zoology course was completely 

research based. The semester was split into three sections based on three environments—

terrestrial, freshwater, and marine. For each of these environments, students had to collect 

specimens, collect data on these specimens, collect images of the specimens, fill out a character 

matrix that included 30 characteristics, and use any resources available to identify the specimens 

to family level, if possible. Students worked in teams and were required to keep lab notebooks. 

For each habitat type, research teams prepared PowerPoint presentations about the organisms 

that they discovered. These presentations included information about the anatomy and ecology of 

the organisms. Presentations were given in lab. 



Part 2. Project description 

Elucidating the function of fushi tarazu during tardigrade development 

 

The development of body segments in the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster is one of the most 

well understood processes in developmental biology, but the evolution of these processes remain 

unresolved. The gene fushi tarazu (ftz) plays a critical role in the establishment of body segments 

in this species. After body segments are established, Hox genes determine the identity of each 

segment. Each anatomically unique body segment is specified by a unique combination of Hox 

genes. Disrupting the function of a Hox gene typically leads to transformations of segment 

identities, which correspond to changes in expression patterns of other Hox genes. Based on 

genomic analyses, it is now clear that ftz is an evolutionarily highly derived Hox gene. However, 

whether the ancestral function of ftz is specification of segment identities remains unclear. 

Tardigrades are segmented relatives of arthropods. I recently discovered that ftz is expressed in a 

Hox gene-like pattern during development of the tardigrade Hypsibius exemplaris. My proposed 

project will benefit my ongoing scholarly agenda by enabling me to determine whether ftz is 

specifying segment identity in this species. I aim to disrupt the normal function of ftz with a 

technique called RNA interference (RNAi). If ftz specifies segment identity in H. exemplaris, 

then I predict that the segment in which ftz is normally expressed will adopt a different segment 

identity when I disrupt its function with RNAi. Each segment of a tardigrade exhibits unique 

muscle and nervous system patterns. I will analyze these patterns to identify segment identity 

transformations. Additionally, I will determine whether the expression patterns of other Hox 

genes are affected. My proposed research will have a strong impact in the field of developmental 

biology by providing a much-needed test of the ancestral function of ftz.        



Part 3. Partnership plan 

RNA interference (RNAi) is the primary technique that will be used in the proposed research of 

Frank Smith (junior partner). RNAi is a method that can be used to target the transcripts of any 

gene of interest for degradation. Frank Smith will use this technique to deplete transcripts for the 

gene fushi tarazu (ftz). A critical step to effectively implement the RNAi technique is to quantify 

the extent to which transcripts of the target gene are depleted. Additionally, Frank Smith will use 

this method to determine the effect of depleting ftz transcripts on the expression levels of other 

Hox genes, a critical component of his research proposal. The standard method used to quantify 

transcript abundance is quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR). This method is very technically 

challenging and has yet to be established for studies of tardigrade embryos, the focal organisms 

of Frank Smith’s research proposal. By contrast, qRT-PCR is a technique that is used regularly 

in the research program of Dave Waddell (senior partner). Dave Waddell will provide guidance 

to Frank Smith on all aspects of the qRT-PCR technique, including guidance on experimental 

design, RNA extraction, RNA quality control, reverse transcription, and primer and amplicon 

design.      
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Equal Opportunity/Equal Access/Affirmative Action Institution 

 

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY 
College of Arts & Sciences 

 

 
         10/14/19 
 
Dear Van Vleck Early Career Teaching Excellence Award Committee, 
 
It is my pleasure to endorse Dr. Frank Smith who is applying for this award. Frank is currently in his 
third year as a tenure-earning faculty member at UNF and is making great progress with respect to 
both teaching and scholarly activity. His ability and willingness to teach an array of different courses 
is extremely valuable to the department and the university as a whole. Based upon student 
feedback, it is evident that he has a great ability to connect with students as he creates challenging, 
yet enjoyable, courses. Each year, numerous students comment positively on his passion, 
presentation skills and approachability. All of these are critical elements of positive teaching 
effectiveness. Not surprisingly, his research is popular among students as it teaches them cutting 
edge molecular biology techniques associated with the developmental biology of invertebrates. His 
proposed Van Vleck student-centered research project aims to characterize the function of the fushi 
tarazu gene using tardigrades as model organisms. Given the nature of this project, Dr. Dave 
Waddell is a very suitable senior partner. Dr. Waddell is an excellent instructor and has a thriving 
molecular biology research program which trains numerous undergraduate and graduate students 
every semester. This is a solid partnership and I hope you look fondly upon Frank’s application. 
 

 
 
Cliff Ross, PhD 
Professor and Chair 
Dept. of Biology 

 
 



Part 5. Award history at UNF 

Frank W. Smith (junior partner) 

• UNF Dean’s Leadership Council Faculty Fellowship Award, 2018-2019 ($4000 and paid 

course release) 

• UNF Faculty Development Scholarship Grant, 2017-2018 ($7500) 

• UNF Transformation Learning Opportunity, 2018-2019 ($13,542) 

• UNF Coastal Biology Flagship Program Mini-Proposal, 2017-2018 ($2000) 

 

David Waddell (senior partner) 

• UNF Transformational Learning Opportunity Grant, 2019-2020 ($23,000) 

• UNF Transformational Learning Opportunity Grant, 2018-2019 ($23,000) 

• UNF Academic Affairs Faculty Development Scholarship Grant, 2018-2019 ($7500) 

• UNF Foundation Board Grant, 2017-2018 ($22,000) 

• Research Enhancement Plan Grant, 2018-2019 ($1500) 

• UNF Transformational Learning Opportunity Grant, 2017-2018 ($20,000) 

• UNF Transformational Learning Opportunity Grant, 2016-2017 ($20,500) 

• UNF Foundation Board Grant, 2015-2016 ($14,112) 

• UNF Transformational Learning Opportunity Grant, 2015-2016 ($24,500) 

• UNF Academic Affairs Faculty Development Grant, 2015 ($7500) 

• COAS Experiential Learning Grant, 2015 ($1000 from COAS and $500 from Biology 

Department) 

• COAS-ORSP Research Enhancement Award, 2014-2015 ($3000 and paid course 

release)  

• UNF Transformational Learning Opportunity Grant, 2014 - 2015 ($21,000) 

• UNF Transformational Learning Opportunity Grant, 2013 - 2014 ($24,500) 

• UNF Transformational Learning Opportunity Grant, 2012 - 2013 ($8500) 

• UNF Academic Affairs Faculty Development Grant, 2012-2013 ($7500) 

• COAS Dean's Leadership Council Fellowship Award, 2012 ($4000 and paid course 

release) 

• UNF Transformational Learning Opportunity Grant, 2011 - 2012 ($20,000) 

• UNF Academic Affairs Faculty Development Grant. 2011 ($7500) 



Part 6. Project Budget 

This project will involve undergraduate (~12) and graduate students (4) in relevant biomedical 

research. Students involved in this project will learn cutting-edge molecular genetic techniques, 

including gene knockdown, quantitative real time PCR (qRT-PCR), and Western blotting which 

are frequently used to analyze gene expression and function. In addition, the items listed below 

will help further my research agenda while also providing the necessary reagents and supplies to 

assist Dr. Frank Smith in establishing qRT-PCR as a new research technique for his lab that will 

advance his research agenda. Finally, engaging students in biomedical research activities aligns 

with important state university system metrics that emphasize student engagement in and pursuit 

of STEM degree programs. 

 

David Waddell, Itemized Budget: (No other funds have been committed or requested for this 

project) 

                iScript cDNA Synthesis Kits for qRT-PCR                                       $300 

                qRT-PCR iTaq and SYBR Green Kits                                               $500 

                Primers and Misc. Reagents for qRT-PCR                                         $200 

                Total                                                                                                  $1000 

 

Frank Smith, Itemized Budget: (No other funds have been committed or requested for this 

project) 

     Course release                                               $3000 

                T7 RiboMAX™ Express RNAi System                                             $539 

                Primers and Misc. Reagents for RNAi                                             $461 

                Total                                                                                                  $4000 

 



Frank W. Smith, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 

Biology Department, University of North Florida 
1 UNF Drive 

Jacksonville, FL 32224 
Phone: (904) 620-2883 

Email: frank.smith@unf.edu 
 
Professional Preparation 
University of Rhode Island   Biology    B.S., 2007 
University of Connecticut  Ecology and Evolutionary Biology Ph.D., 2013 
University of North Carolina  Biology Department   Postdoc, 2013–2017 
 
Appointments 
2017–Assistant Professor, Biology Department, University of North Florida. Teaching 
responsibilities include General Biology 3, Genomics, Genetics, Coastal Invertebrate Zoology, 
Developmental Biology, and Current Applications in Biology. Additionally, I have mentored 
thirteen undergraduate students and one graduate student on laboratory based research projects.  
 
Publications  
15. Smith, F.W., Cumming, M., Goldstein, B. 2018. Analysis of nervous system patterning 

genes   in the tardigrade Hypsibius exemplaris illuminate the evolution of panarthropod 
brains. EvoDevo 9:19. 

 
14. Smith, F.W. 2017. Embryonic in situ hybridization for the tardigrade Hypsibius dujardini.  
 Cold Spring Harbor Protocols 11, pdb. prot102350. 
 
13. Smith, F.W., Gabriel, W. 2017. Embryonic immunostaining for the tardigrade Hypsibius  
 dujardini. Cold Spring Harbor Protocols 11, pdb. prot102343. 
 
12. Smith, F.W., Bartels, P.J., Goldstein, B. 2017. A hypothesis for the composition of the  
 tardigrade brain and its implications for panarthropod brain evolution. Integrative and  
 Comparative Biology 57: 546–559. 
 
11. Smith, F.W. and Goldstein, B. 2017. Segmentation in Tardigrada and diversification of 
 segmental patterns in Panarthropoda. Arthropod Structure & Development 46: 328–340. 
 
10. Smith, F.W., Boothby, T.C., Giovannini, I., Rebecchi, L., Jockusch, E.L., Goldstein, B. 
 2016. The compact body plan of tardigrades evolved by the loss of a large body region. 
 Current Biology 26: 224–229.    
 
9. Boothby, T.C., Tenlen, J.R., Smith, F.W., Wang, J.R., Patanella, K.E., Osborne Nishimura, 
 E.,  Tintori, S.C., Li, Q., Jones, C.D., Yandell, M., Messina, D.N., Glassock, J., Goldstein, B. 
 2015. Evidence for extensive horizontal gene transfer from the draft genome of a tardigrade.  
 Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 112: 15976–15981.  
  



8. Jockusch, E.L., Smith, F.W., 2015. Hexapoda: Comparative aspects of later embryogenesis 
 and metamorphosis. In: Evolutionary Developmental Biology of Invertebrates volume 5, 
 Wanninger, Andreas (Ed.), Springer, 2015, pp. 111–208. 
 
7.  Smith, F.W., Jockusch, E.L., 2014. The Metameric pattern of Hypsibius dujardini 
 (Eutardigrada) and its relationship to that of other panarthropods. Frontiers in Zoology 11: 
 1–16. 
 
6. Smith, F.W., Jockusch, E.L., 2014. Hox genes require homothorax and extradenticle for 
 body wall identity specification but not for appendage identity specification during 
 metamorphosis of  Tribolium castaneum. Developmental Biology 395: 182–197. 
 
5. Smith, F.W., Angelini, D.R., Jockusch, E.L., 2014. A Functional genetic analysis in flour 
 beetles (Tenebrionidae) reveals an antennal identity specification mechanism active during  
 metamorphosis in Holometabola. Mechanisms of Develoment 132: 13–27.  
 
4. Smith, F.W., Angelini, D.R., Gaudio, M.S., Jockusch, E.L., 2014. Metamorphic labral axis  
 patterning in the beetle Tribolium castaneum requires multiple upstream, but few 
 downstream, genes in the appendage patterning network. Evolution & Development 16: 78–
 91. 
 
3. Angelini, D.R., Smith, F.W., Jockusch, E.L., 2012. Extent with modification: Leg patterning 
 in  the beetle Tribolium castaneum and the evolution of serial homologs. G3: 
 Genes|Genomes|Genetics 2: 235–248. 
 
2. Angelini, D.R., Smith, F.W., Aspiras, A.C., Kikuchi, M., Jockusch, E.L., 2012. Patterning of 
 the  adult mandibulate mouthparts in the red flour beetle, Tribolium castaneum. Genetics 190: 
 639–654. 
 
1. Aspiras, A.C., Smith, F.W., Angelini, D.R., 2011. Sex-specific gene interactions in the 
 patterning  of insect genitalia. Developmental Biology 360: 369–380. 
 
Service 
External: Treasurer for the Pan-American Society for Evolutionary Developmental Biology 
(PASEDB) (2019–present); NSF Grant Reviewer (2018, 2019); Ad hoc manuscript reviewer for 
thirteen scientific journals (2009–present) 
 
University Level: UNF Student Conduct Board (Fall 2018–present) 
 
College Level: Reviewed Faculty Development Grants (Fall 2018); COAS Research 
Enhancement Plan Review Committee (Fall 2019) 
 
Department Level: Bio Executive Committee (Fall 2017–present); Assessment Committee (Fall 
2018– present); Coastal Biology graduate student proposal reviewer (Spring 2019); Served on 
four graduate student committees (Spring 2018–present) 



David Scott Waddell, Ph.D. 

EDUCATION: 
x University of California, Davis 

          Department of Neurobiology, Physiology and Behavior 
          Davis, CA 
          Postdoctoral Fellow (August 2004 - May 2010) 

 
x Duke University 

    Department of Pharmacology and Cancer Biology 
    Durham, NC  
    Ph.D. in Molecular Cancer Biology (August 1999 - July 2004) 
 

 EDUCATION AND WORK EXPERIENCE: 
Associate Professor, University of North Florida, Department of Biology. Teaching 
responsibilities include courses in Genetics, Molecular Genetics, Molecular Cell Biology, 
General Biology (majors) and Principles of Biology (non-majors). Research responsibilities 
include running a productive research lab with 10-14 undergraduates and 3-4 graduate 
students each semester. Service responsibilities have included committees at the department, 
college and university level, Biomedical Program Director, coordinator of the Pre-Med Living 
Learning Community, and coordinator and BIO-FLITE. (August 2010 - Present) 
 
Postdoctoral Fellow, University of California, Davis, Department of Neurobiology, 
Physiology, and Behavior. Project is focused on the elucidation of the molecular mechanisms 
of muscle atrophy. Specifically, research includes characterization of the transcriptional 
regulation of genes that are differentially expressed during muscle wasting. (August 2004 - 
May 2010) 

 
SELECT GRANTS AND AWARDS: 

x UNF Transformation Learning Opportunity Grants (2011-2020) "Biomedical 
Research of the Molecular Mechanism of Skeletal Muscle Atrophy"  
 

x UNF Foundation Board Grant (2015-2016) Entitled: “Development of a Biology 
Intensive Orientation for Students (BIOS) Program at UNF”. This grant provides funds for 
the establishment of a weeklong Biology “Boot Camp” for incoming first time in college 
students. The program is an intensive academic orientation that is designed help students 
transition successfully to college. 
 

x UNF Academic Affairs Faculty Development Grant (2014) Entitled: "Development of 
a Biology Intensive Supplemental Course for General Biology I "  
 

x UNF Academic Affairs Faculty Development Scholarship Grant, (2018) Entitled: 
“Development of an NIH AREA Grant to Support Skeletal Muscle Atrophy Research” 

 
x College of Arts and Science Dean's Leadership Council Fellowship Award (2012)  

Entitled: "Determining the Role of HDAC4 in Age-associated Skeletal Muscle Atrophy"  



SELECT PUBLICATIONS: (* indicates UNF student co-author) 
Labuzan, S.A.*, Lunch, S.A.*, Cooper, L.M.*, and Waddell, D.S. Inhibition of Protein 
Phosphatase Methylesterase 1 Dysregulates MAP Kinase Signaling and Attenuates Muscle 
Cell Differentiation. Journal of Cellular Physiology - In review. 
 
Lynch, S.A.*, McLeod, M.A.*, Orsech, H.C.*, Cirelli, A.M.*, and Waddell, D.S. Zinc Finger 
Protein 593 is Upregulated During Skeletal Muscle Atrophy and Modulates Muscle Cell 
Differentiation. Experimental Cell Research. Published online August 20, 2019.  
[Epub ahead of print] doi.org/10.1016/j.yexcr.2019.111563 
  
Hayes, C.S.*, Labuzan, S.A.*, Menke, J.A.*, Haddock, A.N.*, and Waddell, D.S. Ttc39c is 
Upregulated During Skeletal Muscle Atrophy and Modulates ERK1/2 MAP Kinase and 
Hedgehog Signaling. Journal of Cellular Physiology. 234(12) 2019: 23807-
23824. doi.org/10.1002/jcp.28950 
  
Haddock, A.N.*, Labuzan, S.A.*, Haynes, A.E.*, Hayes, C.S.*, Kakareka, K.M.* 
and Waddell, D.S. Dual-specificity Phosphatase 4 (Dusp4) is Upregulated During Skeletal 
Muscle Atrophy and Modulates Extracellular Signal-Regulated Kinase (ERK) Activity.# 
American Journal of Physiology - Cell Physiology. 316(4) 2019: C567-C581.  
#APSselct Award.  doi.org/10.1152/ajpcell.00234.2018  
  
Waddell, D.S., Duffin, P.J.*, Haddock, A.N.*, Triplett, V.E.*, Saredy, J.J.*, Eldredge, J.T.* 
and Kakareka, K.M.* Isolation, Expression Analysis and Characterization of NEFA 
Interacting Nuclear Protein 30 and RING Finger and SPRY Domain Containing 1 in Skeletal 
Muscle. Gene. 576(1) 2016: 319-332. doi.org/10.1016/j.gene.2015.10.046 

 
Furlow, J.D., Watson, M.L., Waddell, D.S., Neff, E.S., Baehr, L.M., Ross, A.P., and Bodine, 
S.C. Altered Gene Expression Patterns in Muscle Ring Finger 1 Null Mice During 
Denervation and Dexamethasone Induced Muscle Atrophy. Physiological Genomics. 2013 
45(23): 1168-85. 
  
Gomes, A.V., Waddell, D.S., Siu, R., Stein, M., Dewey, S., Furlow, J.D. and Bodine, S.C. 
Upregulation of proteasome activity in muscle RING finger 1-nill mice following denervation. 
FASEB J. 2012 26(7): 2986-99. 
 
Guo, X., Waddell, D.S.*, Wang, W., Liberati, N.T., Yong, S., Liu, X. and Wang, X-F. 
Ligand-dependent ubiquitination of Smad3 is regulated by casein kinase 1 gamma 2, an 
inhibitor of TGF-b signaling. Oncogene.  2008 27(58): 7235-47. *Co-First Author 
  
Waddell, D.S., Baehr, L.M., van den Brandt, J., Johnsen, S.A., Reichardt, H.M., Furlow, J.D. 
and Bodine, S.C. The Glucocorticoid Receptor and FoxO1 Synergistically Activate the 
Skeletal Muscle Atrophy Associated MuRF1 Gene. Am J Physiol Endocrinol Metab.  295(4) 
2008: 785-797. 
 
Guo, X., Ramirez, A., Waddell, D.S., Liu, X., and Wang, X-F. Axin and GSK3-ȕ�FRQWURO�
Smad3 protein stability and modulate TGF-ȕ�VLJQDOLQJ� Genes and Development 22(1) 2008: 
106-120.  


